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"EXPI.ANATORY ~"OTES 

The monetary units of the countries visited by this mission and their 

cooresponding current official exchange rates are: 

Papua-New Guinea Kina: 

1ndonesian Rupiah: 

Malaysian Ringgit: 

K1 

Rp 1,788 

= US$1.18 

US$1.00 

M$ 2.74 = US$1.~0 

The folloving acronyms are used in this Report: 

APFIDG 

FAO 

FIA 

FIC 

MTIB 

PIKA 

PNG 

RAPA 

UNDP 

UNI DO 

Asia Pacific Forest Industries Development Group 

Association of South East Asian Nations 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations 

Forest Industries Association of Papua-New Guinea 

Forest Industries Council of Papua-New Guinea 

Malaysian Timber Industry Board 

Pendidikan Industri Kayu Atas 
(Industrial Woodworking Institute), Semarang, 
Java, Indonesia 

Papua-New Guinea 

Regional Office for Asia and the PACIFIC, FAO, 
Bangkok, Thailand 

United Nations Development Programme 

United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization 

A hyphen between numbers (e.g., 1-5) indicates the full range involved, 

including the beginning and end points. 

A full stop (.) is used to indicate decimals. 

A comma (,) is used to indicate thousands, millions, billions. 
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The following symbols and/or abbreviations are used in this Report: 

MS 

K 

US$ 

Bd. Ft. 

cu.m. 

dia. 
DTP 
EMC 

etc. 

ft 

hrs. 

hrs./day 

K.D. 

me or MC 

ml 

mm 

m/min 

ml/yr. 

' 
RPM 

545 

S'}.m. 

vs. 

Malaysian Dollar, Ringgit, currency u.nit of 
the Federated States of Malaysia 

Kina, the currency unit of Papua-New Guinea 

Rupiah, the currency unit of the Republic of 
Indonesia 

U.S. Dollar, the currency unit of the United 
States of America 

board foot or board feet 

cubic meter 

diameter 
Downstream Timber Processing 
Equilibrium Moisture Content 

"et cetera", and so forth 

foot1 feet; 12 inches 

hours 

hoUJ:S per day 

kiln dried, kiln-drying 

Moisture con~ent 

milliliter 

millimeter 

meters per minute 

cubic meter per year 

per cent 

revolutions per minute 

surfaced on four sides 

square meter 

Tungsten Carbide Tipped 

"versus", compared with, against 
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I. IN'!'RODUCTION 

1 • 1 Project Background 

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), in 

its capacity as an implementing arm of the United Nations o::>evelopment 

PrC'lgramme (UNDP), in order to pursue a technical assistance project in 

the Asian/Pacific Region, established the "Asia Pacific Forest industries 

Development Group" (APFIDG), with head office · in Kual- Lumpur, Malaysia. 

The APFIDG has launched this study project with a view to implementing 

the following goals, among its six immediate objectives: 

i. To strengthen the capability of national governments to 

evaluate the industrial developnent potential of their forest 

sectors leading to plans for increasing tl:e effectiveness of 

the structure and operations of the existing forest industry 

and to the phased overall developnent of this industry. 

ii. To improve the m~nagerial efficiency and operational perform

ance of existing forest industries through ~~e trainir.g of 

personnel, the provision of advisory services and the identi

fication of opportunities for reinvestment, with particular 

reference to the small and medium scale producers. 

iii. To provide extension advisory services and assistance which is 

designed to have an impact on the large number of SJr&all and 

medium sized sawmills. Many of these sawmills are technolo

gically obsolescent and would respond significantly to the 

introduction of simple improved operational procedures and 

more efficient low-cost equipnent. Simple Demonstration Mills, 

strategically located, designed to illustrate the above bene

fits and to act as focal points for industrial extension acti

vities, will be encouraged. 

iv. To d~ve~sify current industrial output through encouraging 

manufacture of an increased range of secondary and tertiary 

wood-based ~rodur.ts. 
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t.2 Project Objectives 

Timber rich developing countries in the Asian/Pacific Region are being 

urged and encouraged by various international econoi&ic bodies and aid 

agencies to engage in more vigorous ind~strial activities with a view 

~o manufacturing (and exporting, if po~sible) more higher value-added 

products instead of the tradl.tional exports of industrial logs and sawn 

timber. Recent country reports have indicated that some "DOWNSTREAM" 

timber processing is bei~g ~ne by a number of sawmillers both in the 

private and 9over11J11ent sectors of the industry. HoWever, the activities 

leading to a more desirable development of the secondary wood processing 

industry in developing countries of the Region have apparently been 

sty:nied or blocked in some countries by factors which need immediate 

consideration by the affected countries. Although both the public and 

private sectors •are generally convinced and willing to initiate or 

expand esisting downstream timber processing activities, the rate of 

development is considered to be slow" and one that needs rationalization, 

both in direction and scope. 

To this end, the F'AO has contracted the services of the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) to undertake this Review 

Project with the following immediate objective: "Develop further indus

trial secondary processing of timbar products for local and export 

markets", coupled with the following goals for the sawmilling industry: 

i. To improve its efficiency and inco:ne generating capacity from 

the current level of resource utilization; 

ii. To reduce wastage; and 

iii. To increase productivity from existing raw material. 

UNIOO has therefore hired the services of Horatio P. Brion to undertake 

the Review Study, with the following duties and responsibilities: 

"Under the overall guidance of the Project's Team Leader, and in 

cooperation with its Forest Industries Expert, the consultant will 

be expected to: 

1) Review the current status of secondary wood processing 

industries in Malaysia, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. 
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2) Identify the investment opportunities ar,d recoim:er.d the 

types of do~nstrearn processing best suited for i~tegra~ion 

into the cxi~ting primary forest industries (sa~-:nil!ing 

and plywood and veneer production). 

3), Review and indicate the suitability and price range of 

the most relevant equipment which would reduce mill waste 

and promote the production of value-added products for 

both the domestic and export markets. 

4) Evaluate the productivity ar.d profitability of selected 

product ranges and volumes, based on the machines selected 

and putative product.:..on costs. 

5) Determine the training needs for the supervisors and 

managers of plants established using the equipment proposed. 

6) Incorporate the above, as well as recommendations addres~ed 

to potential industrialists and government bodies, in a 

technical report." 

(See Annex I for more details of the Consultant's Terms of 

Reference). 

II. BRIEF SUMMARY OF CURRENT WOOD PROCESSING 
IN SELECTED ASIA/PACIFIC 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

2.1 General Considerations & Methodology 

The funding and time constraints of this Project led to the decision 

that the sawmilling industry in three timber rich countries of the 

Region will be studied and visited within a period of one month. Fur

thermore, it was held that sawmilling plants with outputs in excess of 

30,000 cubic meters of sawn timber per ann'l.ltl were big enough to take 

care of their own downstream processing programmes. Thus, the plant 

visits to sawmilling faeilities were confined to the small and medium 

scale sawmilling operations, and to which this Study Project is pri

marily addressed, in each of the three countries selected for the study 

to visit: Papua New Guinea, Indonesia and Malaysia, during the period 
8 Novembcr,to 7 December 1989. 
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Table I she ..... ~ the nur..ber anC. approxir..ate size grot;ping of sa...-m.ills 

visi~ed uncer this ~issio~. 

Table I. 
Sawmilling Plants Visited During 

conduct of Industry Survey 

No. of Mills with estimated annual outputs 
Country Below 15,000 Between 15,000 and 

cu.m/year 30, 000 cu.m/year 

Papua New Guinea 

Indonesia 

Malaysia 

2* 

2 

3** 

l 

4 

3 

Total':> 7 mills 8 mills 

Note: 
* One of these is a "Wokabaut" sawmill (mobile sawmilling 

machine} , while the other mills tropical hardwood timber 

solely for furnicure raanufacturinq. 

** TWO of these process rubberwood only. All three smal.l 

sawmills mill pre-cut components for furniture manufacturing. 

2.2 Timber Resources and Log Production 

Table II summarizes the forest timber resources and log production 

industry of the three countries visited under thjs Project, for the 

period 1986-87. 

Cour.try 

Papua New 

Indonesia 

Malaysia 

Table II. 
Forest Resources & Loq Production of 

Selected Asia/Pacific Countries 

Operabl'? Operable 
Forest Area Timber Stand 
(million Ha) (million m3) 

Guinea 15 500 

67 3,833 

9 253 

An:.ual Log 
Production 1987* 

(thousand m3) 

2,698 

28,228 

36,351 

-----------------------------------------------------------··------
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Scurces: 

Facts & Figures, 1987, PNG Dept. of Forests 

FAO Yearbook, Forest Products, 1987, FAO Forestry Series No. 22~ 

FAO Statistics Series No. 87, Rome, 1989. 

Forestry in Malaysia, Ministry of Primary Industries, Kuala Lumpur, 
1989. 

Note: *Rounded-off to the nearest 1,000 cu.m. 

It is evident in Table II that the forest resources of the three 

countries visited under this project can support a sizable volume of 

mechanical wood processing activities. 

2.3 Primary Wood Processing 

2.3.1 Sawmilling 

While the sawmilling industries of Malaysia and Indonesia are 

bOth well-developed, that of Papua New Guinea is less developed 

and has great potentials for further development. Table III 

shows some important data on the sawmilling industries of the 

three countries. 

Table III. 
Sawmilling Industries ~f Selected Developing 

Countries in the Asia/Pacific Region 

No. of Sa"1!1ills Total Rated 
Country (1986) Input 

capacity 
(1,000 m3/yr) 

Papua New Guinea 60 500 

Indonesia 2, 724 15, 789 

Malaysia 902 10,473 

Total Sawn 
Timber Output 
(1,000 m3L"~r) 
1986 1987 

117 117 

7,442 9,170 

5,480 6,285 

------------------------------------------------------~-------------

Sources: 

Forest Industries council of Papua New Guinea. 

FAO Yearbook, Forest Products, 1987, FAO Forestry Series No.221 
FAO Statistics Series No. 87, Rome, 1989. 

An update of the study on ASEAN Pulp and Paper Industries, FAO, 
Rome, 1988. 
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Table III indicates a significant amount of unused sawmillin9 capabi

lity among the three countries visited under this Project. This also 

indicates a very good potential for Downstream Timber Processing from 

the viewpoint of availability of capacity for input materials of 

secondary and tertiary wood processing activities. 

2.3.2 Wood-Based Panels Manufacturing 

The manufacture of veneer and plywood compose the major portion 

of the wo6d-based panels manufacturing activities of the three 

countries. In fact, Indonesia has developed its plywood manu

facturing industry to become the world's biggest supplier of 

plywood products during the last 5 years. On the other hand, 

the plywood industry of Papua New Guinea has not grown during 

the last 5 years, while that of Malaysia has almost fully reco

vered from the down trend which started in 1 984 and started to 

change for increased production in 1987. Only Indonesia has 

plans to further increase its plywood production capacity. 

Table IV presents sane important data on the plywood manufactur

ing industry of the three countries visited under this Project. 

Table IV. 
The Plywood Industry of Selected Countries 

in·the Asia/Pacific Region 

Country 
Existing Total 
Manufacturing 

Capacities 

Annual Production 
(1,000 cu.m) 

(1, 000 cu.m/yr) 

1985 1986 - 1987 -
9 Papua New Guinea 

Indonesia 

Malaysia 

59 

6, 172 

1,737 

9 

5,750 

711 

6,800 

857 

-----------------------------------------------~------------

sources: 

FA.O yearbook, Forest Products, 1987 FAO Forestry Series No. 22 
FA.O Statistics Series No. 87, Rome, 1989. 

Perhutanan Semenanjun9 Malaysia, Penyata Tahunan 1986, 
Jabatan Perhutanan Semenanjung Malaysia, J<ementerian 
Perusahaan Utama Malaysia, Y.uala Lumpur, 1987. 



Compendium of Statistics, 1981 Department of Primary Industry, 
Office of Forests, Papua New Guinea, Port Moresby, 1982. 

Among the three countries only Malaysia produces and exports particle 

board, while Indonesia alone produces fibreboard. 

2.3.3 Other Wood Products (Woodchips, etc.) 

In general, it can be considered that the production of wood

chips and other wood products in the three countries is not a 

significant contributor to the economy of any of the three 

nations visited under the Project. 

2.4 Secondary and Tertiary Wood·P:r:ocessing 

The secondary and tertiary 'WOOd processing industry of Indonesia and 

Malaysia have continuously grown during the last S years. This growth, 

however, is primarily composed of significant developnents in the fur

niture and joinery manufacturing industry of both countries. Never

theless, the governments of both countries plan for faster rates of 

development of the industry sub-sector with a view to attaining more 

value added to the log or sawn timber produced in both countries. Thus, 

Indonesia has announced a significant increase of export taxes on sawn 

ti.Dlber (air-dried or kiln-dried) for the coming year and banned the 

export of logs a few years ago. Similarly, Malaysia has restricted 

the export of roundwood of certain timber species and is now considering 

a significant increase in the export tax on sawn timber. Both countries 

expect great strides in the growth of their secondary wood processing 

industries, with larger exports of secondary and tertiary wood products. 

On the other hand, Papua New Guinea's secondary wood processing industry 

has barely moved during the last five years. In fact, interviews with 
, 

industry leaders indicated a possible decline in this industry sub-

sector during the period. 

The industry sub-sector in the three countries were highly fragmented 

in both composition and distribution in each country so that accurate 

industry data were hardly available and usually not up-to-date. The 

following industry characteristics gathered through interviews with 
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industry leaders and visits to furniture an( joinery manufacturing 

shops in the three countries (see Annex XI} ge~erally confirm the 

industry cha.ra.cteristics observed during a. 1986 APFIDG study under 

Project No. RAS/78/010: 

i. Industry units range in size from a fam.i.1y affair shop with 

less than 10 workers operating at craftsman levels of manu

facture to factories employing more than 300 workers equipped 

with the latest models of basic woodworking machinery and 

equipment. A great majority of the manufacturing units were 

located around urban centers of each country. Except in iso

lated cases, like the wood-carving and carved furniture indus

try of Cepara, Indonesia, only a few are enqaged in export

oriented operations. Most of these establishJUents cater only 

to the furniture and joinery needs of the immediate vicinityJ 

ii. Productivity is low due to the use of antiquated production 

techniques, poor machinery lay-out and undesirable bouse

keepinq practices1 

iii. Reliable and up-to-date data alx>ut the industry, at both 

national. and local levels, were hardly available. Accurate 

industry data were available only with respect to the ope

rations of the organized sections of the industryJ 

iv. The industrlal infrastructure and research institutions that 

are available to the industry in developed countries are not 

found in the c:orresponding furniture and joinery industries 

of the developing COWltriesJ and 

v. The industry sub-sector is still handicapped with the same 

set of technical problems (as discussed in later paragraphs of 

this Report) that prevents a desirable rate of growth and 

further development. 

Latest estimates by industry leaders indicate that: 

i. Malaysia had at least 2,000 shops and factories, of which 

around 90\ may be classified as small and medium scale ope

rations; 
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ii. Indcnesia had no less than 4,000 establisbnents of which 

again 90\ are small and medium scale operations; and 

iii. Papua New Guinea had less than 100 establishments of ~ilich 

not more than 5 (in the Port Moresby area) may be classified 

as medium sr.ale operations, while the rest ~ere all small 

scale or cottage industry level. 

Only the furniture and joinery industries of Malaysia and Indonesia, 

among the three countries visited Wlder this Project, have attained 

significant export levels of operations. Papua New Guinea's furniture/ 

joinery products exports during the last five years were hardly notice

able at all. In fact, its tertiary wood products industry (principally 

the manufacture of chopsticks) has declined to almost non-existence 

during the last two years. 

III. IMPROVING INCOME GENERATIW CAPABILITIES OF 
EXISTING SAWMILLING FACILITIES 

3.1 Improving Sawmilling Operations 

3.1.1 commercial Size Boards Vs ~pecific Board Sizes 
for Secondary Wood Processing 

Curr~nt sawmilling practice is to cut boards with sizes needed 

by the building and construction ind:.istry. Thus, board lengths 

are usually even multiples of one ft (600 mm) with 8 ft (2400 mm) 

as the shortest acceptable commercial length. Furniture and 

joinery components usually require odd lengths so that even 

before the board is fed to the first woodworking machine, there 
( 

is already a potential of a built-in loss attributable to the board' lenght 

vis-a-vis the furniture (or joinery) component length. 

Similar situations also exist in the case of cutting b::>ards 

with commercial thicknesses and widths. 

Thus, a ~awmill cutting beards for the furniture and joinery 

industry could increase its overall yield or recovery rate by 

as much as 10\, by bucking logs and sawing for boards with sizes 

specifically needed by the furniture and joinery industry. 
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3.1.2 Primary 1.D9 Breakdovn, Small and Medium Size Sawmill 

Certain characteristics and features of the primary 109 breakdown 

machinery facilities have a direct bearing on the final yield or 

recovery rates, the distribution of sawn timber grades among the 

sawmill output and the output level.s at the main saw durinq pri

mary loq breakdown operations. 

3 •.• 2.1 Narrow I<erf Saw Blades 

Main saws with narrower kerfs on the sawbl.ades can defi

nitely cut from the same l.og bolt more boards than saw

blades havinq wider kerfs. Since the rule of thumb calls 

for kerfs less than twice the sawblade thickness, then 

the use of thin band.saw blades and handsaws rather than 

circuiar saws (which have kerfs as wide as 9 mm) durinq 

the primary log breakdown operations will help increase 

the overall sawmilling yield rate by decreasing the 

volume of wood converted into sawdust. 

3.1.2.2 Log Tapering and TUrning Devices 

Experience in the Philippines has shown that the grade 

distribution of the sawn timber output in bandsawing 

operations can be improved significantly (with increased 

percentage in No. 2 COJnillOn and Better grades) by cutting 

along the longitudinal orientation of the timber fibers, 

rather than the conventional method of cutting parallel 

to the axis of the log bolt. This is normally done with 

the use of a sawmilling carriage equipped with a log 

tapering device. The device allows the positioning .>f 

the log bolt on the carriage such that its longitudinal 

orientation of timber fibers is parallel with the width 

of the handsaw blade.A tapering device may be approximated 

by the use of wedges or shims in bandmill carriages fab

ricated without built-in tapering devices, provided the 

dogging pedestals will allow such move. The end result 

(specially when milling according to the quarter cut 
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technique, or its Japanese varia~ion) is a last board 

(usually from the log core area) which is a truncated 

prism or pyramid in shape. Increased productivity is 

alsc attained by the use of an efficient log turning device, 

to complement the l.og tapering device of the main saw 

set-up. (See Figure 1.) 

SaWblade Paths ~F~-=:-:::-:_:;:_=:-=--=:-:-=:-=-:_=-:-=-= . .:.:;~~=::-==-~-=:-::-==-::-_::::--:_:---------------......,.. _._..., _______ :...., _____ _ 
Log BOlt Axis 

SaWblade Paths 

-----~~------

------- ------
------~-- ..... - --~- -- ..------------

Fig. 1 - Bandsav bl.ade paths on lOCJ bolt when using 
taperin9 device on bandsaw carriage 

This CC'f'~'lltant' s experience in using the sawinc;; devices 

described above led to a 3\ to 5~ increase in the volume 

of No. 2 Common and Better boards and a corresponding 

5\ to 8\ increase in overall sawmilling yield rate when 

milling tropical. hardwood (Philippines Mahogany species). 

3.1.2.3 Sawmilling Patterns 

Sawmilling patterns adapted to the cross-sectional and 

longitudinal shope of the log bolt also helps increase 

the overall yield of better quality and/or higher priced 

boards. It is widely accepted in the sawn timber market 

that quarter-sawn boards command higher prices than flat

sawn boards. This is related to the better stability 

characteristics of quarter-sawn than flat-sawn boards. 

conventional quarter-sawing techniques still produce 

flat-sawn together with quarter-sawn boards. The Japanese 

sawmillers have attained higher percentages of quarter

sawn boards by alternately cutting boar~s from each flat 

surface of the quartered log bolt (See Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 
'l'he Japanese Improvement of the 
Quarter Sawm.illing Technique 
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3.2 Conversion of Manufacturing Residues into Marketable Products 

Further increase in total revenue of sawmilling operations may be 

attained by converting its manufacturing residues into marketable products. 

With the aid of a few simple and low-cost woodworking machines, log ends 

and sawmi.llin9 slabs can be converted into handicraft pro1uc~s, cable 

drums and reels, novelty items such as kitchen accessories (knife racks, 

chopping :t:oards, etc.), wooden pegs, dowels, etc. 

Sawmilling t>J-products, usually wooden pieces with sub-standard (commer

cial-wise) dimensions and known as SHORTS-NARRO'AS-STJUPS, can be converted 

into packing boxes, fish trays, fruit crates, etc. 

Briquetting machines which can covert even wet sawdust into fuel 

briquettes are now available at reasonable prices for various levels 

of output volume. 
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IV. DOWNSTREAM PR.':ESSING OF SAWN TIMBER 
OUTPUT OF SAWMILLING OPERATIONS 

Visits to sawmilling plants and interviews with ma·iagers and executive officers 

during t.~e conduct of this Project revealed the following: 

i. A number of the sawmilling firms have started downstream timber pro

cessing operations, and conversely, some furniture manufacturing 

firms have engaged in kiln-drying and sawmillinq in order to assure 

their furni~ure manufacturing operations of a continuous supply 

of adequately seasoned sawntimber with the desired sizes; 

ii. Among the sawmills which were found already engaged in downstream 

processing activities of one form or another, only one firm (in Papua 

New Guinea) was engaged in the production of pre-fabricated housing; 

all the others were engaged in producing pre-cut components for the 

furniture and joinery industry; 

iii. All the sawmills engaged in downstream processing activities have 

their own kiln-drying facilities1 and 

iv. Ir.variably, however, except for the sawmilling plant in Papua New 

Guinea, the sawmilling managers were not sufficiently aware of the 

types and range of values of secondary/tertiary wood products that 

their resources and facilities will allow them to produce, nor do 

they possess the technical know-how that will enable them to do so. 

The following paragraphs are presented to provide the sawmill operators at 

small to mediUlll levels of operations information on potential target products 

and the mechanics and guidelines on how to start and proceed with Downstrei:IJI\ 

Timber Processing activities. 

4.1 Target End Products & 5awmilling capacities 

The choice of target end products for Downstream Timber Processinq 

requires, in addition to the capabilities of existing/available resources 

of the sawmiller, a good understanding of the product specifications, 

its manufacturing process, the market for the product and, of course, 

the profitability potential of the product. 
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4.1.l General Sp:ecifications of Possible Er.d Products 

In general., the initial and primary requirement of secondary 

wood processing is the availability of adequately seasoned sawn

ti.Jr.ber. This condition may be met either by: 

i. 'lbe sawmiller erecting his own timber drying facilities; 

or 

ii. Timber drying services from other business establish

ments may be availed of if such are available to the 

sawmiller at acceptable costs. 

Several types of timber drying facilities are now available in 

the market. However, the sawmiller must bear in mind that each 

type (and size) of drying facilities have minimum economic ope

rating capacity levels. Thus, the sawmiller must consider the 

acquisition of timber drying facilities whose capacities match 

his current sawmilling output plus an added volume to allow for 

future expansion. 

In operations where the sawmilling output is significantly lower 

than the minimum economic operating capacity of the timber drying 

facilities, the sawmiller is advised to choose end products which 

require the use of air-dried sawnti.mber. Cable drums/reels, 

pallets, packing boxes, fish trays, chopsticks, fruit boxes, etc., 

are some secondary/tertiary products which require only air-dried 

sawn timber. 

The choice of the proper type of timber drying equipment also 

depends on the moisture content (me) requirements of the wooden 

end product. In general, the equilibrium moisture content 

(E.M.C.) of the market area for the end product determines the 

final moisture content required of the W10oden components of the 

product at the end of th• production line, before it is packed 

for shipping purposes. For example, the U.S. market normally 

requires 8\ to 10\ me for wooden furniture products. However, 

6\ to 8\ mc's are sometimes required for wooden goods destined 

for the drier interior areas of the country. On the other hand 
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12\ to 14\ mc's are acceptable in the more hunid tropical 

coastal areas of the country. 

Another set of important specifications refer to the acceptable 

deviations from specified end product dimensions. These are 

called machininq 'l'OLERANCES, and are usually required by buyers 

of components or of complete furniture items in knock-down con

dition. Due attention should be given tc this matter When 

choosing woodworking ma~hines if the sawmiller has planned to 

go into ex port production. Each woodworking machine is designed 

and fabricated to give a certain range of machining precision, 

which should match the range of machining tolerances specified 

by buyers of the secondary tNOoden product lines the sawmiller 

plans to produce. 

4.1.2 Level of Sophistication of Manufacturing Process 

The level of precision required in most of the secondary wood 

processing activities is significantly higher than those nor

mally encoWltered in sawmilling operatior.s. Similarly, the 

degree of sophistication in the manufacturing processes for 

secondary wood products also vary according to the nature and 

end use of the wooden product: Thus, fabrication of packing 

crates and fish trays require a much lower degree of precision 

than that for household furniture items. Correspondingly, the 

level of sophistication of manufacturing process for packing 

crates and fish trays is much lower than that for household fur

ni tuz:e. Consequently higher skills are required in the manu

facture of furniture items than those for the fabrication of 

packing crates and fish trays. 

The sawmiller is thus advised to exercise appropriate conside

ration of availability and/or attainability of skills required 

by the manufacturing processes for the selected end product. 

4.1.3 Transport Needs o( End Products to Target Markets 

Availability of adequate transport, infrastructure and facilities 
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is a primary condition for the choice of the market area for the 

secondary end products selected by the sawmiller. 

In most cases, the choice of the end product is simultaneously 

done with the selection of the target market area, for transport. 

costs participate to a significant extent in the determi~ation 

of the marketability of the product in the selected market area. 

Some factors affecting the success of ctx:>osing end products and 

corresponding markets include: 

i. Availability of facilities for handling containers or 

shipping vans in both the shipper's and buyer's port1 

ii. Availability of carriers which can transport the goods 

directly from the shipper's port to the buyer's port; 

iii. In case direct shipment services are not available, 

existence of alternate shipping routes via not more 

than one transhipnent port; and 

iv. Availability of "BREAK llJLK" container shipnent services 
,,. 

for shipment of volmues too small to fill one container. 
f, 

4.1.4 Sawmilling Capacities to Meet Market Needs 
for Downstream:Timber·Products 

Initial efforts to engage in oownstream Tilllber Processing must 

take serious consideration of the sawmiller's capability to pro

vide the downstream processing activities with the required 

volume and quality of sawn timber needed in the manufacture of 

the selected end product. 

It is obvious that domestic demand for secondary wooden products 

in developing countries with small populations and growth rates 

is also much lower than potential demands for the Sall\-! products 

in the expo?"': markets. Thus, the small-scale sawmiller plar."\ing 

to engage in Downstream Timber Processing must consider only 

small volume end products. However, there is nothing that should 

prevent the small sawmiller from joining fo.rces itith other small . 
sawmillcrs in considering the manufacture of higt volume secondary 
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wood products, provided the mechanics of co-opera~on is accept

able to all concerned and is workable within the licU.tation of 

resources, manufacturing facilities and respective corporate 

arrangements of the "-'Orking group. 

4.t.5 Estimated Value Added for Each !ype of 
Downstream Wood Product 

Value added to sawn timber is directly propcrtional to the amount 

and precision level of additional work performed on the sawn 

timber. Normally, the higher the value added, the more the amount 

and the higher the precision of additional work done on the piece 

of wood. Commensurately, higher initial capital investments and 

more operating capital is required fo~ end products which command 

higher added values. 

The following schedule of added val:ies, in terms of 1:1ultiples of 

basic cost of sawntimber, is presented as a tool for small and 

medium scale sawmillers wl".o wish to engage in Downstream Timber 

Processing. The data are based on market conditions and observed 

sawmilling costs in some developing countries of Southeast Asia 

in 1988. 

End Product 

Secondary Products 

Dressed Lumber Products 

Packaging containers (fruit 
crates, fish trays, etc.) 

Cable/Wire Reels/Drums 

Mouldings & other Profiled Items 

Components of Furniture/Joinery 
Products 

Furniture, Complete, Knock-down 

WooC: Carvings 

Value Added 
(Multiples of basic 
sawn timber cost) 

1.25 

1. 40 

1. 53 

.i.oo 

2.5 to 3.5 

2.0 to s.o 
3.0 to 5.0 



Tertiary Products 

Wo00en Toys 

Handicraft Items 

Sawdust Briquettes 
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2.0 to 3.5 

2.0 to 3.0 

1.5 to 2.0 

4.2 Identification of Appropriate and Desirable Downstream Wood 
Products 

The following points are presen~ed to help make the sawmiller aware of 

son:e aspects of his sawmilling operations which are important factors 

in the choice of downstream wood products. 

4.2.1 Effect of Sawmiller'' Operating Status ~ Conditions 

4.2.1.1 Volume of Sawmilling Output 

In general, approximately 70\ of the sawn timber input 

in woodworking operations is converted into marketable 

goods. Thus, it is suggested that the sawmiller consi

der secondary or tertiary wood products with volume 

ranges to about 70\ of his sawmilling output. Coope

rative ~ndeavors with other sawmillers, if based on 

feasible conditions, may help the sawmiller consider 

secondary or tertiary wood products in excess of 70\ of 

his sawmillLng output. 

4.2.1.2 Timber Species Processed 

The timber species output of sawmilling operations also 

help determine the type of se~ondary or tertiary wood 

products for Downstream Timber Processing. Teak, Rose

wood, and other exotic tilr.ber species are in great 

demand for furniture products. Mahogany finds great 

use in bor~ furniture and builders woodworks items, 

including mouldings and otner moulded products. Pine 

wood is sometimes us~d for lower priced furniture items, 

but finds most use in packing crates, fruit boxes, etc. 
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The colour of wood also indicates the market for the 

secondary or tertiary wood product. Some markets, like 

Japan, favour light coloured wood, whereas dark coloured 

wood finds more demand in some European countries. 

The hardness, toughness and other physical characteris

tics of the timber species also participates to a great 

extent in determining the end product. Structural com

ponents of buildings require strong and tough timber 

species, while tongue depressors, chopstick, match

sticks, etc., require soft and very light coloured wood. 

These mechanical/physical properties of wood also deter

mine the machining characteristics of the woodworking 

machines for secondary wood processing activities. 

Higher feed and cutting speeds may be used for machining 

medium hard and soft woods, than those required for very 

hard ~oods. 

4.2.1.3 Organizational·Aspects 

The type of organizational relationship between the manu

facturer and buyer of secondary/tertiary wood products, 

under certain favorable circumstances, could accelerate 

the transfer of technical know-how to the manufacturer, 

thereby contributing to the faster development of Down

stream Timber Processing industry. Thus, the sawm.iller 

wishing to engage in Downstream Timber Processing would 

do well to give serious consideration to the benefits to 

be derived from certain ~rganizational relationships with 

potential buyers. 

a) Marketing Affiliations and Cl:>ntacts 

One of the most critical phases in the development 

of the secondary wood processing industry is the 

initial effort to establish a solid foothold in the 

market. Some firms in developing countries met with 

success in attaining a good foothold in the market 
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through one or more of the following: 

i. Joint v.entur.e.arrangements with foreign 

(or local) buyers who are engaged in the 

distribution of the wood product; 

ii. Joint venture arrangements with foreign 

(or local) buyers who are engaged in the 

manufacture of wooden products that make 

usE< of the furniture component to be produced; 

iii. Expansion of mar.keting operations of foreign 

affiliate, in the case Where the manufacturer 

of secondary wood products (from the deve

loping country) is an affiliate of the mar

keting fi:rm, to include secondary wood 

products. 

b) Corporate Structural Constraints 

At times, the foreign sources of needed technology 

for developnent of the secondary /tertiary wood pro

cessing industry are reluctant to enter into big scale 

joint venture arrangements with firms in developing 

countries unless they are given ample participation 

in both the corporate and management structure of 

the wood processing firm. The sawmiller wishing to 

engage in Downstream Timber Processing must be ready 

to understand this position of the potential foreign 

partner, if the former looks forward to a successful 

relationship with the latter. Technology is not 

obtained free-of-charge. It is something that repre

sents expenditure of ti.Jlle, money, and efforts to 

develop. Thus, subject to the provisions of national 

laws on foreign investments, the sawmiller wishing 

to engage in oownstream Timber Processing must be 

ready to fo~ego soma of the corporate and management 

powers it exercises under its original corporate 

structure, and share them with partners (foreign or 

local). 
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c) Financial Capability 

Some sawmillers are shocked at the "large" financial 

outlays, both capital and operational, required to 

establish Downstream Tilllber Processing activities. 

The longer '"cash turnover period" usually builds a 

stiffer resistance to making the sawmiller decide 

for Downstream Timber Processing. A formal Project 

Feasibility Study should help the sawmiller make his 

final decision to engage in Downstream Timber Pro

cessing. The study will also indicate the market 

direction and technical feasibility, aside from the 

financial viability of the Project. The amount of 

money spent for a Feasibility Study is more than 

justified by the great risk taken when industrial 

projects are implemented based on "guesswork". 

d) Other Factors 

Among other operational requirements, a secondary/ 

tertiary woodworking plant requires a strong middle 

management and effective floor supervisory force, 

so~ething that, more often than not, is usually 

absent or undefined in sawmilling operations. The 

sawmiller therefore, should be prepared to share his 

powers and delegate authority to properly and ade

quately trained middle ma..'laqement and floor super·

visory personnel, to help assure himself of a more 

smoothly runs manufacturing operations. 

Day-to-day problems on production management, quality 

control, materials management and personnel management 

will be minimized if not effectively prevented, with 

a strong and effective middle management and floor 

level supervisory personnel. 
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4.2.2 Effect of Environmental and Prevailing 
Socio-Economic Factors 

In general, sawmilling plants were erected in areas closer to 

the source of its raw material input, i.e., the forests. On the 

other hand, secondary wood processing factories were built closer 

to the market, i.e., urban centers of the population. These 

diverse practices in locating processing plants gave rise to 

problems which the saWllliller wishing to engage in Downstream 

Timber Processing must anticipate and adapt remedial actions 

therefor even as early as the planning stage of the proposed 

forward integration plans for the sawmilling operations. 

4.2.2.1 Availability and Cost of Electric Power 

The industrial po~er cost item is usually referred to 

the cost of energy to run the machines in the processing 

plant. In many cases, sawmilling plants generate their 

own electric power. With the advent of Downstream 

Timber Processing for these mills, the cost of power 

takes on another aspect: i.e., the cost of energy needed 

to sustain the normal livelihood of the families of the 

woodworks labour force who inay have to be moved to a 

new factory site. The sawmi.ller planning to engage in 

Downstream Timber Processing must therefore consider 

this additional energy cost when selecting the site for 

the woodworking plant. 

4.2.2.2 Transportation and Communication 
Infrastructure 

Availability of transport facilities is essential to 

the successful operations of a woodWorking plant not 

only from the industrial point of view, but also for 

the transport of the factory personnel to and from their 

homes to the factory and for such modern day daily 

family chores which •re ~etLer and faster done with 

the use of transportation facilities. Thus, where the 

sawmilling plant is located at some distance from urban 
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areas, the sawmiller intending to engage in Downstream 

Timber Processing, must consider this requirement when 

deciding on the location of the woodworking factory and 

the type of secondary wood product to be manufactured. 

The need for effective and speedy Ca!llll\Ulications faci

lities also becomes more urgent when the planned ex

pansion into Downstream Timber Processing is export

oriented. 

4.2.2.3 Availability of Manpower with Desirablt· Skills 
and Training Institutions for Labour ~kills 

As explained in previous sections of this paper, the 

fragmented nature of the secondary wood processing in

dustry, together with its characteristic evolution from 

cottage type craftsman endeavor to industrial. scales of 

activities, has made the supply of adequately & properly 

trained manpower a major deterrent to a more desirable 

development rate of the industry. Yet, economic planners 

have more often than not, assumed that establishment 

of trade/vccational schools is the answer to the problem. 

The slow development of the secondary wood processing 

industry, even in developing countries with an extensive 

vocational/trade school system, is a visible proof of 

the inadequacy of such systems to supply the needs of 

the industry. The situation also indicates the need for 

industry-oriented training programmes, if a desirable 

pace of development is to be expected of the secondary 

wood processing industry. 

Thus, in situations where skilled and highly skilled 

labour is not readily available for the secondary wood 

processing industry, it is suqgested that the sawmiller 

planning to engaqc in r>ownstream Tilllber Processing, con

sider simple products which do not require a high degree 

of sophistication to manufacture. 
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4.2.2.4 Other Socio-Economic Considerations 

During the last fev years, up to the present, govern

ments of developing countries have considered, and some 

have launched, the establishment of "FURNI'l.'URE VI~....S" 

(industrial processing areas solely for the woodworking 

industry) as a vehicle for the faster developnent of 

the industry. Experience gained through unsuccessful 

"Furnitu=e Villages" in some developing countries indi

cated that socio-economic factors (which are often 

ignored or given inadequate emphasis durinq the planning 

stage) play equally important roles in the successful 

development of the "village" Project. Such factors as 

availability of good and adequate supply of water (both 

for industrial and home use), community market/shopping 

facilities, schools, places of worship, etc., affect 

the Project's ability to attract the skilled, highly 

skilled, middle manaqement and supervisory manpower that 

are needed by the growing industry. 

Again, the level of sophistication of manufacture of 

the chosen secondary wood product will be qreatly 

affected by the degree of skills which available labour 

could provide the industry. On the other hand, higher 

skilled industrial personnel are better attracted to 

seek employment Vhere their families' socio-economic 

problems are better taken care of. 

4.2.3 Marketing Requirements 

In general, the aawmiller will find that marketing requirements 

for secondary wood products differ greatly in various respects 

than those that he has been familiar with in sawmilling products. 

4.2.3.1 Product Specifications 

The set of specifications that identify the secondary 

wood product normally include the cardinal dimensions 
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oi the product (together with acceptable machining tole

rances), the required timber specie (and c:c;lour, if the 

species coae in a wide range of s!lades of the same 

colour), the cross-sectional profile (particularly in 

moulded or carved items), further machining operations 

(such as tenonsfmortices, voodscrew pilot holes, bolt 

holes, grooves, etc.) and, of course, the required 

moisture content. 

The secondary wood products which, in essence, have the 

same set of specifications as sawn timber are the blanks 

for furniture component parts. The only difference is 

that the cardinal dimensions for furniture blanks are 

smaller and the uoisture content much lower than those 

for sawn timber. 

More advanced secondary wood products will require sur

facing (as in S4S) or profiling (as in mouldings) ope

rations. Machining tolerances in these products are 

more restrictive than those for furniture component 

blanks, vhich is the general trend as the end product 

takes on more advanced types of machining operations. 

Where sawmillin; tolerances are specified in millimeters 

and centime.ters (big fractions of an inch), corres

ponding specifications for secondary wood products are 

set in tenths of a •illi•iter (thousandths of an inch). 

'?bis, a sawmi.ller intending to engage in Downstream 

Timber Processing must take serious efforts to learn 

and familiarize himself with an entirely new and more 

diversified set of pi:oduct specifications, related to 

the type of er.d use of the secondary wood product he 

is planning to produce. 
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4.2.3.2 Packa9in9jtratinq and Shipping 
Requirements 

Packaging (and crating, whenever required) instructions 

for secondary wood products vary according to the type 

of end product and operational requirements of the 

buyer. Unlike sawn timber (whether air-dried or kiln

dried) which are bundled to meet a specific width and 

height of the standard bundle, secondary wood products 

are packaged in numerous ways, according to the size and 

shape of the product. More advanced types of secondary 

wood products have certain critical dimensions and/or 

shapes which must be protected and preserved during 

shipment. Special packaging requiremerts are therefore 

imposed bz the buyer to assure that the wooden products 

are received (at the buyer's end) intact. 

Another aspect of packaqing requirements for secondary 

wood products (particularly knock-down furniture) has 

to do with assuring that so many sets of the product 

(or its component parts) are packed in distinct and 

accountable bundles, crates, etc., whichever is most 

applicable and acceptable to the buyer. This is some

thing entirely new to the sawmiller, and requires extra 

efforts to learn and be familiar with. With the advent 

of containerized type of shipping facilities, the 

"seemingly" complex nature of shipping numerous bundles, 

packages, etc. of wooden products is !llOre or less sim

plified. The only major requirement is to be able to 

pack all components of one prod11ct in the same container, 

in order to assure the buyer of receiving so many com

plete sets of parts for the secondary wood product • 

• ... 'h 
The r.hoice of shipping routes, however, is not as wide 

as it was during pre-containerized shipping years, for 

directional control of containerized shipment is dic

tated at and by the location of major transhipment ports 

for sea-going cor.t.ainers. 
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4.2.3.3 rricing/Payinent Terms 

Pricing levels and payment terms for secondary wood 

products follow, more or less, the prevailing sawn 

timber practices, with additional amounts alloted for 

value added to the product as a result of more advanced 
machining and handling operations. 

4.3 Technical Aseects of Downstream Manufacturing Operations 

4.3.1 Major Technical Constraints 

A desirable rate of develo,pment of the secondary wood processing 

industry is greatly hampered hy prevailing technical constraints 

in many developing countries of the Asia-Pacific Region. Some 

of these constraints indicate solutions from sources outside the 

developing country itself, while others require a more industry

oriented approach to currently-implemented solutions. 

4.3.1.1 Inadequate Seasoninc; of Sawntimber and 
Lack of Kiln-Drying Facilities 

In most of the developing countries of the Asia-Pacific 

Re~ion, a great majority of the sawmillers and secondary 

wood processors do not have till\ber drying facilities. 

Whatever kiln-dried sawn timber is avail~ble is not 

enough to meet the needs of the industry. In fact, among 

the three countries visited under this Project, it 

appears that only Indonesia has manifested positive 

signs of solving this problem, mainly due to the exist

ence of a local firm manufacturing kiln-driers of the 

type (hot water heated) which is readily affordable to 

small and mediuzr. secondary wood processing firms. 

The urgent need for more kiln-drying facilities is 

emphasized by the fact that the machining workmanship 

in furniture/joinery firms using adequately seasoned 

sawn timber is markedly much better than those which 
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use "dried• lumber. In fact, the primary pre-requisite 

for export-oriented secondary ~"OOd processing operations 

is the use of properly seasoned sawn timber. 

A problem corollary to the lack of adequate kiln-drying 

facilities is the lack of aaequately trained kiln-drying 

technicians. The Indonesian kiln-dryer manufacturers 

mentioned in a preceding paragraph appears to have de

vised an effective solution to this problem by providing 

a regular training course for kiln-drying technicians 

together with the purchase of their kiln-driers. 

4.3.1.2 Lack of Properly and Adequately 
Trained Manpower 

The next major technical constraint that needs to be 

immediately addressed to assure a healthy development 

pace of the secondary woodworking industry is the need 

for properly and adequately trained manpower. The need 

covers sensitive and pivotal positions in a woodworking 

factory that requires industry-oriented training prog

rammes to supply the growing secondary wood processing 

industry with: 

i. Skilled & Highly Skilled Production Workers; 

and 

ii. Woodworking Technicians (such as Millwright, 

Finishing Technicians, Product Engineers, etc.) 

Most distressing was the fact that except in woodworking 

firms affiliated to transnational groups of companies, 

all furniture and joinery factories visited under the 

Project had very weak or inadequately trained middle 

mana9emen t and floor supervisory personnel. And in 

some of the firms visited, the middle level of manage

ment did not exist at all. This situation has to be 

addressed vigorously and immediately if it is desired 

to help the ind~stry attain a more desirable pace of 

devel>pment. 
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4.3.1.3 Time EleJ!lent 

Interviews with industry leaders indicated that so much 

has to be done vi.thin so short a time period that a 

serious rationalization of development plans for the 

secondary wood processing ind-astry should be a joint 

effort between the goverlllllent of the developing country 

and the private sector of the industry. ]).s each tilllber

rich developing country in the Region takes concrete 

steps to restrict (and eventually ban) the export of 

wood products in raw materialor sespi-manufactureo corm (logs -· , 
and sawn timbPr) the corresponding secondary wood processing 

industry is put under heavy time pressure and is thus, led 

to take costly short-cuts to keep abreast_ of the pace set 

by the country's industrial/economic development authori

ties. 

The manpower shortage problem is one that must be 

addressed properly and immediately. It appears that 

the following steps should be taken in order to ra

tionalize the solution to this problem: 

i. Existing ~raining facilities for the industry 

manpower should be reviewed and revised to 

make the courses and facilities i:iore industry

oriented1 

ii. The initial training actiyities should be 

designed to develop TRAINERS who in turn will 

be expected to train workers for skilled and 

highly skilled positions in industry; and 

iii. Wherever needed, technolO<JY for the industry 

must be brought in fr0111 sources outside the 

developing country. 

Most important of all, however, the country's economic 

planners and industry leaders should consider a deve

lopment proqranne for the industry based on realistic 

time periods within which training activiti~s can turn 

out 5ufficicntly trair.cd workcrr. for the industry who 
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could become productive components of the industry's 

work force within the shortest possible time. 

4.3.2 Industry Needs 

In order to successfully overcome the technical constraints 

enumerated in the pre::eding paragraphs, the industry, with the 

help of government, must provide ·itself with the ingredients 
; 

needed to initiate and sustain the rate of growth and development 

set for it by the national economic planners. Again, it is 

emphasized that this study is addressed to the small and medium 

scale component of the sawmilling industry which is being encou

raged by their governments to engage in Downstream Timber Process

ing. It is further recognized that this is the industry component 

whose physical and financial resources and technical capabilities 

are not sufficient ta enable them to successfully engage in Down

stream Timber Processing without assistance from outside sources. 

These ingredients for industrial development are discussed in the 

following paragraphs. 

4.3.2.1 Training Centers for Key Industry 
Personnel 

Among the three countries visited under this Project, 

only one institution was found to be totally industry

oriented (P.I.K.A., in Semarang, Java, Indonesia). 

However, its facilities and faculty can train annually 

only less than 50 young people for key positions in 

industri~l production operations. All other training 

institutions visited under this Project and other UNIOO 

missions, were geared and operate to train craftsmen, 

who, when hired bY industry, require a mlllber of years 

to become sufficiently useful in industrial operations. 

The same situation, soma even worse, was observed by 

the Consultant in other Asia-Pacific countries which 

were visited in the course of other UNIDO projects. 

It appears that national industrial development plans 
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for the &econdary wood processing si..t>sector is faultily 

based on the hopes that existing institutions providing 

training courses for carpenters and tradesmen will pro

vide the skilled and highly skilled workers urgently 

needeu by the industry. This being the case, governments 

need to take the initiative to review anc revise existing 

facilities and curricula of labour training institutions 

to n:ake them more industry-oriented. The industry needs 

assistance in translating technical brochures on wood

working operations into the country •_ s national language. 

Serious efforts need also be exerted' to determine the 

number and nature of key industry personnel required 

under the approved national industria.l development plans, 

so that the capacities of training institutions could be 

commensurately allocated. 

4.3.2.2 Kiln-Drying Facilities 

As discussed in preceding sections of this report, the 

primary input of DoWnstream Timber Processing is ade

quately seasoned sawn timber. The apparent solution 

to this problem is the erection of kiln-drying facilities 

with ample drying capacities to meet the 1~d~stry•s gro-

wing ·requirement&. II.gain, not only facilities are 

urgently needed, but also, industry will need more ade

quately trained kiln-drying technicians and kiln ope

ra tors. 

Similarly, recoqnizing the financial and physical re

source' constraints of the small and mediU111 scale saw-
' 

millers, the government should take the initiative to 

help the industry by promulgating industry assistance 

programmes which will: 

i. Re-direct the orientation in existing labour 

traininq institutions to allow training courses 

for more industry-oriented work positions 

coupled with simultaneous up-grading of training 

facilities and teach~ng staff to meet the new 
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ii. Encouraqc the fonnation and provide the needed 

atmosphere for continued and effective ope

rations of injustry cooperatives which will 

partially finance and wholly operate kiln

dryin9 facilities for the cooperative members; 

and 

iii. Provide the basic stimuli for these development 

activities in the form of much needed financial 

assistance to the industry. 

4.3.2.3 Well-Planned oevelopmP-nt Programmes 

In view of the industrY.'S needs discussed in the preceding 

paraqraphs, it is indicated that current development 

plans for the secondary wood processing industry in 

de~elopin9 countries of the Asia-Pacific Region be tho

roughly reviewed and re-formulated to include measures 

designed to overcome the development problems discussed 

in this paper and make them more responsive to the imme

diate needs of the industry. A regular periodic review 

and re-work of the plans is indicated in order t0 make 

the development activities correspond to the needs of 

the growing industry. 

4.3.2.4 Importation of Technical "Know-How" 

Only a few of the developing countries in the Asia

Pacific Region possess some ot the technical "know-how" 

needed for the development of Downstream Timber Process

ing industries. Yet. availability of this ''Know-How" 

is a sine qua non cona1t~on to be the desired development pa~e 

for the industry. Thus, there i5 no other recourse but to 

"import" tho technology from sources outside the deve-

loping country. Considering the meager financial re-

sources of the small and medium scale sawmillers, it is 

indicated that assistance for the purpose of importing 

·technical "know-hoW" is needed in the following manner: 
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i. Outright participation of the govern.~ent in 

importing the technology into the country, 

using methods and arrangements now being effect

ively pursued ir. other sectors of the national 

economy, 

ii. Setting up incentives for the private sector 

to encourage them to "import" the needed tech

nology, in terms of tax deduction or such simi

lar devices which have tremendously boosted the 

growth of other industrial sectors of the deve

loping country1 and/or 

iii. Providing funds from which industry may borrow 

(at realistic interest rates affordable by the 

industry) for the specific purpose of importing 

technical "know-how". 

4.3.3 Machinery/Equipment Complement For 
Downstream Timber Processing 

The following paragraphs give the small and medium scale saw

millers a general idea of the production operations and machinery/ 

equipment complement required for the manufacture of selected 

secundary/tertiary wood products. The sequence of operations 

thus described represent the basic techniques to produce the 

selected wooden product. 

4.3.3.1 Simple Wood Products Using Only 
Air-Dried Sawntimber Inputs 

Among the numerous wooden products under this category 

are: Fish Trays, Fruit :eoxes and Cable/Wire Reels. 

'l'hese aro low valued items and are therefore usually 

produced out of residues that are generated during 

sawmilling operations. Log ends usually offer a good 

soµrce of material for these products. Edgings, cants 

and trimmings from 38 mm (1! inch) and thicker boards 

also provide almost valucles5 raw materials for the 
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manufacture of these products. 

The production operations, when using log ends as raw 

material source, start with the conversion of the log 

end into short slabs with thicknesses and widths in 

multiples of the final dimensions of the wooden slats , 

using a standard 900 nm (36-inch) chain saw. A set of 

narrow-blade band saws (SO mm sawblade width) is then 

used to cut the slabs into slats having the desired 

width and thickness. A circular saw (tab1e model, 300 

to 400 mm diameter sawblade, cross-cut type) is then 

used to cut the slats to the desired lengths. 

For the end pieces of the cable/wire reel, however, a 

similar handsaw is equipped with a jig which enables 

the sawblade to cut circular arcs on the edges of the 

workpiece. 

Assembling work on fish trays and cable/ceels most 

usually require hammering nails to put the pieces 

together. In the case of cable/reel drums with large 

diameters (900 me\ and larger~, carriage bolts may be 

specified by the buyer. Hence, a manually-operated 

drill press (19 mm maximum chuck capacity), is needed 

to :tore holes for the carriage bolts. 

Assembling operations for fruit boxes of more recent 

designs require the use of baling wire to hold the 

slats in a pre-designed arrangement which allows the 

box to be folded flat for shipment and storage purposes. 

The baling wire is held onto the wooden slats by means 

of appropriate size wire staples. Combination baling/ 

stapling machines which allow higher volume outputs 

for these operations are now available in the market. 
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4.3.3.2 Drying.FacLlities for Secondary 
·Wc>oa ·Procucts 

The primary requirement for products in this category 

is the use of adequately seasoned sawntimher as material 

inputs. Several types of drying equipment are currently 

available in the market. Each type has price ranges 

depending on the volwne capacity of charge, the sophis

tication of monitoring and controlling devices and 

st;lndard accessories that make the drier '-'Ork effectively. 

The cost of course, is a direct function of the volwne 

capacity, the sophistication of the design of monitoring 

and controlling devices and the types and quantities of 

accessories (such as kiln trucks, rails, transfer car, 

etc.) required for regular normal operations. 

In contrast to manual piling of sawn timber inside the 

kiln chamber, loading systems (more commonly using rails 

and kiln trucks) help cut short the idle time of the 

kiln (during loading and Wlloading activities) and con

sequently cut short (by as much as 1i days in some 

cases) total kiln-drying period. This is possible 

because the shorter kiln idle time allows only small 

cooling off of the kiln walls and internal fixtures, 

so that the Jciln atmosphere can be raised to operating 

temperature levels within a significantly shorter period 

after completion of kiln loading activities. 

Some of the driers more commonly used in industry are 

described in the following paragraphs. 

i. Conventional Steam-Heated Kiln-Driers 

This type of drier has two major components: 

a) the steam generating unit and b) the dl:ying 

chamber/s. Driers of this type have been 

designed and proved effective for chamber 

capacities ranging from 24 cu.m. (10,000 Bd.Ft.) 
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to 435 cu.m. (185,000 Bd.Ft.). Before the 

advent of electronic kiln monitoring and con

trol devices, the most popular and camnonly 

used type is the cam-recording and control 

device. 

Steam from the generator is led through a sys

tem of asbestos-insulated steel pipes into 

the drying chamber/s, where the lumber boards 

(to be dried) are arranged in neatly stickered 

box-piles. The steam is made to pass through 

a system of heat exchangers, usually made of 

steel pipes with circular radiating fir.s welded 

on the external surfaces of the woole length 

of the heat exchanger piping system. The desired

air circulation within the chamber is activated 

by centrifugal fans which move the air at pre

determined velocities and direction of flow by 

means of a system of baffles and deflectors, 

through the heat exchanger system (thus heating 

the air to_the desired temperature levels). The 

hot air is then moved to pass over and through 

the box-piles of lumber. The air spaces bet

ween board surfaces created by the placement of 

wooden stickers between boards {and wooden 

shims between box-piles when drying chamber 

loading operations is done with the use of a 

forklift), allow smooth passage of the oot air 

over the board surfaces. Some drying chamber 

designs call for a device for reversing the 

air flow after every pre-determined time period 

to attain more wiiform drying of the boards on 

the heat exchanger side and those on the other 

side of the drying chamber. Air within the 

drying chamber becomes more laden with moisture 

as the lwnber boards become drie:o:-. 
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Eff~ctive vater evaporation process (from lum

ber to the hot air) is maintained at desirable 

rates by a system of air vents which are opened 

(and alternately closed) to allow an exchange 

of the now moist air from the drying cha!Qber 

with the relatively drier air fran outside the 

chamber. 

Toward the end of the dryinq schedule, the air 

cannot be allowed to become too dry for this 

will create •case hardening" on the board sur

faces, a condition which makes it difficu1t to 

plane or machine the kiln-dried boards. 'thus, 

JDOisture (in the form of steam) is introduced 

i.1to the chamber at controlled rates to allow 

what is called "Normalizing and Equalizing" 

process, which relieves internal stresses 

created vithin the boards by the drying pro

cess and makes the board more uniformly dry 

over its whole cross-section. 

This type of kiln-drier has dried lumber 

boards down to 6-8\ moisture contents with 

negligible kiln-drying degrades. 

ii. Hot Water Type of Kiln-Drier 

The hot water type kiln-drier uses basically 

the same air-heating and lumber drying prin

ciples as the conventional ste~m heated type 

of kiln-drier (described in the preceding 

paragraphs), except that the heating medium ... 
is HOT WATER at low pressure) instead of 

live steam. Thus, the over-all cost of the 

drying system is less for this type of drying 

since it needs only a water heater instead of 

steam generator. 
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The drying chamber features are about the same 

as those of the conventional steam heated t~'Pe 

of kiln drier, c,.;cept ... .hat atomized hot water 

is used to maintain kiln air relative hmnidity 

(RH) conditions at· the desired levels. 

"l'he over-all cost (equipaent acquisition and 

installation) and operatin9 costs of Hot Water 

Type of kiln-driers is siqnificantly lower 

than that of the conventional steam heated type. 

Compared to the conventional steam-heated type 

of drier, the lunber drying performance of Hot 

Water Heated Kil.n Criers is about the same 

when drying boards thinner than SO mm (2 inches), 

but the dryinq period is longer when drying 

boards thicker than SO 11111. 

iii. Hot Air, Flue Gas Heated, Wood Fired 
!ype of ~iln-Drier 

This eype of kiln-drier uses the same heating 

and drying principles as the other two driers 

described in the preceding paragraphs. The 

main difference b<>Wever is that flue gas, gene

rated by burning wood waste is used as the 

heating medium. Thus, the costly steam gene

rating or water heating devices are not needed, 

and the furnace design becomes simpler and less 

costly as those required for ste.un or hot water 

generating systems. The over-all installed 

cost and the operating costs of this tn>e of 

drier is thus very siqnificantly lower than 

the other two driers discussed in preceding 

paragraphs. 

Driers of this type have been designed for 

capacities u smaU as 4 cu.m. (1,000 Bd.Ft.) 
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and up to 50 cu.m. (20,000 Bd.Ft.). This 

typ• of drier has met wide acceptance with 

small and medium size furniture and joinery 

factories in the Philippines. It was this 

type of kiln-drier which was used to dry co

conut lumber during the conduct of two UNIDO 
• 

proj•cts (Sl/PHI/83/801 and SiiPHI/84/801) in 

the Philippines to demonstrate the use of 

coconut lumber in housing and furniture cons

truction. 'l'he lumber drying performance of 

this type of kiln-drier is comparable to that 

of the conventional steam heated type of kiln

drying systems. 

iv. Electrically Heated Kiln-Driers 

The drying principle used in this type of kiln

drier is the same as those used in the other 

three types cf kiln previously described. 

However, the heating principle is significantly 

different, for this type of drier does not make 

use of a heat exchanging device. Instead, the 

kiln chan\ber air is directly heated by elec

trical •Fires". The air circulation system 

in this type of kiln-drier is very similar to 

those used in the three driers previously des

cribed. 

Although the installed cost of this drier is 

much less than conventional steam heated kiln

driers of the same rated drying capacities, 

the operating costs are significantly higher 

due to the high cost of electricity as a heat 

source. H:>wever, this type of drier has been 

given good ratings by users in Singapore, where 

anti-air-pollution laws do not allow the use of 

conventional type of oil- or wood-fired furnaces. 
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v. DehUDlidifiers 

DehUlllidifier type of driers operate on a prin

ciple similar to the dehydrating effect en

countered inside refrigerators. Air inside the 

clryi.nq chall!ber is passed through a machine 

that cam.presses the air and then al1ovs it to 

expand suddenly in a condensing apparatus, thus 

removing moisture from the air. 'l'he dried air 

is then moved through the stack of lUlllber 

inside the drying c!lamber to extract moisture 

from the relatively wet lumber boards. 'l'he 

moisture extraction process is better attained 

at higher air temperatures • 'l'hus, air is 

heated (electrically) during the drying procP.ss 

to keep it at desired temperature levels. 

The operation of this type of drier is appa

rently simple, but the technical skills 

required to keep the drying equipment in good 

operating condition at all times is much 

higher thar. the other driers described in 
1/ 

preceding paragraphs.- The over-all installed 

cost is much higher than those of the other 

types of driers (described abOve) per.unit 

drying output. In places where the cost of 

electrical energy is high, operating costs of 

this type of drier is comparatively higher 

than the electrically heated, hot air type of 

drier. 

'l'his type of drier, however, has been success

ful in drying sawn timber with large cross

sections (75 mm. thick or larger) ·within rea

sonable periods of time. Drying to low moislure 
contents is however relatively slow and costly. 

1/ It is however very similar to air condilion~rs, hence its maintenance usually 
poses no problems in urban areas. 
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vi. Vacuum Type of Driers 

This ~ype of drier should be known to sawmillers 

who are familiar with pressure-type wood pre

sen·ation facilities. The system is composed 

of:a) the drying chamber, which is essentially 

~he same type of vacuUlll sealed cylindrical tank 

used in pressuriz~d preservative treatment of 

wood, and b) a vacuum punp. Moisture is ex

tracted from the lumber boards by subjecting 

them to pre-determined vacuum levels inside the 

tank drawing off air from the tank. 'lhe air 

thus drawn is "dried" by passing it through a 

condensing device and returned to the drying 

chamber. The vacuuming and "air-drying" pro

cess is then repeated until the moisture con

tent of the lumber inside the drying chamber 

is brought down to desired levels. 

This type of drier has been succLssfully used 

in drying boards with thicknesses 

over SO mm. The unit drying cost, however, is 

comparatively higher than the other convention

al type of driers, because the chamber capa

city is relatively smaller. Correspondingly, 

the installed cost per unit lumber drying 

capacity is also high. Drying cycles are faster 

and it is claimed that degrade is slower. 

4.3.3.3 Secondary Wood Products Requiring Adequately 
Seasoned Sawntimber Inputs 

Except for mouldings ~nd other profiled or carved wood 

products, the general sequence of operations is pre

sented in Figure 3 • Production of mouldings and 

other profiled items differ slightly during the initial 

stages of machining operations in that re-sawing ope

rations (to obtain desired thickness of boards) is done 

in the woodworY.inry factory, rather than in the sawmill. 
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This has to do with the aim of the mouldings producer 

to maint.ain only a few thicknesses of sawn timber in 

his inventory of raw material. and correspondingly give 

him a good latitude of initial board thicknesses to 

start with. 

The equipnent complement given in the following para

graphs have been selected to attain an average process

ing input module of rou'lhlY 12 cu.m. (5,000 Bd.Ft.) per 

8-hour working day for each type of secondary and ter

tiary wood product. However, the machinery/equipnent 

requirements of woodworking factories with processing 

capacities larger than 12 cu.m./day is not necessarily 

direct linear multiples of the listed machinery units. 

The number of additional machine \Ulits for each pro

duction operation still requires computation using the 

rated capacities of the individual machines. 

i. Profilod Items (Mouldings, casings, etc.) 

With thick boards for material input, the first 

operation in the production of lbOuldings is re

sawing the Jx,ards to desired thickness, using 

a bandsaw with thin gauge sawblade and an auto

matic feeding device~ The next step is to 

obtain the desired profile on the boards by 

the use of a multi-head moulding machine. 

However, mouldings with simple profiles may be 

run through a planer-matcher, essentially a 

moulding-surfacing machine, with two horizontal 

and two vertical cutterheads. More complex 

profiles require the use of five or more cutter

heads to allow rrogressive profiling operations. 

More recent moJels of moulding machines provide 

a tilting saw at the 7th working station of the 

machine. 
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The tz-pical production equipnent complement 

for the 12 cu.m./day processing module is as 

follows: 

No. of Units 

1 

1 

1 

Machine Description 

Band Re-saw, 110 mm bandwheel 
Diameter, up to 1 50 mm bandsaw 
blade width, 20 m/ati.n feed speed 

Radial Arm Saw, 355 mm. diameter 
'l'CT saWblade 

Moulding Machine, 4 to 7 cutter
heads (according to profile 
requirements) 

ii. Blanks for carved Wood Products 

Preparation of blanks for carved wood products 

require simple cutting and surfacing machines. 

Circular saws are used to cut the blanks into 

rectangular 
. ., 

blocks while bandsaws are 

used to obtain curved shaped edges of the blanks. 

A thicknesser surfacer is used to dress tte 

flat surfaces to the desired smoothness. The 

blanks arc then ready for hand-carving ope

rations. The output and productivity of fully

hand-carved operations is too low. Thus, for 

high volume carving operations, multi-spindle 

duplicating machines are used to gouge the pre

liminary relief of the design, and final carving 

is done by hand to bring out the fine details, 

contours or shapes of the carved design. The 

modular production cquipnent complement for 

this type of woodworking operations is as 

follows: 

No. of Units 

1 

Machine Description 

Radial Ann Saw, 355 mm. diameter 
'l'CT sawblade 

Bandsaw, 600 to 750 mm. bandwheel 
diameter,. sawbl;1dc width up ro 

SO mm. 
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Ro. of Units Machine Description 

1 Planer-Thicknesser, up to 600 mm. 
workpiece vid~-i x up to 200 mm. 
workpiece thickness capacity, 
single cutterhead, 5500 RPM cut
ting speed, variable feed speed 
up to 20 mfalin. 

1 (optional) Multi.-spindle Duplicating machine, 
up to 18,000 RPM cutting speed. 

iii. Joinery ~ Furniture Products 

Components of joinery and furniture products 

follow similar sequence of operations during 

the first stages of manufacturing operations 

(see Fig, 3 ). Differences in operations arise 

from the joinery design of the component parts, 

e.g., mortize and tenon; dowel-jointsJ etc. 

Specific types of machines designed to carry

out such operations are now available in the 

market. Variation in machine outputs is 

achieved through chanqing degrees of automation 

in machine feeding device design. 

The modular canplement of production machinery 

for this type of woodworking operations is as 

follows: 

No. of Units Machine Description 

1 Radial Arm Saw, up to 400 min. 

sawblade diameter, TCT, up to 
450 ram. maximum saw travel, 
manually operated 

1 

1 

Straight Line Edger, up to 400 mm. 
savblade diameter, TCT, chain 
feed up to 20 m/min. 

Jointer-Surfacer, 200 11111. (8-inch) 
work width capacity, 5000 RPM 
minimum cutterhead speed, hand 
operated 
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No. of Units 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 set 

Mach:i.ne Description 

Plancr-Thicknesser, 500 nm. work 
width & up to 300 mm. work thick
ness cpacity, minimum 3-.Knife 
cutterhead, 5,500 RPM mini.mwn 
cutterhead speed, infinitely 
variable feed speed up to 25 m/ 
min, manually fed. 

Tilting Arbor Saw, up to 400 m. 
sawblade diameter, 50°maximwn 
sawblade tilt, with extension 
arm attadunent for cutting panels. 

Heavy Duty over-arm Router, up 
to 1 9 mm. bit dia. capacity, 
20,000 Rf-M mini.mum cutting speed, 
tilting table, with foot-pperated 
table raising mechanism. 

Vertical Spindle Moulder, up to 
150 mm. cutterhead diameter, 
6000 RPM minimwn cutterhead speed 
up to 1 00 mm. work thickness 
capacity. 

Stroke Sanding Machine, single 
belt,awork dimension capacity. 
1220 11111 wide x 2440 an long x 
900 an thick. 

Spray BOOth, Dry Type, 3. 5 ml I 
min. minimum airflow through 
spraybooth face, 2440 mm wide 
~ 1830 mn deep x 2130 llUI\ high. 
Complete with exhaust fan and 
baffles. 

Fluid Tank, with stainless steel 
insert container, 20 liters capa
city pressurized type, complete 
with pressure gauge and safety 
devices. 

Spray Gun, Conventional Pressure 
Feed Type, up to 600 ml/min. 
material delivery. 

Cup Gun, 950 milliliter capacity, 
pressure feed type. 

Air and Fluid HOses to Fit Spray 
Guns 

Other special purpose woodworking machines (such as 

single-or double-end tenoners, automatic lathes, wood 

panel aaw, etc.) m.1y be added to the list depending on 
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the over-all volume output required of the operations. 

4.3.3.4 Tertiary Wood Products Requiring 
Adequately Seasoned Sawntimber 
Inputs 

i. Wooden Toys 

'l'he manufacture of wooden toys follow, more or 

less, the same sequence of operations as 

shown in Fig. 3 except that the machine capa

cities for workpiece dimensions are much smal

ler than tb:>se required for furniture and 

joinery items. 

Additional equipnent (such as screwdrivers, 

portabl~ electric drills, etc.) will be re

quired for assembling operations. 

The equipment list therefore, will be similar 

to those for furnj ture and joinery products, 

but with smaller work dimension capacities. 

ii. Handicraft Items 

Among the more popular types of handicraft 

items which are produced and sold in big 

quantities are kitchen accessories such as 

chopping boards, towel racks, etc. 

The sequence of operations to produce these 

items follow to a close degree those for wooden 

toys. Thus, the equipment complt:sment for the 

production of handicraft items w~ll be almost 

similar to those for wooden toys. In some 

cases, machine lathes are required for making 

turned components. 
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4.3.4 Estimated Plant·and Machinery Cost 

~ugh estimates of woodworking plant and machinery cost, based on 

latest landed cost of machinery at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and 

current factory building construction costs, also in Kuala LU111pur, 

are presented in the following paragraphs. The estimated costs 

ref er to manufacturing modules having sawn timber inputs of 

approximately 12 cu.m./ 8-hr.day (5,000 Bd.Ft./8-hr. day). A 

shed type factory building (without walls) is used for manufactur

ing operations requiring air-dried lumber only, while a factory 

building, completely covered with side walls, is used for wood

working operations requiring kiln-dried lumber inputs. 

The cost of kiln-driers is not included in the equipment cost as 

the decision whether to install kiln-drying facilities (or how 

much the minimum economic drying capacity should be) is subject 

to conditions specific to the manner of use and organizational 

arrangements of the proponent user/s. 

4.3.4.1 Production of Profiled Items(Mouldings, 
Casings, etc.) 

Cost of Factory Building, 700 sq.m. -----US$ 77,000.

Cost of Production Machinery 
and Equipnent, Installed ------------- 55,200.-

Cost of Maintenance Equipment ---------- 35,000.-

Total -----------US$167,200.-

4.3.4.2 Production of Blanks for carved 
Wood Products* 

Cost of Factory Building, 700 sq.m. -----US$ 77,000.

Cost of Production Machinery 
and Equipnent, Installed ------------- 18, soo.-

Cost of Maintenance Equipment 21,000.-

Total -----------US$116,500.-

Note: * Includes floor space and machine 
cost for 6 spindle Duplicating Machine. 
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4.3.4.3 Production of Joinery & Furni~ure Pro~ucts 

Cost of Factory Building, 810 sq.m. ----US$ 89,100.

Cost of Production Machinery 
and Equipnent, Installed ------------- 40,500.-

Cost of i-iaintenance Equipment -------- lS,000.-

Total ------------US$164,600.-

4. 3. 4. 4 Production of Wooden Toys & 

Handicraft Items 

Cost of Factory Building, 740 sq.m. ----US$ 81,400.

Cost of Production Machinery/ 
Equipment, Installed ----------------

Cost of Maintenance Equipment --------

33,100.-

26,250.-

Total -----------US$140,750.-

4.3.4.5 Production of Fish Trays and 
Fruit Boxes 

Cost of Factory Building, 500 sq.m. -----US$ 45,600.

Cost of Production Machinery/ 
F.quipment, Installed* ---------------- 20,250.-

Cost of Maintenance Equipnent -------- 17.500.-

Total -----------US$ 83,350.-

Note: * 1) Add US$475.00 for cost of 1 Wlit portable 
type combination baling and stapling 
machine for the manufacture of Fruit eoxes 
(folding type) • 

2) Add US$2,100.00 for cost of 1 unit Bandsaw 
with Special. Production Jig for the 
Manufacture of cable/wire drum/reels. 

4.3.5 Guidelines on the use of Estimated Plant 
and Machinery Cost 

'lbe machinery complement w;ed in the above calculations for 

plant and machines cost is based on average machining outputs 
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for basic woodworking machinery as used in developing countries 

of Southeast Asia (BrJ.nei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, 

Singapore and 'lhailand). 'lbus, the outputs may not be accurately 

applied in operations which use semi- or fully autx>matic feed 

devices. Proper adjustments should be made therefor. 

The building cost does not include space for showroom, adminis

trative offices, employees' facilities and other support activi

ties. Cost for such additional building spaces should be pro

vided when calculating tot&!. building costs. The stx>rage spaces 

for raw materials and fini6hed goods are good for one month's 

supply and production volume, respectively. Thus, where local 

conditions require more storage areas for larger inventories of 

raw materials and finished goods, corresponding adjustments should 

be made on the cost of buildings. 

The cost of building includes space for the maintenance shop, 

large enough to accommodate minor repair works on machine parts 

and fabrication of simple production jigs and fixtures. It is 

assumed that major repair works and machining and metal working 

jobs will be sub-contracted to outside firJllS. However, if such 

service facilities are not economically available in the local

ity of the proposed woodworking plant, proper adjustJnents should 

be made on both the cost of building and cost of maintenance 

equipment to meet the adde.d space and equipnent cost required. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

The p~ecedi.ng chapters of this study indicat:e good potentials for the 

s:iall and medium size sawmilling finns to engage in OOWnstream Timber 

Processing. Thi° Consultant has encoWltered similar situations during 

the last 3 years in other countries of the Asia/Pacific Region: for 

example, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thai.land, Fiji, the Solomon :Islands, 

Western Samoa, to mention a few. 

In spite of current efforts of deve!opin9 countries to encourage Down

stream Timber Processing in their respective sawmillin9 industries, 

the corresponding rate of growth in the secondary wood processing 

remains at an undesirable slow pace. 

The following factors have, more or less, contrib.lted to the appar~nt 

reluctance of sawmillers to engage in further downstream processing 

activities: 

i. Lack of adequate knowledge of the market, both domestic and 

export, for secondary wood products; 

ii. The apparent higher precision required in the manufacture of 

secondary wood producu as compared to that required by saw

milling; 

iii. The additional capital expenditure required to establish 

appropriate kiln-drying or seasoning facilities in support of 

further downstream timber processing1 

iv. Lack of adequately trained manpower: skilled ~ highly skilled 

production workers, technicians and floor level supervisory 

personnel, and in some cases, middle ma.nage.'llent personnel; 

and 

v. The lack of funding facilities which will help sawmillers 

withstand the cash flow requirements of a longer cash turn

over period, as compared to that enCOWltered in sawmillir.9 

operations. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

5.2.1 Downstream Timber P:r:ocessing Ind\lStry Development 
Programmes 

I:t is indicated by the preceding paragraphs that more realistic 

modular approaches to the development of secondary wood processing 

industries will have better chances of S'.lccess than overall com

prehensive proqramnes which are traditionally evolved and imple

mented on the basis of a •feasible :i:edium or average level• of 

processing operations. 

I:t is therefore recommended that existing proqranaes aiming to 

encourage Downstream Timber Processing and hasten the develop

ment of the secondary wood processing industry be reviewed and 

revised to consider the following country situations: 

i. For developing countries with small and fragmented 

sawmilling industries 1 and 

ii. For developing countries with well developed and organ

ized sawmi.lling industries, and highly fragmented second

ary wood p:r:ocessing industries. 

The sawmilling industry of Papua New G\..inea is small and frag

mented. Correspondingly its secondary wood processing industry 

is also small and hardly contribute to a significant portion of 

the country's economy. 

The recommended guidelines and mechanics for the development of 

further Downstream Timber Processing activity in countries with 

sawmil.ling industries similar to that of Papua New Guinea is 

given in Annex III. 

The saW111illing industry of Malaysia, although well developed, is 

widely dispersed throughout the country. The secondary wood 

processing industry of the country is also hig~ly fragmented and 

widely dispersed in urban centers of the country. Hardly any 

downstream processing activity exists in sawmilling plants. 

However, a significant nUlllber of furniture factories have 

integrated backwards (up-stream processing) by setting up their 
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o-.m sawmilling and/or kiln-drying facilities. This situation is 

mostly encountered in the sub-sector of the industry devoted to 

the conversion of rubber wood into furniture (and other) products. 

The domestic market for wood products is sma11. 

The reconmended cr.ti.delines and mechanics for more accelerated 

dcvelopnent of Downstream Timber Processing in countries with 

sawmilling and secondary wood processing industries similar to 

those fo\Dld in Malaysia are given in An.'lex IV. 

Among the countries visited, the sawmilling industry of Indonesia 

has shown an encouraging amount of interest in Downstream Timber 

Processing. for most of the mills visited were already engaged 

in the manufacture of pre-cut components for furniture products. 

These items are all exported. Again, secondary wood processing 

industry in the country is fragmented and widely dispersed in 

the urban centers of the country. The existence of a firm which 

fabricated kiln-drying facilities provided a vital ingredient 

to more accelerated growth of the secondary wood processing 

industry of tl:e country. Indonesia presents a classic example 

of a timber rich developing country with a huge domestic market 

for wood products. 

The recommended guidelines and mechanics for further accelerated 

growth in Downstream Timber Processing in countries with a state 

of dcvelopnent of t.~ir sawmillin9 and secondary wood processing 

industries similar to those in Indonesia are given in Annex V. 

5.2.2 Techni~al Support Needed by the Recommended 
Development Pr09ranme 

'!be development schemes described in Annexes III, IV, and V 

require a parallel development in the technical resource and 

operations techniques which are currently non-exist•mt or under

developed in the wood processinq industries of developing 

countries in the Asia/Pacific Region. 

5.2.2.1 Acquisition and Up-dating of Existing 
Manufacturing Techniques 

The types, designs and finishes of export secondary and 

tertiary wood products arc so varied that corresponJing 
manufacturing techniques have to be acquired by tr.c 
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industry in developing countries of ~1e Asia/Pacific 

Region. To-date, none or very little of this technology 

is available within the developing countries themselves. 

The scope of any technical assistance to be provided 

to industry should include the following topics which 

need to be addressed inaedi.ately: 

i. Serial Production Techniques; 

ii. Quality Standards and Production Qua1ity Control 

Techniques1 

iii. Product Design and Engineering1 

iv. Plant, Machinery and Cutting Tools, Repair 

and Maintenance Procedures; 

v. Design, Fabrication and Effective Use of 

Pz:oduction Jigs and Fixtures; 

vi. Machine set-up Techniques for Serial Type of 

Production Operations; 

vii. Finishing Techniques and Finishing Materia1s 

Systems1 a.nd 

viii. Production Management concepts as Applied to 

Small and Medium Scale Secondary Wood Pro

cessing Industries; and 

Subsequent efforts should theri ·be exerted tc improve 

the following aspects of plant operations: 

i. DocU11Lentati.on and Ir.formation Systems as applied 

to Secondary Wood Processing Operations1 

ii. Product costing and Pricing Techniques 1 and 

iii. Materials Management. 

The following new concepts in woodworking plant manage

ment and operations may then be introduced and adapted 

to medium scale. cownstream Timber Processing operations: 

i. IDw Cost Automation as applied to Furniture 

and Joinery Factories1 

ii. Value An&lysis1 and 

iii. Limited and Selective Degree of Computerization. 
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S.2.2.2 Organization and Establishment of Suppo~t 
Facilities 

Like any other manufacturing industry Downstream Timber 

Processing can develop only as fast as its support faci

lities and services will allow it to grow. 

The establishment and effective operations of training 

facilities for the industry's developnent needs cannot 

be over-emphasized. In fact, the industry's capability 

to grow will depend, to a large extent, on the ability 

of its key personnel to assimilate the "Know-How" that 

is recommended to be acquired, as described in the pre

ceding paragraphs. The primary objectives of the recom

mended training centers shoulc be to provide the trainees 

with basic voodworking and timber drying knowledge at 

a desired level to enable them to assimilate effectively 

the updated techniques to··be delivered from imported 

sources, most possibly by foreign experts and specialists. 

Annex VI gives a sugg~sted course of study for the indus

try-oriented timber drying. 

Another important support facility vital to a healthy 

development of the Downstream Timber Processing industry 

is the establisbnent of industry service centers which 

will dispense such common industry services as sawfiling, 

knife grinding and other cutting tool repair and main

tenance activities1 and the machine shop services for 

the repair and maintenance of machinery and equipnent. 

This recommendation is based on the fact that a great 

majority of tha small and medium scale timber proces~ing 

plants do not have the financial and tecnnical capabi

lities to establish ncr operate such service facilities. 

Annex VII !>hows the list o! equipment recommended for 

such repair and maintenance shops which will provide 

services common to the secondary wood processing industry. 
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5.2.~.3 Marketing Activities for Secondary Wood Products 

A review of existing marketing policies, particularly 

strategies, product lines and target market areas should 

be done with a view to providing a foothold in the 

foreign market for the small and medium scale processing 

plants. Experience of the secondary wood industries in 

developed countries indicate that specialization and 

complementation of manufacturing activities will serve 

as catalysts for lateral development and symbiotic growth 

of small and medium size secondary wood processing fac

tories in developing countries. This has been sh:>wn in 

the northern part of Italy, in South Korea and the Pro

vine~ of Taiwan, where satellite (small) workshops fab

ricate specific components or sub-assemblies which are 

made as inputs to the larger factories. 

5.2.3 Follow-up Activities 

The healthy growth of the Downstream Timber Processing industry 

is better assured by follow-up activities which aim to update the 

skills and techniques of the indus~y's current work force. 

Industry growth is usually characterized by key significant per

sonnel turn-over which develops as the demands for such skills 

exceed the site at whi~h key industry personnel are adequately 

trained. Unfortunately, however, effective training for such 

skilled and key industry personnels is more economically done on 

a regional level, rather than on an individual plant or localized 

area basis. Thus, it is recommended that during the more critical 

period of industry development (more usually the first 5 years of 

the development programme for wood-based industry) a series of 

regular training workshops be conducted with a view to updating 

the following specialized skills, among others, which are imme

diately needed by the industry; 

i. woodworking Millwrights; 

ii. Kiln-Drying Technicians1 

iii. Finishing Technicians; 
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iv. Product Engineering Specialists; and 

v. Middle Management and Floor Level Supervisory Personnel. 

It is believed that existing training facilities can be upgraded 

and corresponding course of studies be revised to meet the re

quirements of a growing industry. Annex vrrr is a course of study 

suggested to train selected high school (Form 4) students in 

industry-oriented woodworking operations. The course is designed 

for students who have successfully completed the first and second 

years in trade school (high school level) and have been found to 

possess the desire and interest level for woodworking operations. 

-- 0 0 0 --
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UNITEO i".·'\TIONS INDUSTHIAL DEVELOPMENT OHGANIZATIO~ 

Asia Pacific Fcrest Industries Development Gr<!!!E 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

DU/RAS/86/048/11-57 (Jl2209) 

Title.of the post Cm;:;ul t::iut in Downs tre:am r.·.;•;<;::>S i II~ of Timhcr 

Duration I L'IO!ll h 

Starting Dale A::; seon :lZ pos::;iblc-

Duty statio:i r~u~1L: !.u;,:i'l..ii- i>·ith c::dc::n:;i._·._. ;;,,-.· •.. :; "·:ithin M~-tl;,iy$i~ 

Ir.dvrn..::::i~ ~rnd r~pu;:; X<:h' GuiitL'.;... 

Purpose of the project 

Du tic:; 

ru ,_.] "•J fu~·Uu:1· ind us t 1·ial !:,•.:C\.!il\1o1·y i;roc-.·s~; j II~ l>f l jmLci- pt•o<lu•: l ~; 
fu~ lo..:;;;.l ~nd c:,po1·t markets. 

CnJL·1· U1..: ovcn1ll euid<Jn1.:c of th•:: P1·oject 's T~;:u:i Leader, and in 
CO•J~•.::!·;;.tiur. with il:; Fon!sl Industries Expert, the Consultant will be 
C':··i".:•; l ·.·d l 0: 

1. Rcv.ic'v the .current st<itus of scc.:ond;jry \-.:ood p1·occzsing 
in<l..::;t&·1c~ in Malay~i~. 111drm.:s1a auc Papua Nt:\> Guinea. 

Id•.:n l ify I he: inves lmc11l · ovportuni t iez and recommend the types of 
<l•J".-,'n:;f:i-.;;311: pn>c.:s:oint bc:-ol :;ui led fo;· intE:gration into the 
i:-:-: i:... t j "~ ~··<•:!~·:·r f<•n:::. t j 11Ju!. t 1· j '-'!; ( :-.~1,·:inj 11 j :it ~111d pl ~-1vc1od a:1d 
•• L .,·-·..: ~ .i.'•~c_;Ji:\..: ti or, .. 

:: .. Hcvic:,.; ai1d iiic.liC~tc the !;uj lctlJil i tr and p1·1cc range of the.: snost 
relevant equipment which would reduce mill waste and promote lh•: 
p1·ociuction of value-added product:> fu1· Loth lhc domestic and 
c::..:po:·t ma1·l,cl:;. 

-1. evaluate the pn;ductivily and prnfitaLilily of zc:kclcd produc.:t 
1«m&cs and volu1ur::;, u'15C'd on lhc machines :>cl~clcd and pulat ivr: 
1woduclio11 cozls. 

App:rcarions and communications re9arding this Job Description should be s~nt to: 

Pro1cct Personnel Recruitment Oranch, Department of Industrial Opr.rations 

IJNIDO Virnn.1 lnrrrn.111nn.1I l.rnfrr. P.O Box :JOO, A·1400. Virnn.1. Amiri~ 

. I . 
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~. D...-!L":-1~il1t: the: tr·~inint! nc~ds ""o:- the; !;Up<:1-\·i~l•l''.::; ~Uld t!JhJt;:<..·:-~ crf 
l•lJ;il:; <::;.lJl>lishcJ us\11i; Lhe c1.1uipincnl pi-u4•os..::cL 

G. 111<.;l•q>ol"J l t· lh<: >il11 .. •vc, ;..,::; W•.:l l ;lZ 1-·~co111n1cnd;i t ions add1-csscd lt• 
pol•_ul.ial industrialists an.:i tovei-ruucnl uoJi._:~. iu a ted1r1i<..:3l 
n:f•Ol'l -

Qualifications Engineer 01- wuvd tcd11wlo1'isl with <..:<•m;idci-aLl<: <Jn· 

Llu:- juli cxpc1·i..:w.:c iu s..:<.:onll;,q' pn•<..:•.::isint of l imlJ._-1-
(downstream fn>m sah1Dilling). Expedence in count1-i.::, 
uf Soulli Easl Asia n::qllit·clL 

Language i:u~lish 

Bacl.:gt-owld Information 

7i1•.: l'.uilcd :'.:J~io11:.; Di::velop111<mt Progt-auuuc {l:?,1H') kt~ c11i..1·u::;l.:J i.hl: Ful"l 
;.;11'~ =~~-- ~.::.~: ~un.- Oq~aniz::ilion (FAO) to iwplc1111.!11l ;:. t.::dn.icu~ ~ssisi:.a1:•~·-· 
i·l·l,jn t in th .. : _;si;.111/Pacific R<:gion enli lled 'Asi;.i an<l P:i<..:if.ic tl•L"•~s t 
I:1-;~:~ ~: :.,'::,; D·~~« . .: lul'uu.::it Grout.' .. 

Ti1.i~' l•CojcL·; Ji;..~ s.i.:..; i111111ediatc uLjc<..:Livl!::;, ;;uuon& which the follu1_._int 
-..!!\.: ;·'-l,.:\·ynt le> lhi::; posl: 

'!\, stn·11ii:1cn llie c;.ip'1bilily of nali,mal govc:nunenl~ tu cvalu:Jtc 
Lh1~ indu::.ll-i;;.l devel<Jpment potential of their forest st:ctor-s 
lc,;,tl.ini lu plans for increasing the: effectiveness of the struclun! 
illld. operations of the exi~ting forest industry and to the phased 
ovc:·al l development of this industry. 

To i1oprovc: the managerial efficiency and operation~l pc1·fon0Gi"l~l: u~ 

c:xisl:ing forest industries in the pci-iod 1987 to 1990 llu-ough l.hc..: 
t1·'3inin1! of personnel, the provision of adviso1-y services and thc 
idr!ntifj<:'1lio11 of opportunitcs for rcinvc:;lmc11L, nitl· p;:idi<:uL11· 
n::fe:rence to \.he small and medium scale ~roduce1-s. 

::: Tu i·1·0,,.idc cxl ci1~.io11 advi~u1·y sen: ices und assistance; 1.-hic.:11 iz 
<l<!:; i uu•:<l t.o h;:lvc..: an iJllpacl on ·the -larY.e number .of sa1a.ll and 
1;!•.·•l.!·.11::·'-i:~·.-<l :,;;h·:1 • .ill~;. :'>le:s11y of Lhcse S:Jh'lnillz an: tt.!dinulu(!iL:;JlJ:,
,,t.::.0~1:::.L:1:1d ;.ind 1vc)ulJ n~~l'''nd sic11.if.icanlly lo tii~ iali-oduction of 
~ . .i11!j,,]1.: iiui•:·{•\;c;J 0pc::1-;,,Lionul in·uccdurt:!;; ;;ind mv1e cfficii::r.t lo;,-c.o:..~ 

equip~c:11l. Simple l)ewonstralion Mills. stralep:icalh localed, 
d<::signed to illustrate the above bCJlefits and to act as Tocal poinL; 
fo~ indust1ial extension activities, will Le encouraged. 

·~. 7u divc1·:.ify cu1-i-cnt industrial outpul tlu·ough cncou1·a~int 
111:J11ufaclun! of an incn:::Jsed ran~e of seco11d;:u-y and Lc:-lia1·y \•ood-u;.is•:,\ 
(>l"O()ucl S. 

Ju i111r1lcmcrilini this p1·ojccl F.1\0 have t;U)Jcont1·(jctcd to U~IDO Lhc 
C<.>nducli•JO of lh1: pr1Jjccl's foi-<;:j(!Cll <.iclivilic:; in the fie!d o[ 

d<·vd ur1i ll~ dOl"Ll'._; l n~ain ('1'0Cf!S5 ill{! of l i m!Jc:-. 
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

M.N. AMIN 

JIM BELFORD 

PETER J. EDDOWES 

DAVID FAUNT 

TOM FRY 

BRIAN KINGSTON 

C. KOOABE 

JOHN PACAK 

CODFREY PERCIVAL 

ERWIN WILHELM 

SASA ZIBEKOK.nm 
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ANNEX II 

LIST OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIAIS 
AND INDUSTRY LEADERS INTERVIEWED 

Ti tie 

Chief Marketing Officer 

Managing Director 

and 

Secretary 

Executive Officer
Marketing 

Manager 

Production Manager 

Office/Firm Name 

Department of Forests 
P.O. Box 5055 Boroko N.C.D. 

Forest Management Services 
(PNG) Pty. Ltd. 

P.O. Box 4037 Boroko, N.C.D. 
Forest Industries Association 

of PNG, Port Moresby 

Forest Industries Council 
of Papua New Guinea 

P.O. Box 1829 Port Moresby 

SATF Lae Pro;ramme 
So. Pac. Appropriate 

Technology Foundation 

PNG Forest Products Pty. Ltd. 
P.O. Box 88 Bulolo 

Chief Technie&l Adviser FAO Forest Mana~ement & 
Research Project, PNG/ 
86/009 A 

P.O. !bx 3~4, Lae 

Assistant Director Department of Forests 
Forest Products Research E.r. 
P.O. Box 314 Lae 

Managing Director 

Director & General 
Manager 

Managing Director 

Community Forest 
Officer 

JP Consultants 
P.O. Box 7585 Boroko N.c.o. 

PNG Forest Products Pty Ltd. 
P.O. Box 88 Bulolo 

Golden Square Pty Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1589 eoroko 
Port Moresby 

Village Equipment Suppliers 
V.E.S., P.O. Box 2172, Lac 



Name 

INDONESIA 

ADI WIDJAJA 

J. BAGIO WIDJANARKO 

DJOKO PRAMONO 
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Title 

President Director 

Director 

Managing Dire,~or 

and 

Founding President 

Office/Firm Name 

P.T. Adi Nusantara Raya 
Mercia Kno~k Down Furniture 
Jalan Ru."lgkut Industri 11 /49 
Surabaya 60292 
P.O. Box 38 Surabaya 60401 

Forest Industries Div. 
Direksi PerU111 Perhutani 
Gedung Manggala Wanabakti 

Blok IV Lt. 4 
Jl. Gatot Subroto, Senayan 
Jakarta Pusat 

JATI MURTI Meubel Uki 
Jl. Pemuda No. 66 A 
Jepara 59411-Jawa Tengah 
Koperasi Ukir "Jepara" 
Jl. K.H. Yasin 
Jepara Jateng 

EDY SASTRODIRAHARDJO Head, Bureau of Industry Forest State Corp. Unit II 
(East Java) 

DAVID HARDIE Sawm.i.lling Consultant 

HARJANTO Sawmill Manager 

JANUAR Technical Manager 

M. OJAI.AL KAMAL Director 

Jl. Gentengkali 49 Surat 

FAO/GOI Forestry Studies 
Project 

Allan View, The Haining, 
Dunblane, Perthshire. 
FK15 OAP. Scotland 

PERUM PERHUTANI UNIT II JAWA 
TIMUR 

Kesatuan Industri Pengolahan 
Kayu Jati Gresik 

Jl. Kapten Oarmo Soegondo 

P.T. Adi Nusantara Raya 
Mercia IOlock Down Furniture 
Jl. Rungkut Industri 11/49 
Surabaya 60292 
P.O. BOX 38 Surabaya 60401 

MACRO'i\UOD Wood & Rattan 
Furniture 

Jl. Pulolentut No. 9 
Kawasan Industri Pulogadung 
Jakarta Timur 
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Name Title 

lCIJSMANA ARIFIN SUKASYAH Wood Processing 
Manager 

VII.LY NIELSEN President/Director 

HLODVER OLAFSSON Production Manager 

Office/Firm Name 

KIPKJ. 
Jl. Wonosari, Cepu 

Kinqfurn International P.T. 
6, Jl. Cimandiri 3rd Flr/ 

Flat 4, Jakarta Pusat 

Kingfurn International p·.T. 
6, Jl. Cimandiri 3rd Flr/ 

Flat 4, Jakarta Pusat 

ROEDJAI DJAKARIA Depala Biro Perencanaan DEPARTEMEN KEHUTANAN RI 
GedWlg Mangqala Wana Bhakti 
Jl. Gatot Subroto - Senayan 
Jakarta 10270 

SOEDJADI MARTODIWIRJO Marketing Director 

SOEMARMO ABO. KAHAR 

SRIWIJANDJONO 
HARTOSOEDARMO 

BAMBANG SUNARYO 

TEDDY WIDJAJA 
SURAWANA V. 

Administrator 

Wakil Kepala 

Export & Production 
Director 

Administrator 

PERIJM PERHUTANI {Forest State 
Corporation) 

Manggala Wanabakti Bldg. 
Blok N, 4th Fl. 
Jl. Gatot Subroto, Senayan 
Jakarta Pusat 

PERUM PERHUTANI Utl'IT II JAWA 
TIMtJR 

Kesatuan Industri Pengolahan 
Kayu Jati Gresik 

Jl. J<apten Danna Soegondo 

PERUM PERHUTAN I UNIT II 
Jl. s. Parman No. 151 
Semarang 

Hadinata Brothers & Co., Pt 
Ligna Furniture 
Jl. Re. Martadinata 89 
Bandung 
Jl. Blora 17, Jakarta 

Kepala K.IPKJ Cepu 
Jl. Wonosari - Batokan 
PERUM PERHUTANI UNIT I 

JAWA TENGAH 
Kesatuan Industri Pengolahan 

Kayu Jati 
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Name Title 

KOCH. 'lOHA. M.B. Director 

MALAYSIA 

KHONG LYE FONG Marketing Division 

IEW ft'ING HING Director 

9J ANDERS LINDERH>LM Advisor-Information 

LOW CHEE HOCK 

MEGAT ADI.AN BIN 
MEGAT SAID 

SIMON ONG 

Director & Manager 

Managing Director 

Executive Director 

Office/Firm Name 

Departemen Kehutanan 
Directorat Jenderal Pengusaha 

Hu tan 
Direktorat Pemanfaatan Hasil 

Hu tan 
Gedung Manggala Wana Bakti 
Jl. Gatot Subroto Blok 1-Lt.11 
Tes. 381 - Jakarta 

LEMBP.GA PERINDUSTRIAN KAYU 
MALAYSIA 

The Malaysian Timber Industry 
BOard 

5th & 6th Flr, Wisma DNP 
Jl. Ampang 50450 Kua.la Lumpur 

ASEAN TIMBER TECHNOWGY 
CENTER 

4th Flr., Wisma DNP ~ 

Jl. Ampang, P.O. Box 108/8 
50728 Kuala Lumpur 

ASEAN TIMBER TECHNOLOGY 
CENTRE 

1st Flr, Wisma DNP, 
Jl. Ampang, P.O. Box 10887 
50728 Kuala Lumpur 

AIKBEE TIMBERS SON. mm. 
K. Lumpur Head Office: 
Batu 6! Jalan Kepong 
52000 Kuala Lumpur 

Selangor Industrial Corporation 
Sendirian Berhad 

Grnd. Flr, PKNS, Persiaran 
Barat, Off Jalan Barat, 
46505 Petaling Jaya 

ONG JUK 500 SON. BHD. 
~~~-- 3-1/3, Jl. Kapar 

.._Rantau Panjang 
· 42100 Klang 

~ Sclangor Darul Ehsan 



Name 

OSCAR PA!UO 

SER CHENG-SAM 

TEO ENC SENG 

WONG T.M. 

WOO CH.ARK KUM 

ZULKEFLI HAP.ON 
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Title 

Design Consultant 

Head-Technology 

Production Manager 

Former FAO Regional 
Forestry Officer for 
Asia-Pacific and 
.MTIB Consultant 

Director 

Proprietor 

Act. Assistant 
(Technical Division) 

Office/Firm. Nar.te 

Italy-Malaysia Cooperation 
Programme 

!'..EMBAGA PERINDUSTIUAN KAYU 
'1he Malaysian Timber Industry 

Board 
5th & ~th Flr Wisma DNP 
.J. I. Amoang, .50450, Kuala Lumpur)\. 

ASEAN TIMBER TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 
1st Flr, Wisma DNP, 
Jl. Ampang, P.O. BOX 10887 
50728 Kuala Lumpur 

PER.At."GSANG DELIMA SENDIRIAN 
BE~ 

Pandamaran Industrial Estate, 
P.O. B<>x 201, 42009 Port Klang 
Selangor 

52 Rue Hou~ 
6712 Toernich, Belgium 

Technical Division 
Forest Research Institute 
Kepong, Kuala Lumpur 

SYT. ~o WAI KEE Furniture 
Manufacturer, R\t>berwood 
Sawmiller;txporter 

Batu 8, P.O. Box 8, 
43207 Cheras, Selangor Uarul Ebsan 

LEMBJ.GA PERINOUSTRIAN KAYU 
MALAYSIA 

The Malaysian Timber Industry 
Eloard 

5 & 6 Flr, Wisma DNP 
P.O. Box 10887, Jl. Ampang 
50728 Kuala Lumpur 
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Ami"!:< III 

DEVELOPMENT SCHEME FOR DOWNSTREAM 
TIMBER PROCESSING IN DEVEl.OPING COUNTRIES 

VITH SKALL AND FRAGMENTED SAVHILLINC INDUSTRY 
AND A SHALL DOMESTIC MARK.ET ,\ 

I- GENERAL CONSIDERU'IONS 

The development scheme and schedule of activities in the following sec-

tions are presented with a view to help serve as quidel ines in the 

formulation of a national proqramme for the development of the sec,,ndary 

and tertiary woodworkinq industries. The take-off point is, more or 

less, the present situation in a developing country in the Asia-Pacific 

Region, which has the following characteristics: 

i. Timber surplus situation where the current available fo=est 
timber resources and annual cut are in e~cess of the domes
tic timber requirements of the country and ca:i still support 
additional processing capacities; 

ii. The population density is very low (less than=Qne person per 
ten hectares) ; 

iii. The sawmilling industry is not significantly developed and 
sawmilling factories are widely scattered throuqhout the 
country; 

iv. The secondary wood processing industry is barely recog
nizable as a significant economic sector and is concen
trated in the principal urban centers of the cou."'ltryJ and 

v. The technological level in the country, particularly in the 
mechanical wood processing ) industry, as a whole, has 
barely passed the semi-mechanized stage of development. 
Existing fully mechanized woodworkinq factories are either 
subsidiaries of trans-national corporations or are being 
manaqed and operated by expatriates. 

The ilmlediate concern of the country to attain a more desirable 

pace of development of its woodworking industries, therefore, is to: 

a) be able to attract foreign investors to!bring the financial 
and technology requirements of the industry development 
programme1 and 

b) train adequate numbers of qualified native talent, in various 
technical skills which will sufficiently prepare them to 
ASSIMILATE the various disciplines of "industrial know-how" 
to be transferred by expatriates under the development 
programme. 
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II- PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 

'!be principal objective of this scheme is to prepare the available 

resources of the country for a RATIONAL development of its secondary 

(and tertiary) wood processing industry with a view to attaining the 

desired tarc;et level of industrial scaie of operations within t.'1.e 

shortest possible time and with mini:nWll wastage of its timber and man

power resources, resulting in a more significant participation of the 

secondary/tertiary wood proces&ing industries in the national economy. 

I:U• SCHEME OF DEVEIJJPMENT ACTIVITIES 

(Note: All time considerations are referred to the day the developing 

country decided to engage in more vigorous, possibly export

oriented, secondary/tertiary wood processing uctivities. 

Year Proposed General Activities 

1st a} FoJ:lllulation and adoption of a rational develoi:ment prog-
ramme for the SProndary/tertiary_mechanical wood proces-
sing industry, aiming at significantly increased Down-
stream Timber Processing activities by the small and 
medium size sawmillers to attain the desired development 
pace; 

b) Assessment and evaluation of available information on 
bOth the domestic and foreiqn markets for wood products 
and formulation of marketing strateqies ~ procedures; 

c) Assessment and evaluation of available skilled and hiqhly 
skilled manpower and the currently operating training 
irU.titutions for the secondary wood processing industry. 

2nd a) Enactment of legislations and adoption of rules and regu-
lations that will provide a desirable atmosphere for 
foreign investors to participate in the industry's deve
lopment programne1 

b) Enactment of legislations and adoption of r~les and 
regulations which will encourage the small and medium 
size sawmillers to engage in cownstream Timber Pro
cessing; 

c) Initiate activities to train qualified local talents to 
become "technically prepared" to assimilate the "imported 
industrial know-how" as called for by the ir.dustry deve
lopment programme; 

d) Start construction of the infrastructural needs of the 
development program.me; 
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Year Prof.10sed General Activities 

e) Start promotional activities to attract foreign and local 
investors to invest in the DTP inrlustry of the country. 

Jrd a) Completion of about SO\ of the infrastn:ctural needs of 
the development proqramme1 

b) Creation and start of operations of government agencies 
that will be responsible for the ir.lplementation of t.he 
industrial elements of the develotJll.ent programrue; 

c) Continue promotional activities to attract foreign and 
local investors to invest in the Downstream Timber Pro
cessinq industry of the count...-y; 

dj Start of factory construction activities by the industry 
sector; 

e) Continuation of training activities for the key personnel 
requirements of the industry. 

4th a) Completion of infrastructural needs of the development 
proqramme; 

b) Review and up-dating of marketing strategies and proce
dures; 

c) 

d) 

Start of operations during, the latter pare of the year of 
. " about 10' (by output volume capacity) of the total tar-

geted volume of Downstream Timber Processing facilitiess 

Continuation of training activities for key personnel of 
the industry; 

e) Review and up-dating of existing legislations and corres
ponding rules and regulations to help accelerate dcve
lcpment of Downstream Till\ber Processing (DTP) industries. 

5th a) Continued operations of existing DTP plants and &tart 
of operations of another 2°' of the total targeted 
volume of DTP capacitys 

b) Continuation of promotional activities to attract foreign 
and local investors to invest in the DTP industry of 
the country; 

c) Continuation of training a~tivities for the key personnel 
of the industry; 

d) Assessment of achievements of various aspects of the 
industry developnent planss and up-dating wherever 
necessary. 

6th a) Continued operations of existing DTP plants and start 
of operations of another 20\ of the total Targeted 
volume of DTP capacity1 

b) Continuation of promotional activities to attract 
foreign and local investors to invest in the growing 
DTP industry of the country; 
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Year Proposed General Activities 

c) Continuation of training activities for key personnel 
of the industry1 

d) Review and up-dating of product line for the developing 
industry, study of other potential markets for the indus
try's output1 and 

e) Annual assessment of achievements of various aspects of 
the industryis development plans and activities; and up
dating wherever necessary. 

7th a/ Jl.ssessment of existing industrial infrastructures, their 
ability to support development programme, and revita
lization of existing facilities (road & bridge, networks, 
ports & harbors, etc.) to enable them to effectively 
support the increased needs of the wood processing indus
try vis-a-vis other growing industries of the nation's 
economic struc:tureJ 

b) Continued operations of existing DTP plants and start 
of operation& of another 25' of the total targeted 
volume of MP capac:ity1 

c) Continuation of training activities for key perscnnel 
of the industryJ 

d) Continuation of promotional activities to attract foreign 
and local investors to invest in the growing DTP industry 
of the country1 

e) Annual assesSJDent of achievements of various aspects of 
the industry's development plans and activities; and up
dating wherever necessary. 

8th a) Continued operations of existing DTP plants and start 
of operatior.s of the last 25' of the total targeted 
volume of MP capacity1 

b) Continuation of training activities for key personnel 
of the industry; 

c) Annual assessment of achievements of various aspects of 
the industry's development plans and activities; and up
dating wherever necessary. 

9th a) Assessment of operations of all DTP units participating 
in the develoi;aent programme1 up-dating of rules and 
regulations to help assure continued profitable ope
rations of th• industry1 

b) Assessment and up-dating of existing training plans and 
activities for key personnel of the industryJ 

c) Assessment of marketing strategies and activities, up
dating wherever necessary; 

d) Formulation and adoption of progranune of annual activi
ties relevant to the monitoring and control of the 
industry's operations. 
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IV- GUIDELINES FOR SMALL rum MEDIUM SCALE SAWMILLERS 
WISHING TO ENGAGE IN DTP A...'"TIVITIES 

The scheme of activities present~d below will serve as guidelines for 

the small and medium scale sawnti.ller in his efforts to plan his moves 

related to enqaqins in DTP. The activities are presented in the order 

of priority based on local conditions of the existing wood processing 

industry, and the industrial constraints commonly encountered in deve

loping countries by the secondary wood processing industry. 

Project Phase 

A. Planning Stage 

s. Pre-operating 
Stage 

Principal Activities 

1. Assessment of resources, both internal 
and externa1 to the sawmilling firms: 
raw materials, manpower, land, indus
trial facilities and infrastructure, 
financial, etc. available to the saw
miller. 

2. Inquiry into markets and products lines 
for secondary (or tertiary) wood pro
cessing operations. 

3. Seek acvice (from government or private 
sector agencies) on the proper choice 
of secondary/tertiary products and their 
corresponding markets, both domestic and 
foreign, for the products and the result
ing !if-products/residues generated by 
tho DTP operation~; and the skill levels 
of manpower required by the manufacturing 
proceqs. 

4. Decide on the type and volume of pro
duct ~ to be manufactured, and the tar
get market for the produc~('s). 

5. Decide whether ~o avail of financial, 
marketing and/or technical assistancP 
frosn foreign sources, and survey __ 1nteres
ted parties (through government or oriv~~e 
sources). 

1. Make final arrangements on ma.'lner of 
co-operation with selected foreign 

partner(s)& select factory site. 

The following activities may be con
ductGd with the a~sistance of the 
foreign partner(s). 
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Project Phase Principal Activities 

C. Operations 
Stage 

1st Year 

2nd Year 

2. Prepare Project F~asibility Study, if 
required for financing arrangements. 

3. Select machinery and equipcen t for the 
manufacture of the chosen product at 
desired output volumes. 

4. Develop machinery/equipment lay-out 
plans and determine size and types of 
buildings and structures needed by the 
contemplated manufacturing operations, 
based on sequence of operations for the 
target products. 

S. Based on final machinery /equipment lay
out, design buildinqs and structures. 

6. Acquire machinery/equipment complement, thr-ough 
importation or local purchase. 

7. Construct buildings and structures and 
set up internal infrastructures (power, 
water, air, steam ~tc. lines). 

8. Select and train key factory personnel, 
seeking assistance of foreign partner, 
if necessary and possible. 

9. Install and test run all machinery/ 
equipment, with the assistance of foreign 
technicians (to be provided by foreign 
partner, if agreed upon). 

1. Operate at no more than 50\ of rated capa
city during 1st year of operation1; 

2. Assess materials, manpower and financial 
needs for the succeeding phases of ope
rations and arrange for the availability 
of such resources at the time they are 
needed. 

3. Start marketing activities. 

4. Continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations set up. 

1. Assess manufacturing and marketing per
formance during'' the previous year and corres-
pondingly adjus~ operations plans for 
the 2nd year of operations. 

2. Operatf! at about 75' of rated capacity 
during 2nd year of operations. 
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Project Phase Principal Activities 

3rd Year 

4th Year and On 

3. Provide resource needs for the second 
stage of operations. 

4. Continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations and management 
structures. 

S. Develop and install formally, the follow
ing management systems; 

i. Production management; 
ii. Quality control; and 

iii. Info:rmation and Doc\Jllentation of 
Operations Monitoring Parameters. 

1. Assess manufacturing and marketing per-
f . ,~. h d ormance during t e previous year an corres-
pondingly adjust operations plans for 
the 3rd year of operations. 

2. Operate at maximwn operations level 
(100' of rated capacity if attainable). 

3. Provide resource needs for the third stage 
of operations. 

4. Continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations and managem~nt 
set-up to meet manpower tum-over prob
lems. 

S. Develop and install the following 
systems: 

i. Inventory Control and Materials 
Management; 

ii. Cost Control; and 
iii. Product Development and Engineer

ing. 

1. Assess over-all project perfo:rmance 
during preceding years and correspon
dingly adjust operations plans for the 
4th and succeeding years. 

2. Evaluate turn-over rate of key project 
personnel and correspondingly adjust 
training programme. 

3. ExplorP possibility of or need for, 
product divc~sification and adjust 
operations plans for succeeding years 
based or such decision. 
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ANNEX r.v 

DEVELOPMENT SCllEME FOR DOWNSTREAM 
TIMBER PROCESSING IN DEVELOPING COUNTIUES 

WITH FRAGMENTED SAWMILLING AND SECOND.JUlY WOOD 
PROCESSING INDUSTRIES AND A SMALL DOMESTIC MARKET 

I- GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The development scheme and schedule of activities in the following sec

tions are presented with a. view to helping serve as guidelines in the 

formulation of a national programme for the development of the secondary 

and tertiary woodworking industries. The take-off point is, more or 

less, the present situation in a developing country in the Asia-Pacific 

Region, which has the following characteristics: 

i. Available forest timber resources and annual cut are in 
excess of the domestic timber requirements of the country 
and can still support additional processing facilities, 

ii. The population density is low (about 0. 5 person per hectare) 
and the danestic market is small; 

iii. The sawmilling industry is appreciably developed, but saw
mil ling factories are widely scattered throughout the country; 

iv. The secondary wood processing industry is a significant con
tributor to the economy of the country but it is highly 
fraqmented1 its growth is still considered too slow by the 
goverrunen t; 

v. The secondary wood processing industry, as a whole, has 
attained a marked degree of mechanization but a low level 
of automation. Only a few furniture/joinery factories are 
comparable to their counterparts in advanced countries of 
the West; and 

vi. The developing country has ample major non-wood material 
resources which can support the growth of other industries 
within the country. 

The innediate concern of the country to attain a faster rate of deve

lopment of its woodworking industries, is to: 

a) be able to acquire more modern and higher volume output 
technologies for its woodworking industry; and 

b) train adequate numbers of qualified native talent. in various 
technical skills which will sufficiently prepare them to 
ASSIMILATE the new technical know-how to be introduced 
under the development programme. 
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II- PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 

The principal objective of this sche.~e is to prepare the available 

resources of the ccuntry for a RATIONAL developnent of its secondary 

(and tertiary) wood processing industry with a view to attaining t.:1e 

desired target level of industrial 6cale of operations within the 

shortest possible time and with minimum wastage of its timber and man

power resources, resulting to a more significant participation of the 

secondary/tertiary wood processing industries in the national economy. 

III- SCHEME OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

(Note: All time considerations are referred to the day the developing 

country decided to engage in more vigorous, possibly export

oriented, secondary/tertiary wood processing activities.) 

Year Proposed General Activities 

1st a) Formulation and adoption of a rational development oroq-
ramme for the secondai:y/ter.tiary mP.chanical wood 6roc~~-
- sing industry, aiming at signi.:ticantly incLeaSed Down
stream Timber Processing activities by the small and 
medium size sawmille~s to attain the desired development 
pace1 

b) Up-dating of market information on secondai:y /tertiary 
wood products, and formulation of new marketing strategies 
and policies to meet the needs of the industry develop
ment programme, 

c) Up-dating of existing manpower training facilities and 
teaching staff, to make them industry-oriented and more 
responsive to the changing needs of the wood processing 
industry; 

d) Enactment of legislations and adoption of rules and regu
lations that will provide a desirable atmosphere for 
foreign investors to participate in the industry deve
lopment programme; 

e) Enactment of legislations and adoption of rules and 
regulations which will encourage the small and medium 
size sawmillers to engage in Downstream Timber Pro
cessing; 

2nd a) Continue manpower training activities to ~~velop suffi-
ciently trainad labour to assimilate the new manufactur
ing and manag~ent techniques as called for by the indus
try development programme; 
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Year Procosed General Activities 

b) Up-dating of infrastructural needs of the development 
programme; 

c -,·omotional activities to attract foreign investors and 
ore modern woodworking technology; 

d) Start construction of additional manufacturing facilities. 

3rd a) Start of operations of new addtional manufacturing faci-
lities to attain at least 40' of targeted total industry 
capacity1 

b) Continue manpower training activities to develop suffi
ciently trained labour t.o assimilate the new manufactur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try development programme; 

c) Continue infrastructural build-up to meet requirements 
cf growing industry (~gether with other industrial 
sectors of the economy); 

e) Promotional activities to attract foreign investors and 
more modern ~working technology; 

e) Assessment of achievements of various aspects of the 
industry developnent plans; and up-dating wherever 
necessary. 

4th a) Start of operations of new additional manufacturing faci-
lities to increase total capacity to about 60\ of tar
geted tot~l industry capacity; 

b) Continue manpower training activities to develop suffi
ciently trained labour to assimilate the new manufactur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try development progranune1 

c) continue infrastructural build-up to meet requirements 
of growing industry (together with other industrial 
sectors of the economy)1 

d~ Promotional activities to attract foreign investors and 
more modern woodworking technology; 

e) Assessment of achievements of various aspects of the 
industry developnent plans; and up-dating wherever 
necessary. 

5th a) Start of operations of new additonal manufacturing faci-
lities to about 80\ of targeted total industry capacity; 

b) Continue manpower training activities to develop sutfi
ciently trained labour to assimilate the new manufactur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try developnent prograJ11rt1e1 

c) Cnntinue infrastructural build-up to meet requirements 
of growing industry (together with other industrial 
sectors of the economy)1 
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Year Proposed General Activities 

d) Promotional activities to attract foreign investors and 
more modern woodworking technology1 

e) Assessment of achievements of various aspects of the 
industry development plans; and u~dating wherever 
necessary. 

6th a) Start of operations of ne"'1 additionc•l manufacturing faci-
lities to full targeted capacity; 

b) Continue manpo"'1er training activities to develop suffi
ciently trained labour to assimilate the new manufactur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try development proqramme1 

c) Continue infrastrUctural build-up to mee~. requirements 
of growing industry (together "'1ith other industrial 
sectors of the economy); 

d) Promo~onal activities to attract foreig~ inve~tors and 
more modern wo6dworking technology; 

e) Assessment of achievements of variou~ aspects of the 
industry development plans1 up-dating whereveL 
necessary. 

7th a) Assessment of operations of all DTP units participating 
in the development programme1 up-dating of rules and 
regulations to help assure continued profitable ope
rations of the industry; 

b) Assessment and up-dating of existing training plans and 
activities for key personnel of the i~dustry1 

c) Assessment of marketing strategies and activities, up
dating wherever necessary; 

d) Formulation and adoption of programme of annual ac~ivi
ties relevant to the monitoring and control of the 
industry's operations. 

'IV- GUIDELINES FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SCALE 51.WMILLF.RS 
WI SHI NG TO ENGAGE IN DTP ACTIVITIES 

The scheme of activities presented below wil~. serve as g1,;idelines for 

the small and mediwn scale sawmiller in his efforts to plan his moves 

related to engaging in DTP. The activities are presented in the order 

of priority based on local conditions of the existing wood processing 

industry, and the industrial constraints conunonly enccuAtered in deve

loping countries bY the secondary wood processing induatry. 



Project Phase 

A. Planning Stage 

B. Pre-Operating 
Stage 
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Principal Activities 

1. Assess~ent of resources, both internal 
and external to the sawmilling firms: 
raw materials, manpower, land, indus
trial facilities and infrastr~cture, 
financial, etc. available to the saw
millar. 

2. Inquiry into markets and product lines 
for secondary (or tertiary) wood pr~ 
cessing operations. 

3. Seek advice (from government or private 
sector agencies) on the proper choice 
of secondary /tertiary products and th.er.fr 
corresponding markets, both domestic and 
foreign, for the products and the result
ing _'-·-products/residues generated by 
the DTP operations; and the skill levels 
of manpower required by the manufacturing 
process. 

4. Decide on the type and volume of pro
duct(~)to be manufactured, and the tar
get market for the produc~'( s). 

5. Decide whether to avail of financial, 
marketing and/or technical assistance 
from foreign sources, and surveyiinterested 
oarties (through government or private 
sources). 

1. Make final arrangements on manner of 
co-operation with selected foreign 
partner(s)& se~_ect factory site. 

The following activities may be con
ducted with the assistance of the 
foreign partner(s): 

2. Prepare Project Feasibility Study, if 
required for financing arrangements. 

3. Select machinery and equipment for the 
manufacture of the chosen product at t'he 
desired output volumes. 

4. Develop machinery/equipment lay-out 
plans and determine size and types of 
buildings and structures needed by the 
contemplated manufacturing operations, 
based on sequence of operations for the 
target products. 

5. sased on final machinery /equipment lay
out, design buildings and structures. 
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Project Phase Principal Activities 

C. Operations 
Stage 

1st Year 

2nd Year 

6. Acquire machinery/equipment complement, through 
importa ti.on or local purchase. 

7. construct buildings and structures and 
set up internal infrastructures (power, 
water, air, steam, etc. lines). 

8. Select and train key factory personnel, 
seeking assistance of foreign partner, 
if necessary and possible. 

9. Inst.all and test run all machinery I 
equipment, with the assistance of foreign 
technicians (to be provided by foreign 
partner, if agr~ed upon}. 

1. Operate at no more than SO\ of rated capa
city during 1st year of operations. 

2. Assess materials, manpower and fjnancial 
needs for the succeeding phases of ope
rations and arrange for the availability 
of such resourcas at the time they are 
needed. 

3. Start marketing acti vi ti!es. 

4. continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations set up. 

1. Assess manufacturing and marketing per
formance during previous year and corres
pondingly adjust operations plans for 
the 2nd year of operations. 

2. Operate at about 75\ of rated capacity 
during 2nd year of operations. 

3. Provide resource needs for the second 
stage of operations. 

4. continue traininy personnel for key posi
tions in the operations and management 
structures. 

5. Develop and install tormally, the follow
ing management systems; 

i. Production management; 
ii. QUality control; and 

iii. Information and Documentatior. of 
Operations Monitoring Parameters. 



Project Phase 

3rd Year 

4th Year and On 
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Principal Activities 

1 • Assess manufacturing and marketing per
formance during previous year and corres
pondingly adjust operations plans for the 
3rd year of operations. 

2. Operate at maximum operations level 
(100\ of .rated capacity if attainable). 

3. Provide resource needs for the third stage 
of operations. 

4. Continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations and manage111E;nt 
set-up to meet ma.~power tum-over prob
lems. 

5. Develop and install the following· systems: 

i. Inventory Control and Materials 
Management; 

ii. Cost Control; and 
iii. Product Development and Engineering. 

1. Assess over-all project performance 
during preceding years and correspon
dingly adjust operations plans for the 
4th and succeeding years. 

2. Evaluate turn-over rate of key project 
personnel and correspondingly adjust 
training programme. 

3. Explore possibility of or need for, 
product diversification and adjust 
operati~ns plans for succeeding years 
based or such decision. 
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ANNEX V 

-DEVELOPMENT SCHEME FOR DOWNSTREAM 
':IMBER PROCESSING IN DEVELOPING COUN'T'F.IES 

WITH A LARGE DOMESTIC MARKET AND WELL DEVELOPED 
A SAWMILLING INDUSTRY BUT FRAGMEl'tftb 

SECONDARY WOOD PROCESSmG INDUSTRY 

I- GmERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The development scheme and schedule of activities in the following sec

tions are presented with a view to helping serve as guidelines in the 

formulation of a national programme for the developnent of the secondary 

and tertiary woodworking industries. The take-off point is, more or 

less, the present situation in a developing country in the Asia-Pacific 

P.egion, which has the followin~ characteristics: 

i. Timber surplus situation, where available forest timber 
resources and annual cut are in excess of the domestic 
timber requirements of the country and can still support , 
additional processing facilities1 

ii. Al though the country's p:>pula tion density is about 1 person 
per hectare, there are several islands which have very high 
population densities ranging from 2-6 persons per hectare; 
thus assuring a large domestic market for wood products; 

iii. The sawmilling industry is markedly developed, but sawmills. 
are still widely scattered throughout the country. 
However, a number of these mills have engaged in limited 
forms of DTP, principally the manufacture and export of 
pre-cut K.D. lumber pieces for furniture/joinery product 
components; 

iv. The secondary wood processing industry is also markedly 
developed and is a significant contributor to the country's 
economy. Some furniture manufacturers have engaged in 
UPSTREAM Timber Processing (Backwards Integration to include 
kiln-drying and sawmilling operations) in order to assure 
themselves of a continous supply of a desirable quantity 
of properly seasoned sawn timber. However, the industry 
is still highly fragmented and its growth rate is still 
considered to be slow. 

v. A sizable amount of the industry's output and 100\ of its 
exports is contributed by a number of furniture/joinery 
porducts manufacturing plants which have attained a high 
degree of mechanization and conveyorization, but still a 
low degree of automation1 

vi. The developing country has ample major non-wood material 
resources (petroleum, coconut, etc.) which can support the 
growth of other industries within the country. 
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The immediate concern of the country to attain a f~ster rate of deve

lopment of its "'"OOdworking industries, is to: 

a) be able to acquire more modern and higher volume output 
technologies for its woodworking industry; 

b) train adequate numbers of qualified native talents in varit::1us 
technical skills which will sufficiently prepare them to 
ASSIMIIATE the new technical knCM-how to be introduced 
under the development programme,; and 

c) attain an effective degree of specialization and complementa
tion within the secondary wood processing industry, based 
on mutually profitable arrangements with the small and medium 
scale sawmillers in the country. 

II- PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 

The principal objective of this scheme is to prepare the available 

resources of the country for a RATIONAL development of its secondary 

(and tertiary) wood processing industry with a view to attaining the 

desired target level of industrial scale of operations wi~hin the 

shortest possible time and with minimum wastage of its timber and man

power resources, resulting to a more sig:iificant participation of the 

secondary/tertiary wood processing industries in the national economy. 

III- SCHEME OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 

(Note: All time considerations are referred to the day the developing 

country decided to engage in more vigorous, possibly export

oriented, secondary/tertiary wood processing activities. 

Year Proposed General Activities 

1st a) Formulation and adoption of a rational development prog-
ramme for th4 secondary/tertiary wood processing (mecha
nical) industry, aiming att significantly increased Down
stream Timber Processing activities by the small and 
medium size sawmillers to attain the desired developnent 
pace; 

b) up-dating of market information on secondary/tertiary 
wood products, and formulation of new marketing strategies 
and policies to meet the needs of the industry develop
ment programme1 
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Year Proposed General Activities 

c) Up-datirig of existing manpower training facilities ar.d 
teact.ing staff, to make them industry-oriented and more 
responsive to the changing needs of the wood processing 
industry; 

d) Enactment of legislation and adoption of rules and regu
lations that will provide a desirable atmosphere for 
foreign investors to participate in the industry deve
lopment pro9ramme1 

e) Enactment of legislation and adoption of rules and 
regulations which will encourage the small and medium 
size sawmillers to engage in Downstream Timber Processing; 

2nd a) Continue manpower training activities to develop suffi-
ciently trained labour to assimilate the new manufactur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try development pro9ramme1 

b) Up-dating of infrastructural needs of the development 
programme1 

c) Promotional activities to attract foreign investors and 
more modern woodworking technology; 

d) Start construction of additonal 111anufacturing facilities. 

3rd a) Start of operations of new additional manufacturing faci-
lities to attain at least 50% of targeted total industry 
capacity1 

b) Continue manpower training activities to develop suffi
ciently trained labour to as:;imilate the new 111an~actur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try development programme1 

c) Continue infrastructural build-up to meet requirements 
of growing industry (together with other industrial 
sectors of the economy); 

d) Promotional activities to attract foreign invest.ors and 
more modern wooclvorking technology; 

e) Assessment of achievements of various aspects of the 
industry development plan.~1 and up-dating wherever 
necessary. 

4th a) Start of operations of new additional facilities to 
increase total capacity to about 75\ of targeted total 
industry capacityJ 

b) Continue manpower training activities to develop suffi
ciently trained labour to assimilate the new manufactur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try development programme1 

c) Continue infrastructural build-up to meet requirements 
of growing industry (together witt. other industrial 
sectors of the economy)J 
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Year Proposed General Activities 

d) Promotional activities to attr3ct foreign investors and 
more modern woodworking tect.nology; 

e) Assessment of achievements of various aspects of the 
industry developnent plans; and up-dating wherever 
necessary. 

Sth a) StaLt of operations of new additonal facilities to 
increase total capacity to full ~argeted total indus~ 
capacity1 

b) Continue manpower training activities to develop suffi
ciently trained labour to assimilate the new manufactur
ing and management techniques as called for by the indus
try development programne; 

c) Continue infrastructural build-up to meet requirements 
of growing industry (tt>gether with other industrial 
sectors of the economy)1 
~-

d) , Conduct promotional activities to attract foreign investors 
and more modern woodworking technology; 

e) Assessment of achievements of various aspects of the 
industry development plans1 and up-dating wherever 
necessary. 

6th a) Assessment of operations of all DTP units participating 
in the development programme; up-dating of rules and 
regulations to help assure continued profitable ope
rations of the industry; 

b) Assessment and up-dating of existing training plans and 
activities for key personnel of the industry; 

c) Assessment of 111arketing strategies and activities, up
dating wherever necessary, 

d) Formulation and adoption of programme of annual activi
ties relevant to the monitoring and control of the 
industry's operations. 

'IV- GUIDELINES FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SCALE SAWMILLERS 
WISHING TO ENGAGE IN DTP ACTIVITIES 

The scheme of activities presented below will serve as guidelines for 

the small and medium scale sawmiller in his efforts to plan his moves 

related to engaging in OTP. The activities are presented in the order 

of priority based on local conditions of the existing wood processing 

industry, and the industrial constraints commonly encounterP.d in deve

loping countries by the secondary wood processing industry. 



Project Phase 

A. Planning Stage 

B. Pre-Operating 
Stage 
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Principal Activities 

1. Assessment of resources, both internal 
and external to the sawmilling firms: 
raw materials, manpower, land, indus
trial facilities and infrastructure, 
financial, etc. available to the sa1ot
miller. 

2. Inquiry into markets an:I product. lines 
for secondary (or tertiary) wood pro
cessing operations. 

3. Seek advice (from government or private 
sector agencies) on the proper choice 
of secondary /tertiary products and the : r 
corresponding markets, both domestic and 
foreig~, for the products and the result
ing . ·· 1-prcducts/residues generated by the 
DTP operations; and the skill levels of 
manpower required by the manufacturing 
process. 

4. Decide on the type and volume of pro
duct~s)to be manufactured, and the tar
get market for the product(;». 

s. Decide whether to avail of financial, 
marketing and/or technical assistance 
from foreign sources, and survey '1jnterPc;
~ed parties (through government or privatP 
sources). 

1. Make final arrangements on manner of 
co-operation with selected foreign 
partnerC,s}& select factory site. 

The following activities may be con
ducted with the assistance of the 

I 

foreign partner(s). 

2. Prepare Project Feasibility Study, if 
required for financing arrangements. 

3. Select machinery and equipment for the 
manufacture of the chosen product attbe 
dezired output volumes. 

4. Dev9lop machinery/equipnent lay-out 
plans and determine size and types of 
buildings and structures needed by the 
contemplated manufacturing operations, 
based on sequence of operations for the 
target products. 
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Project Phase Principal J\cti vi ties 

c. Operations 
Stage 

1st Year 

2nd Year 

5. Based on final machinery/equipnent lay
out, design buildings and structures. 

6. Acquire machinery/equipnent complement,through 
importation or local purchase. 

7. Construct buildings and st..-uctures and 
set up internal infrastructures (power, 
water, air, s~eam, etc. lines). 

8. Select and train key factory personnel, 
seeking assistance of foreign partner, 
if necessary and possible. 

9. Install and test run all machinery/ 
equipment, with the assistance of foreign 
technicians (to be provided by foreign 
partner, if agreed upon). 

1. Operate at no more than 50\ of rated capa
city during 1st year of operations. 

2. Assess materials, manpower and financial 
needs for the succeeding phases of ope
rations and arrange for the availability 
of such resources at the time they are 
needed. 

3. Start marketing activities. 

4. Continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations set up. 

1. Assess manufacturing and marketing per
formance during previous year and corres
pondingly adjust operations plans for 
the 2nd year of operations. 

2. Operate at abOut 75\ of rated capacity 
during 2nd year of operations. 

3. Provide resource needs for the second 
stage of operations. 

4. Continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations and management 
structures. 

S. Develop and install formally, the follow
ing management systems; 

i. Production management; 
ii. Quality control 1 and 

iii. Information and Documentation of 
Operations Monitoring Parameters. 



Project Phase 

3rd Year 

4th Year and On 
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Principal Activities 

1. Assess manufacturing and marketing per
formance during previous year and corres
pondingly adjust operations plans for the 
3rd year of operations. 

2. Operate at maximum operations level 
(1 00\ of rated capati ty if attainable) • 

3. Provide resource needs for the third stage 
of operations. 

4. continue training personnel for key posi
tions in the operations and management 
set-up to meet manpower tum-over problems. 

5. Develop and install the following systems: 

i. Inventory Control and Materials 
Management; 

ii. Cost r.ontrol; and 
iii. Product Development and Engineering. 

l. Assess over-all project performance 
during preceding years and correspon
dingly adjust operations plans for the 
4th and succeeding years. 

2. Evaluate turn-over rate of key project 
personnel and correspondingly adjust 
training programme. 

3. Explore possibility of or need for, 
product dive£sification and adjust 
operations plans for succeeding years 
based or such decision. 
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ANNEX VI 

INDUSTRIAL KII.N-DRYING COURSE 

'lhe general objective of the technical course described below is to train 

and help develop Kiln-Drying Technicians equipped with the following know

ledge and skills: 

i. ti Mechanics of Extracting Moisture from Wood, at Commercial. Scale; 

ii. Design of Kiln-Drying Schedules1 

iii. Laboratory OVen Drying Techniques for Measuring Moisture Content 

of Wood; 

iv. Familiarization with currently available couunercial types of 

wood drying equi{lllent; 

v. Operation & Maintenance of the Conventional Type of Hot-Air Kiln-

Drier; 

vi. Operation and Maintenance of Dehumidifier T:rPe of Drier; and 

vii. Train Kiln-Drier Operators to Assist in over-All Lumber Seasoning 

Activities on Industrial Scale Levels. 

The course has been designed for trainees with adequate knowledge of algebra 

and physics (college level, for K.D. Technicians; or high school level for 

K.D. Operators). 

Kiln-Drying Technicians are required to take the full 450 hrs. course, as 

describ~-d in the paragraphs below. 

The same course may be adapted for training kiln-operators by taking-up an 

a~breviated version (276 hrs.) of the course, i.e., without the following 

topics: I-D; I··E; I-F; and II-E. 

I- ACADEMICjLEX.:TURE COMPONENT ------------------------- {54 Hrs.) 

A- WOOD STRUCTURE AND MOISTURE CONTENT ------------ ( 8 Hrs.) 

Cellular Structure of Wood 
Free Water and Cellular Water 
Method of Wood Growth 
"Juvenile Wood" and "Tension Wood" 
General Composition of Wood 
Wood Drying Process & Moisture Transfer 
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Dimensional Changes in Wood During Drying Process 
Moisture Content (MC) of Wood and Equilibrium Moisture 

Con tent (EMC) 

- Wood Shrinkage, Types and Calculation 
- Collapse 

B- MEASURING MOISTURE CONTENT ------------------------ (6 Hrs.) 

Review of Ba.sic Arithmetic and Algebraic Operations 
The oven Sal!lple Method 

- Use of Sample Boards 
Moisture Meters, Types and Limitations in t.;se 
~emperature ~ Wood Species Corrections on Moisture 

Meter Readings 

c- PHYSICAL LAWS APPLIED ro·TIMBER·DRYING ---------- (10 Hrs.) 

Heat, Temperature and Heat Transfer in Kiln-Drying 
- Drying & Cooling in Evaporation Process 

Drying Parameters: Relative Humidity, Wet Bulb Depression 
and E.M.C. 

- Measurement of Heat and Humidity in Kiln-Drying Chambers 
- Automatic Controls in Kiln Operations: Vents Opening/ 

Closing, Pressure (Steam) Control; Fan Reversal; Time/ 
Temperature Schedules 

E.M.C. Chart and Its Use in Kiln-Drying 

D~ CONDITIONING AND EQUALIZING KILN-DRIED TIMBER (12 Hrs.) 

Case Hardening and Tests 
Internal Stresses Developed During Drying Process 
Moisture Gradient in K.D. Timber and Joint Failures 

E- SPECIFIC DRYING CONSTFAINTS ------------------------ (6 H.D.) 

- Drying eoards with Different Thicknesses in the Same 
Kiln Charge 

Drying Boards of Different Timber Species in the Same 
Kiln Charge 

Drying Timber with Thicknesses Greater than 50 mm. 

F- 'IYPES AND USE OF DRIERS AVAILABLE FOR COMMERCIAL 
SCALE TIMBER DRYING OPERATIONS ------------------- (12 Hrs.) 

- Hot Air, Steam-Heated 
Hot Water Heated 

- Hot Air, Flue Gas Heated 
DehUJni.difiers 

- Vacuum Driers 
Solar Driers 
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II- PRACTICUM ------------------------------------------- (346 Hrs.) 

A- PREPARATION & HANDLING OF SAMPLE OOARDS ------- ( 8 Hrs. ) 

Choice of Material 
Technique of Cutting Sample Board 
End Grain Sealing 
Locating and Identifying Sample Boards in Lumber Box 

Pile 
Frequency of Checking Sample Boards and Parallel Oven 

Dry Tests 
Cutting For Case-Hardening Test 

B- PREPARATION OF KIIN CHARGE ----------------- (40 Hrs.) 

Effective Lumber BOx-Piling & Stidtering Practices 
Locating Spaces for Sample soards 

- Air-Drying Preparatory to Kiln-Drying 
- Air-Drying Yard Design 

Protection Aqainst Excessive End Grain Evaporation 

C- KII.N-DRYING SCHEDULES --------------------------- (16 Hrs.) 

- Nomenclature & Parameters 
Recognizing the Basic Stages in Kiln-Drying Operations, 

Their Functions & Objectives 
- The Psychrometric Chart and Its Use in Kiln-Drying Ope

rations 
Calculations of Moisture Content (MC) and Determination 

of Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC) 
Equalizing and Conditioning Techniques 

D- ·KII.N-DRYING -OPERA~IONS, GENERAL ASPECTS ------- (138 Hrs.) 

Loading Kiln-charge and Kiln Plenum 
Recording InstrUlllCnts & Kiln Record-Keeping 
Critical Points, Transition to Next Dryinq Stage 
Kiln Operations in P.ot-Air ':ype of Drier 

- Operation of Dehumidifier Type of Drier 
Power Outage, Emergency Measures 
Identification and Minimization of Kiln-Drying Degrades 

E- KII.N-DRYING TECHNIQUES AND SCHEDULES 
FOR ABNORMAL KII.N CHARGES ----------- (144 Hrs.) 

Kiln Charge Composed of Mixed Thickness: 25 llllft, 18 mm 
& 12 nm 

Kiln Charge composed of Mixed Thicknesses: 31 lllll\, 38 DUI\, 

44 mm & 50 mm 
Kiln Charge composed of a Mixture of TWo or More Ti.Jl\ber 

Species 
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III- CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF KILN-DRYING EQUIFMENT -------- (50 Hrs.) 

A- -:OMMON KIL~ PROBLEMS AND TROUBLE S!DOTING -------- (10 Hrs.) 

Maintenance of Kiln Building 
Kiln Doors 

- Air Vents 
Kiln Drainage 

- General HOusekeepinq 

B- PROPER CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF KILN EQUIPMENT 

MEOIANICAL --------------------------- (28 Hrs.) 

Motors 
Lubrication Programme 
Recorders-controllers 

- Water/Steam Spray System 
- Air Compressor 

Condensate Traps/Strainers 
calibration of Recording Devices 

C- SAFETY IN KILN-DRYING OPERATIONS ---------------- (12 Hrs.} 

Steam/Flue Gas Leaks 
Faulty Box-Piling 
Defective Kiln Trucks 
Electrical Short-Circuits 
Man-Made Hazards 
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ANNEX VII 

MACHINERY/EQUIPMENT LIST FOR 
WOODWORKING INDUSTRY COMMCN SERVICES CENTER 

REPAIR .1.ND MAINTENANCE SHOP 

No. of Units * MACHINE DESCRIPTION 

A - CUTTING TOOLS MAINTENANCE 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 set 

STRAIGHT ICNIFE GRINDING MAOIINE, 
automatic lubricatinq/.:ooling 
system. rapacity up to 100 an wide 
·x 50<.J ...,. lengLn. 

UNIVERSAL GRINDING MACIINE, for 
profiled TCT knives up to 4 mm 
thick x 75 Diil wide x 800 mm long, 
automatic grindir.g wheel feed 
(infinitesimal) with standard 
accessories for grinding solid 
cutterhcads up to 1 50 mm diameter 

KNIFE SETTING ·FIXTURE 
{on cutterback). 

BANDSAW BRAZING (SPLICING) MACHINE, 
up to 50 mm wide sawblades 

CCMBINATION BANDSAW DLADE (up to 
50 mm wide) and CIRCULAR SAWBLADE 
(up to 360 111111 diameter) with auto
matic teeth feeding device 

KNIFE BALANCING FIXTURE 

CARBIDE TIPPING MACHINE and 
HANDTOOLS (G'-UGES, etc.) 

B - METALWORKING SHOP 

1 

1 set 

AIR COMPRESSOR, up,to 3 cu.m./Jl\i.n. 
,,..._ ' 

free air delivery,· '6 atmospheres 
minimum working pressure, complete 
with air reservoir and standard 
safety devices 

OXY-ACB'l'YtENE WELDIIC EQUIPMENT, 
with standard accessories 

ESTIMATED COST, 
1989** 

US$ 2,730.00 

10,950.-

550.-

1,095.-

2,190.-

600.-

2,850.-

12,000.-

no.-



No. of Units 

1 set 

1 

1 

1 

C GENERAL USE 
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MACHINE DESCRIPTION 

ELECTRIC AP.c WELDING EQUIPMENT, 
0-100 Amperes, complete with 
standard accessories 

POWER HACKSAW, "'ith saWblade 
~ooling system and automatic 
stopping device 

DRILL PRESS, up to 38 mm bit 
diameter chuck capacity, auto
matic variable bit feed into 
workpiece, vith table raising/ 
lowering device and workpiece 
holding fixtures/attachnaents 

BENCH GRINDER, np to 200 mm 
(8 inches) grinding wheel 
diameter, double wheels, 
o. 56 Jew (3/4 Hp) motor 

1*** DIESEL-ELECTRIC GENERATING SET, 

Assorted 

Assorted 

75 KVA capacity, complete with 
switchgears and control panel, and 
appropriate diesel type prime
moving en3ine 

Hand Tools (Spanners, Socket 
Wrenches, Box Wrenche~, etc.), 
Metric System Sizes, 4 mm to 
50 mm 

Hand Tools (Spanners, Socket 
Wrench, Box Wrenches, etc.), 
English System Sizes, 3/16" 
to 2" 

Note: * MINIMUM No. of Units 

ESTIMATED COST, 
1989** 

US$ 1r095.00 

1, 095.-

440.-

350.-

21,900.-

2,soo.-

2, 500.-

.. Based on 1989 lmded costs, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
*** OPTiafAL, to be acquired and installed only when there is 

no electric power available, or as a "STAND-BY" electric 
generating set. 
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.A.."m&X VII.I 

BASIC INDUSTRIAL woooo;.."ORKIKG COURSE 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Existing Vocational Training Program 

In general, technical high school or equivalent trade schools 

offer general comprehe."lsive shopwork courses under their indus

trial arts training proqram. The course covers a period of two 

(2) school years. It iS offered to the Third and Fourth Year 

High School students. The course is designed mainly to t".rain the 

students in some form of vocational learning which could help 

them earn a living in their respective communities and provide 

additional income to their families. Carpentry is one of the 

principal trade for which the students are trained. In addition,in 

some institutions, a few weeks' instruction is given them in other 

trades such as: sheet metalwork, cane and rattan furniture fab-
" .; ~ .• t 

rication, masonry and wrought metal furniture fabrication. The 

job-seeking activities of the graduates of this training program, 

therefore, are limited to the immediate vicinity of their commu

nities inasmuch as they do not have that level of skill or spe

cialization which would qualify them to hold better paying jobs 

in industry. It is, thus, not surprising to find that most of the 

students are hired only as semi-skilled (a very few gifted ones 

are sometimes lucky to be hired as skilled) labour.ers in the cons

truction industry of the country. Only a few of them could be 

hired as skilled labour in the country's woodworking industry. 

B. Current Needs of the Woodworking Industry 

'llle woodworking industries in many developing countries, like the 

Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, China, etc., have an 

immediate and great demand for: 

(1) adequately trained woodworking machine operator~, woodworks 

millwright, and other skilled and highly-skilled labourers in 

furniture and/or joinery products manufacturing plants; and 
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(2) furniture designers, full-sizers ~nd technical draftscen 

(both furniture and joinery plants) are greatly needed in 

woodworking plants. 

I:I. THE BASIC INDUSTRIAL WOOD~RICTNG COURSE 

A. Objective 

The principal. thrust of this course is aimed at contributing to 

the manpower resources needed by industry, in addition to providing 

trade skills, for qualified students at High School level. In par

ticular, the course is designed: 

(1) to train students in activities which will qualify them for 

skilled and highly-skilled labour in the woodworking indust'CY 

of any developing country, and if possible, in other COWl

tries; and 

(2) to set ~p a self-sustaining project in order to provide an 

independent source of income to support the operations of 

this course, by accepting contract jobs to produce woodwork 

products, which in turn, provides indus~rial woodworking 

experience to the students. 

B. The Course Syllabus 

The Basic Industrial Woodworking Course syllabus is give in 
1/ 

Annex VIII-A:-The first 10 quarters of the 4-~ear high school 

course remains unchanged, as prescribed by the country's education 

authorities. The industry-oriented portion of the tr3ining course 

starts during the Third Year of the high school curriculum. The 

first and second quarters of the course are exactly the same as 

the first and second quarter syllabus for the regular carpentry 

course (Woodworking III). The teacher is, thus, given the oppor

tunity to select among the carpentry students those who are quali

fied to take the industrial woodworking course on the bases of 

criteria established by the school and the general qualifications 

required by the industrial woodworking course as stated in 

Annex VIII-I .. The third and fourth quarters of Industrial 

IT--an paJ~<' 9''· Ir i~; an adap1;11 ion or a syl J.1h11~; ur.1•d in lhc• Phi I ippinc•! •• 
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Woodworking III curriculum are principally devoted to familiarization 

and orientation of the students to the operations and care of basic 

woodworking machinery. The Fourth Year nigh school curriculum 

(Industrial Woodworking IV), starts wit"h a continuation of the "'"Ork 

done in Industrial Woodworking III, folloved by specific topics 

covering actual industrial activities and practices. 

BY the end of the ~\lurth Year the students would have acquired 

specific skills in industria1 woodworking operations and would 

have been introduced to the practices concerned with labour

management relations. It is expected that this novel feature of 

the proposed course will shorten the training period under actual 

plant conditions, so that the worker (who is graduate of the 

Basic Industrial Woodworking course) will join the other regular 

workers in their company• s effort to make profit, much earlier 

than they have even do~e before. 

Exercises to be performed by the students are provided after each 

basic topic of the course. The exercises aim to provide the stu

dents the opportunity to apply under actual factory conditions the 

concepts and techniques demonstrated by the teacher under each 

topic of the course. There are a total of twenty-one (21) exer

cises for Industrial Woodworking III and another six (6) exercises 

for Industrial Woodworking IV. 

In addition to the class exercises, class projects are required of 

the students taking the course. There are three (3) class projects: 

one (1) for Industrial Woodworking III and two (2) class projects, 

specifically set as partial requirement !or the completion of 

Industrial Woodworking IV. 

It will also be noted that specific parts of the lecture periods 

arc devoted to demonstration of the concepts and techniques covered 

during the lecture. The teacher is advised to make maximum use of 

the demonstration kits during t.~c demonstration period. 
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M'"NE.X VIII-A 

PRC?CSED SYLLABUS FC.R BASrc n:DUSTRIA!. ~OC:c-:2,~.Kr:;.:; cc;:psE 

III YEAR 

First and Second Quar~Prs ------------------~------------------------ 2~0 hrs. 

The Specific Obj~ctives, Basic Concepts, Contents, Materials, etc., for 

the first two q~artcrs of the course arc exactly the sar.ie as those prescribed 

for the regubr carpentry course (WOO~'iORKING III) . 

However, the following additional Specific Cl:>jectives shall be included 

i - tu observe and deter:-~ne ~~e attituee, ~ental.capability and 
interest of the students who may be selected to train for 
industrial labour (skilled and higher l~vels); a.1d 

ii - to select five to fifteen students, based on criteria 
established by the school, including the personal traits 
listed in (i) above, to be trained um:er this progra.'ll. 
However, "ACCIDENl' PRONE" students, although possessing the 
above listed qualifications are definitely EXCLUD~D from this 
training course. 

Third Quarter ------------------------------~------------------------- 120 hrs. 

A. ORIE~"TATIC~ and FA.'1ILIARIZATIO.~ with INDUSTRIAL 
WOOOWOR.'<ING CONCEPTS and OPERATIO::s --------------------

(1) Attributes of Industrial Woodworking Cperations 

(a) ~~ss Production 

\b) Precisicn Machining 

(c) Interchangeability of Product Co.~ponents 

(d) Standardization of Design of Product Components 

6 !'-.rs. 

(2) Co~parison between carpentry and Industrial Woodworking Operations 

(3) Intensive Use of Woodworking Machines 

(4) Formal Sequence of Operations 

B. INTRODUCTION TO PRECISION MACHINING ------------------- 24 hrs. 

(1) Knowle~ge and Proper Use of Basic 
?leasuring Tools and Gadgets ----·-------- (is hrs.) 
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(a) Steel ?ape with Metric a:;d Englist Systc:::s Gradations 

tet• to read ~~asurc~cnts 0!1 ~ach Syste::: 

how to take "insicc" and ·"01.:tsic!c" ci:::c!1sicr.s 

how to convert Englis~ to ~£tric ;::c~surc~cnts, 
and vice-versa. 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.1 

(b) Simple Calliper 

r.ow to take measure~ents using the sir::ple calliper 

when to use a simple caliphcr to take measurel:lents of 
woodworks components ; and 

proper use and care of a si>::plc ca 11 iper 

* ~XERCISE No. IW-3.2 

{c) Micro~£ter Calliper 

how to read the Vernier scale of a oicr~~eter calliper 

when to use a micrometer cal 1 iper ; 
I 

how to take "insiee" and "outside" dimensions 9£ 
...,oodworks components using a r::icro::ieter ca 11 iper; and 

proper use and ca:::-e of I!'..icrm:ieter ca 11 iper 

* EXERCISE No. IW-3. 3 

{d) Try-Squares 

90° (F.ight Angle), its proper care ar.d uses; and 

Ilcvelling {Adjustable), its proper care ar.d uses. 

* EXERCISE No. IW-3.4 

(e) Elemcntar/ Production Gauges 

what is a production gauge? 

proper use and care of production gauges ; 

typJs of production gauges and their uses in actual 
production operations (in checking thickness, width, 
length, profile, etc., of component parts of 
woodworks products); and 

the difference between a production gau~c and a pattern. 

* CXERCISE No. IW-3.5 



c. 
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(2) Working Drawi:.gs for Machi:.i:.g of 
WooC.~orks Co».pc:oer.ts -------------------- (9 ~rs.) 

(a) The pu11,osc <l."lG role of to.:·::;.:i:'lg cra ..... ings in wooC-..-ori<s 
procuctio:'l operations. 

(b) 7he important features of a working dra ..... ing 

icentifying the product a."ld product part/s reorese:otcd 
by the workir.g drawing: product na.~~. product n;;;:ibcr, 
name of part, part nw:ibcr, number of parts per unit 
product, materials specif:cation 

representation of di~~nsions ir. a working tlrawing: 
rough dimensi~ns, final (or finished) dimensions, 
machining tolerances, machining allowances, sanding 
allowances, etc. 

(c) How to read and interpret a working drawing 

(d) How to take care and store (or file) ~orking drawings 

* EXERCISE No. IW-3.6 

FAHILIARIZhTICN WITH THE DESIG~ A~::> OPE!V\TIONS OF BASIC 
WOODWORKING MACHINES --------------------------------------------

(1) CROSS-CUT SAW--------------------------- ( 6 hrs.) 

(a) Main FunctiO•'l of the ~Iachfae 

cutting pieces of lumber to desired r-0ugh length 

(b) Identification of the Principal Parts of the ~achine 

motor.drive (voltage, power rating, etc.) 

circular sawbladc (no~inal diameter, type and nur.'bcr 
of teeth, diameter of bore, etc.) 

table or platform 

fence or guide 

(c) Operating Limits of the Saw 

maximu~ thickness of wood 

maximum width of wood 

90 hrs. 

(d) Demonstration of Sawing Operations using the Cross-Cut Saws 

Cc) Safety guidelines or. the u!:c of the Cross-Cut Saw 

(.f) Sawing exercises pcrforr.;cd by each student 

(g) Proper care of the :r.achi:".c c1nd :;awbladc after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.7 
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Tit=I~G ARDU~ SA~ -----------------------

{a) :i-t~i~ Functions of the Xac!"linc 

for c~tting pieces of wood to the desired final 
lengt!"l or width 

fer c~tting bevelec edges 

(b) Idcndfication of the Principal Parts of the Machine 

motor drive (voltage, power rati~g, etc.) 

circular sawblade (nocinal diameter, type and nu::-.ber 
of teeth, diameter of bo~e, revolutions per ::U.n~te-P.?~:, 
etc.) 

sawblade tilting mechanism 

sawblace raising/lowering rnechanis~ 

fence er guide 

table or platform 

extension a~/attad:~~r.~s 

(c) Op~rating Limits of the Saw 

maximum thickness of workpiece 

maxim\Om width of cut 

workable length of workpiece 

maximum bevel angle 

maxirr.urn height of s~wblade·topmost tooth above the 
table or platforra 

(d) Demonstration of Sawing Opera~ions using the 
Tilting Arbor Saw 

free-hand f~ed rip-sawing, cross-cutting, rebating, etc. 

be·1el cutting 

precision sawing with the use of sawing jig 

cutting laminated wood panels (plywood, plyboard, etc.) 
on the saw 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Tilting Arbor Saw 

(f) Sawing exercises performed by each student 

(g) Proper care of the machine and sawblade after use 

* EXERCISE No. IW-3.8 
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(a) !-!ain Ft.;:--.c~ic::s of t~e :·:a~::.:::c 

to r:iac?':ir.c tt,;o a:;jacc:-.. t f.:iccs cf t::c ·.:uo~ p:.ccc sq:.:.:.:-c 
tc cac~ othe1, ~~ic~ can be uscc as rc:c=cncc sur:accs 
fo'. other wooCJc=ki:1~ opc.::ati.ons 

to st:"aigttcn o:.:t cun"cC o::- tc~t S';..4.!"'fac.es of the wood 
pieces 

(b) Identification of tr.e Principal Parts of t~e ~.achine 

motor d=ive (volt~~c, pa-.·cr rat~~g, etc.} 

cutterhead (round er square, nu.7.bcr a.;d type of knivc~, 
diameter of cutterhead, revolutions per tr.inutc-Ri>}!, 
etc.) 

fonc~ or guide 

table or platfor.:1 

(c) Operating Limits of the Machine 

maxim~~ width of workpiece 

maximu.~ thickness of workpiece 

maxim\;;.'. knife bite on wood surf ~ce 

workable length of workpiece 

(d) Demonstration of Hand-Pla."'lir.g/Joint.ing Cperations using 
the Machine 

planing two adjacent faces cf workpiece to ~ttain true 
squaren~ss (as checked with a 90° try-square) 

plar.ing curved or bent surfaces to obtain a straight 
face of the workpiece 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of t.he Hand Planer/Jointer 
Machine 

(f) Hand Planer/Jointer Operations performed by each student 

(g) Proper care of the machine after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.9 

(4) PLA.~ER/THICKNESSER -.--------------------- (15 hrs.) 

(a) Main Functions of the Macl-.ine 

to obtain desirably smooth wood surfaces ready for 
finishing operations 

to obtain desired thickness of workpiece, within 
tolerance limits specified for the product compor.cnt 
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(b) Identification of thc·Principal Parts of the Machine 

motor drivels (voltage, power rating, etc.) 

cuttcrhcad (round or square, nur..ber and type of 
knives, diarr.eter of cutter~ead, revolutions per 
minute-RPM, etc.) 

movable table or platform 

exhaust port for shavings 

table (or platform) raising/lowering mechanism 
and indicator 

workpiece feed mechanism and feed speeds 

(c) Operating Limits of the Machine 

maximum width of ...,orkpie ce 

maximum thickness (or depth) of workpiece 

maximum knife bite on wood surface 

~aximum/minimum feed speeds for selected wood species 

.-
minimu.~ length of workpiece 

(d) Der.:.or,stration of Planing and Thicknessing Operations on 
the Mac.~ine· (using different wood species) 

(e) Safety Guidelines ~n the use of the Machine 

(f) - Planing/Thicknessing Operations Performed by each student 

duties and responsibilities of machine operator/ 
feeder 

duties anc responsibilities of catcher 

(g) Proper care of machine after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.10 

(5) VERI'ICAL SPINDLE MOUIDE~ (SHI.PER)-------- (15 hrs.) 

(a) Main Function of the Machir.~ 

for generating smooth (square, beveled or profiled) 
edges on the straight or curved edges of a workpiece, 
using one of· its faces as the surface of reference for 
the shaping operation 

(:0) Identification of the Principal Parts of the Machine 

motor drive (voltage, power rating, etc.) 
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cutterhead or shaping head or cutte~block (ro.:.•d 
or square, number and type of knives, Ci.a.-netcr of 
cutterhead, revolutions per rninutc-?¥X, etc.) 

fence or guide 

table or platfon:i 

shaping collar 

cutterheac height adjustment mech~~ism 

(c) Operating Limits of the Machine 

maximum thickness of workpiece 

maximum size· (length and width) of the workpiece 

maximum depth of cut on the workpiece ecge 

maximum feed rate of workpiece 

(d) Demonstration of Shaping Operations using the Machine 

plain manual shaping 

shaping with the use of a jig 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Machine 

(f) Shaping operations performed by each student 

plain manual shaping 

shaping with the use of a jig 

(g) Proper care of the machine after use 

* EXERCISE No. IW-3.11 

(6) DOVETAILING MACHINE --------------------- ( 9 hrs.) 

(a) Main Function C'f the Machine 

to rout dovetail shaped, identical-sized tenons and 
spaces on ends of workpieces to be joined together 
forming ~ right. angle (90°) between them 

(b) Identification ?f the Principal Parts of the Machine 

motor drive (voltage, power rating, etc.) 

routing spindles (size, RPM) 

workpiece feed control and feed lever mechanism 

routing waste disposal system 
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(c) Cperating Limits of the Mac.'1ine 

~inimu~/maxi~\:.t thickness of the ~'Orkpiccc 

winimuc/maximur:t width of the workpiece 

dovetail routin~ bit si~c 

(d) Demonstration of Dovetailing ~crations 

drawer sides 

drawer frcnt and back 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Machine 

Cf) Dovetailing exercises performed by each student 

(g) Proper care of the mac~ine after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.12 

(7) CHISEL MORrIZING MACHINE ---------------- (12 hrs.) 

(a) Main Function of the Machine 

to machine ~.ortiscs on the workpiece according to 
given specifications matc.~ing that of corresponding 
tenons 

(b) Identification of the Principal ·Parts of the Machine 

motor drive (voltage, power rating, etc.) 

chisel-drill bit (chuck 5izc and P.PM of drill, size 
of chisel, etc.) 

fence (or guide) and adjustment mechanism 

table (or platform) and adjustment raechanhm 

ch.iscl driving lever and movement mechanisir. 

(c) Operating Limits of the· Machine 

maximW!I workpiece thickness a.~d width 

maximum mortise dimensions 

(d) Demonstration of Mortiz_ing Operations 

through~and-through mortise 

shallow lllOrtisc 

(c) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Machine 
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(f) Exercises on ~orti=ing operations perfor..-£d ~Y each st~~cnt 

shallcr..- :::ortisc 

(g) P::-opcr care of tt:e machine :1ftcr use 

•EXERCISE No. IW-3.13 

(8) STROKE SA~IDER ------------------------ (18 hrs.) 

{a) Main Functions of the ~~achine 

to obtain a degree of smoothness on wooccn surfaces 
good enough for finish coatings 

to remove minor defects of the wood surface whic.; were 
int~oduced or not removed in previous machining 
operations 

(b) Identification of the Principal Parts of the Mac.;ine 

motor drive {voltage, power rating, etc.) 

sanding belt (type, width and ci:rcuraference) 
I 

sanding belt pulleys (drive and jdler) and sanding 
belt tension adjustcient mechanis~ 

stroking pad and lever 

table (or platform) and its raising/lowering mechanis~ 

roller system for forward and backward mover.ient of 
table (or platfor.!t) 

{c) Operating :.i.mits of the Machine 

maximum width and length of workpiece 

maximum depth (or height) of workpiece 

minimum thickness of workpiece (for flat wooden pancl5) 

desirable grit (roughness grade) of sanding belt 

(d) Demonstration of Stroke Sanding Cperations 

on wood panels 

on as~cmbled case goods 

(e) Safety Guidclin~s on the use of the Stroke Sander 

(f) Stroke sanding exercises performed by each student 

(g) Proper care of the machine and the sanding belt after use 

* EXERCISE no. Il-l-3.14 
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(9) BA.'IDSAW ---------------------------------- ( 12 hrs.) 

(a) ~ai.n Function o~ the ~~achine 

to allow non-straight sawing of wooden pieces 

(b) Identification of the Principal Parts of the ~achine 

motor drive (voltage, po..-cr rating, etc.) 

bandsaw blade (width a."ld length, type of teeth and 
set, etc.) 

bandsaw pulleys (drive and idler) 

bandsaw blade guide and tension adjustr..ent 

table (or platform), with/without fence 

(c) Operating Limits of the Mac.~ine 

maximum thickness of workpiece 

maximum width and length of workpiece 

minimUill radius of curvature of curved edges 
of workpiece 

(d) Dc~onstration of Bandsawing Cperations 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Machine 

(f) Band5awing ~rations perfor.ned by each student 

(g) Proper care of the cachine after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.iS 

Fourth Quarter -----------------------------------------~-------------- 120 hrs. 

A. FAMILIARIZATION WITH THE DESIGN AND OPERATIONS 
OF BASIC WOODWORKING MACHINES (continuation) ------------ 30 hrs. 

c,) DRILL PRESS --------------------------- c 6 hrs.) 

(a) Main Function of the Machine 

to bore holes of desired diameter and depth on 
the workpiece 

(b) Identification of the Principal Parts of the Machine 

motor drive ·cvoltagc, power rating, etc.) 

drill chuck (maximum ~it diameter capacity) 

drill bit (type and diameter) 

chuck lowering mechanis~ and lever 
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table or platform 

work cla:::pir.9 (or holding) accessories, i! availahlc 

Cc) Opcratir.g Li:nits of the P!achinc 

maxi~u.~ hole diar..etcr 

1:1axi.mum thickness of workpiece 

(d) De~onstration of ~rilling Operations 

through-and-through holes 

shallow hollows 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Machine 

(f). Drilling Operations performed by each student 

(g) Proper care of the ciachine and drill ~it after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.16 

(2) WOOD LATHE------------------------------ (12 hrs.) 

Ca) Main Fu:1ction of the ~adiine 

to produce wood turnings of the desired cross
sectional profile 

(b) Identification of the Principal Parts of the Machine 

motor drive (voltage, power rating, etc.) 

end chucks 

knife s2ddle (support) 

lathe knives (type and use) 

(c) Operating Limits of the Machine 

maximum diameter (or cross-sectional dimensions) 
of workpiece 

maximum/minimum length of workpiece 

(d) Demonstration of Wood Turning Operations 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Machine 

(f) Wood Turning Operations perfor::icd by each student 
(use Simple Profiles) 

(gi Proper care of the machine and turning knives after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.17 
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(3} HY~ru\~LIC rt:F.SS ------------------------- (12 hrs.} 

(a} Main Fu:ictic- , ' the ~~actinc 

to provide the clcsircd ar..ount of pressure needed to 
press toqethcr the co=.ponents of a wood pa.~el until 
glue setting ticc is attained 

(b} Idcntif ication of the Principal Parts of the Machine 

hydraulic jacks 

platens (or platforms} 

pressure gauc;e 

press framework 

(c) Operating Limits c~ the Mschinc 

maximum lengtr. -.:id ,,;ic~h of panels to be pressed 

- maximu::t thickness of panel stack to be pressed 

need for pressing dollies or carts 

(d) Dell'.onstration of panel pressing operations 

(e) Safety Guidelines on the use of the Machine 

(f) Panel pressing operations perforned by si:udetns 

(g) Proper care of the machi~e after use 
*EXERCISE No. IW-3.18 

B. FAMILIARIZATIO~ WITH OI'H.C:R WOOIXiOru<ING OPERA': IONS ------- S 1 hrs. 

(1} GLUING OPERATIONS ----------------------- (15 hrs.) 

(a) Types of Industrial Glue now commercially available 

UF - type (Urea Formaldehyde), pre-mixed single 
component and two co~ponent systems 

PVA - type (Polyvinyl Acetate) 

anill'.al glue (Jtide Glue) 

(b) ~pplications of each type of glue in woodworks joinery 

panel for.ning opcrat·:.o·.s (laminating veneer, 
formica, etc.) 

edge gluinq '(for core build-up) 

other applications 

(c) Limitations on the use of each type ~f qlue 

pressing requirements and tools (amount of pressure 
and length of ti~~) 
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hcati~g requi=e=£nts Cprcssir.g tc~~crat~rc and 
le••<;th of ti::ic) 

at;nosphc ri C hu::ii city C0:1di ti ~:;s 

state of dryness (or wct~css) of ~oocc:: pa=ts to be 
glued toqether 

(d) Dc=onstration of gluing operations 

UF type glue 

PVA type qlue 

Ani:r.al gkc 

Ce) Safety Guidelines during gluing operations 

(f) Gluing operations performed by each stueent 

(g) Proper care of gluing tools after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-3.19 

(2) SA!IDISG OPE'?A':IONS --------------------- (15 hrs.) 

(a) Types of Industrial Abrasives co:::-:.erc:ially available 

pap?r-back sanding sheets 

cloth-back sanding sheets 

paper-back sanding belts (production abrasive paper) 

cloth-bacic sanding belts (for profiled edges) 

(b) Size ~~d Type of ~.brasivcs Grits 

size (in the 0-system; in the ~ulti-digit system; 
equivalent ratings in the two systems) 

type (carborundum, silicon oxide, emery, qround 
glass, etc.) 

Cc) Rcco'."llllended use (or Application) of each type of 
Sanding Abrasive 

machine sanding, rough 

mac.~ine sanding, fine 

hand sanding and sanding blocks 

- profiled edge sanding 

(d) Demonstration of Sanding Operations 

stroke sanding 

hand sandin'J (with sanding blocks) 

h.o.nd sanding (wit~ portable sanding machine) 
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(c} Safety Guieclincs or. sanding operations 

( !l Sanci01g ope ratio:ts pc r!c.rr..cd h~· c.:ic~ stucc:-: t 

(9) ?roper care ar.d storage cf sa.•ding machine, belts or 
sheets after use 

* EXERCISE No. IW-3.20 

(3) FINISHING OPERAT!O~:s -------------------- (21 hrs.) 

(a) Principal Functions of Finish Coatings on 
Woodworks products 

to provide protection to the wood while the 
furniture or joine:::y product is in use 

to add to the beauty of the furniture or joinery 
product 

(b) Types and uses of different finish coatings 

shellac (low grade wooden products) 

varnish 

lacquer (clear or colored) 

enamel (colored) 

- polymers (polyurethane, polyester, etc.) 

(c) Gloss levels of industrial fipishes 

dull (matte) 

semi-gloss (satin sheen) 

glossy 

high gloss 

(d) Surface preparation needed to attain a successful finish 

pr_operly sanded 

free from oily or greasy spots 

adequately seasoned (dr:cd) wood 

well puttied or filled drill holes and other surface 
imperfections 

(e) Typical properties (or characteristics) of a desirable 
industrial finish sys~em 

good adhesion to wooden surface 

good adhesion between coats of the finishing system 

good scratch (or mar) resistance 
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good dent (or i~pact) resistance 

desired color (or shade) 

lvw drift or change in color (usual.;.~· faCing) du:-ing 
long pcrioc when painted (o:- var"'lished) p:-oduct is 
in ~SC 

good resistance to alcoholic liquids (especially for 
bar and counter tops) 

reasonable cost of the finishing system 

(f) Recommended Sequence of Finishing Operations 

(i) Clear Finish 

wood staining, if desirable 

wash coat (if wood is stained) 

scuff sanding 

filling 

sealer coat application Cone cross-coat) 

hand sanding 

top coat application, as many coats as required 

Note: (a) It is understood that each coat is sufficiently 
dried before the next operation is started. 

(b) At least three layers of top coat are required 
if the finished surface is going to be rubbed 
(or sanded) • 

(ii) Colored (Opaque) Finish 

puttying surface defects 

application of priioor coat (more coats 
are required by coarse wood surfaces) 

sanding 

application of top coats 

polishing (or buffing), if required 

(9) Demonstration of Finishing Systems 

shellac 

varnish 

lacquer system (clear) 

enamel system (colored) 

(h) General Guidelines in finishing operations and areas 

work.area: cleanliness, tidiness and good organization 
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1:1aterials storage areas: fire safety p=ecautions; 
covered cans·(or cc~tainers) of finishir.g r..ate=ia~s; 
~~ple ventilation 

disposition of incust=ial waste from the finishing 
arc~ after work hours 

Ci) Finishing operations per!orr.cd by each student 

* EXERCISE No. IW-3.21 

C. ASSEl-IDUNG OPERATIONS ------------------------------------ 9 hrs. 

(1) Hardware and fastener iteir.s for furniture and ~oinery products 

for solid wood type of construction 

for wood-panel-based construction 

(2) Ma~ining for woodworks hardware and fasteners 

hinqe seats (butterfly hinge, piano hinge, invisible 
!linge, etc.) 

lock seats 

pilot holes for wood screws or 
c.w. nails (2" and larger) 

others 

(3) Dowel type of furniture construction 

(4) Der:.onstration of furniture and joinery products hardware and 
fasteners and their corresponding machining rcquirer.~nts 

(5) General guidelines on machining for hardware and fasteners 

D. C!ASS PROJECT ------------------------------------------- 30 hrs. 

The class is divided into groups of five (5) or less students. 
Each group is assigned to produce two units each of the same furnit~re 
or joinery product, under the guidance of the teacher. Production 
operations shall be carried out accordinq to a definite plan of action 
developed by the members of each group and approved by the teacher. 

This exercise will illustrate the machining precision required 
of wooden components to attain full in~erchangeability of the components. 
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Suggested Project Itc~s : 

(1) Eleirentary S~~ool Desk, wit~ scat for t~o (2} p~pils 

(2) Class Seats for High Sc.'lool Students (with vriting 
extension arm; 

(3) Kitchen (or Laboratory) Stool 

(4) Other fumiture and joinery items of simple design 

** CIASS PROJECT No. A-1 
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First 

Second 

Third 

Fourth 
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SUMMAH.Y OF WOO!MORKING rrr 

P~OGRAM CF AC>:V:TIF.S 

Topic Cove rage 

Exposition to and Fan:iliarization with 
the Basic Concepts of Carpentry, its 
Required Z.:aterials ar.d Hand Tools 
(Currently Implemented) 

Development of Skills in Carpentry 
and Joinery (Currently II!'.plemented) 

Introduction to Industrial ~ood
working Concepts and Operations, its 
Required Machinery, Tools, Systerr.s a.."'ld 
Techniques Cl•ew Syllabus) 

A. Orientation and Fa...""liliarization 
with Concepts and Factory 
Operations 

B. Introduction to Precision 
Y.achining 

c. Familiarization with the Design 
and Cperations of Basic ~ood
working Machines 

Familiarization with Woodworking Mach~nes 
and other Basic Industrial Woodworking 
Operations (New Syllabus) 

A. Familiarization with the Design and 
Operations of Basic Wood\\orking 
Machines (continuation) 

B. Familiarization with other 
Woodworking Operations 

(1i Gluing Operations 
(2) Sanding Operations 

.(3) Finishing Operations 

C. Assembling Operations, Hardwares 
and Fasteners for Furniture and 
Joinery Products 

D. Cla:;s Project 

120 ho;;r~ 

120 hou::-s 

120 hours 

( 6 t.ours) 

(24 hours) 

. (90 hours) 

i20 hours 

(30 hours) 

(51 hou::-s) 

( 9 hour:.) 

(30 hour:;) 
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rv YEk'-

(a) To fa.~iliarizc the stucc~ts with so~c of the r.4jor ~o"-procuction 
activities in wooO.orking factories anc learn the basic concepts 
involved in the various syJtems anc techniques supporting 
industrial scale of production operations; and 

(b) To develop full7 the students' potential for industrial wooeworkir.g 
operatic"s and ide~tify the particular operational skills in wtich 
each stuecnt excels a.;d for which he stands the best cha~cc of 
be~ng hired in industry. 

First Quarter ------------~------------------------------------------ 120 hrs. 

A. WOODWOP..KS MILWRIGh'T OPERATIONS, ITS P.EQU!RED MACHINES 

AND TOOLS AND BASIC TECHNIQUES -------------------------- 7~ hrs. 

( 1) Cii\CiJIAR SAW F!L!~G/GRI~'DU\G OPERATIONS---- (21 hrs.) 

circular saw filing machine, its pririr-:pal parts 
and operations; and the required tools and 
accessories 

circular saw blades, types and uses 

saw kerf, different types of saw tooth set (spring 
set, swage, etc.) and carbide tipped sawblades 

demonstration of circular sav: filing operations 

demr.lnstration of circular saw grinding operations 
(if available) 

safety guidelines during sa~ filing/grinding activities 

circular saw tiling/grinding exercise performed ty 
each student 

proper care of saw filing/grinding machine and tools 
after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-4.1 

(2) BANDSAW FII.ING OPERATIONS ----------------- (21 hrs.) 

handsaw filing machines, its principal parts and 
operations; and the required tools .-.. nd acces~ories 

bandsav blades, types and pitch of saw teeth, width 
of blade and saw kerf 

clcmonst~ation of handsaw filing Oi'Cration5 

safety guidelines during br.;1c!::;aw filing activitic:; 
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bandsaw filing exercise pcr~ormcd by eac:.~ student 

prcper care of scr~ filing machine and tools after use 

* EXERCISE No. IW-4.2 

(3) l<NIFE GRINDING OPERATIONS ----------------- ( 1 B hrs.) 

Plain knives (planer, jointer and shaper) grinding 
operations 

knife grinding machine, its principal parts and use, 
and the required tools and accessories 

plain knives (thick or thin), their cutting vs. grinding 
angles - straight grinding and profile grinding 

demonstration of knife grinding and·honing operations 

safety guidelines during knife grinding activities 

straight and profiled knife grinding exercises performed 
by each student 

proper c"re of grinding machine.and tools after use 

* EXERCISE No. IW-4.3 

(4) SPECIAL MACHINE SET-UP ACTIVITIES ---------(15 hrs.) 

th~ need for machining jigs in production operations 
'l.!sing · somr. basic woodworking machines 

machine set-up activities for: box planing, miter cut 
sawing, shaping, routing, mortising, etc. 

demonstration of setting-up techniques on the table 
saw, planer/thicknesser, shaper, router, mor~iser, etc. 

safety guidelines on machine set-up activities 

- . machine setting-up exercises performed by each ~tudent 

proper care of machining jigs after use 

*EXERCISE No. IW-4.4 

B. FULL SIZING.AND TECHNICAL DRJ\FTING ACTIVITIES FOR 
INDUSTRIAL WOODWORKING OPERATIONS --------------------"':'----------- 45 hrs. 

( 1) STANDARD SIZES AND DIMENSIONS FOR SOME DAS IC FUIUUTURE 
AHO .JOINER'! PRODUCTS ' 

chairs and seats 

dining tabks 

beds (single or double) 
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kitchen stools 

window fra~e (single or double) 

doors (single or double, flush or panel, etc.) 

other ba5ic woodworks prcx!ucts 

(2) FULL-SIZING 

the need for full-size drawings of some components 
of woodworks procucts 

basic f·•ll-sizing concepts and techniql.!es 

drafting supplies and tools for woodworks technical 
drawing and full-sizing 

(3) Demonstration of full-sizfog. and technical drawings activities 
for woodworks products ar.d components 

(4) Full-sizing and technical drawing activities performed by each 
student 

(5) Proper care and storage o: drafting tools and materials 

* EXERCISE Mo. IW-4 • 5 

Second Quarter ---------------------------··----------------·--- ·· ------ 120 hrs. 

Note: It is suggested that the teacher take up the two major topics 
in daily sessions during this Quarter. In this manner, half of 
each day's session will be used for activities in preparation for 
the class projects and the other half will be devoted to lectures 
and illustrations to orient the 5tuc!ents to general practices and 
procedures in industrial plants. 

11.. PREP ARI\ TI ON FOR CLASS PRa.TECTS FOR THE SCHOOL 'iE.1\R ------ 60 hrs. 

(1) Briefing on class projects and formation of 
production teams composed of five or less . 
students, and selection of Team Leaders --- ( 3 hrs.) 

(2) Discussion among Tcara Leaders and teacher, 
then selection of joinery proc!uctls)to be 
manufactured as class projects for the 
Third Quarter -----------------------··--- ( 6 hr~.) 

Each production team is expected to select a joinery 
from those s~lected by the other teams in the class. 
product selected may be any of the following 

window frame, with jambs 

flush door, with jar.lbs 

product different · 
The joinery 
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raised panel door, wit~ jilr.lbs 

divider 

other joinery products 

(3) Discussion among Team Leaders and teacher, 
then selection of furniture products 
to be manufactured as class projects for 
the Fourth Quarter ----------------------- G hrs.)· 

Each production team is expected to select a furniture product 
different f-.·c;m those selected by the other teams in the class. 
The furniture products selected may be any of the following: 

C!i.ning table, with chairs 

laboratory table, with stools 

living room set (1 sofa, 2 chairs·and 

bookshelves for the library 

classroom cabinet 

coffee table) 

teacher's desk and chair 

other. furniture items 

(4) Formulation of plans and schedule of 
activities and materials for the 
project---------------------------------- (45 hrs.) 

preparation of· working and full-size drawings 

preparation of list of wooaen and other materials, 
hardware, woodscrews and nails needed for the project 

preparation of list of production operations (in the 
proper order or sequence) needed to produce the 
selected joinery or furniture product 

preparation of assignment for each team member 

preparation of forms needed to report on materials and 
labour used to complete the project 

preparation of cost estimates 

B. INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES IN 
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS --------------------------------------- 60 hrs. 

( 1) Labour grades in indus.trial operations --- ( 6 hrs.) 

(a) Industry pays workers on the basis of skills and experience 
required by· the job. Thus, the higher the skills reqoired 
by the job, the higher the labour grade rating (and better 
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pay rate), for the job. Siu~larly, a graduate engineer will 
r.ot receive a."'l engineer's pay rate if he is only hired to 
operate a si~ple ~~chi."'lc. The engineer, thus hired, will 
receive a machine operator's pay rate. 

(h) Labour skills levels and general specifications 

UNSKILLED: - no training or experience required 

F.xamples ~lant janitor, factory helper, material 
handler, etc. 

SEMI-SKILieo: - very short training period required; 
previous industrial experience an advantage but not a 
strict requirement; etc. 

Examples hand sande·r, production helper (outfced . 
helper, catcher), asse::nbler, operator 
of simple machine, filling line crew, etc. 

SKILLED: - definite length of training period required; 
some industrial experience in same job line necessary; 
educational level specified; etc. 

Examples operator of basic production machines, 
sprayer (finishing operations), touch-up 
and repairman (finishing operations), 
saw-filer/knife grinder, etc. 

HIGHLY-SKILLED: - longer period of training; wider 
industrial experience in same job line and specific 
educational level required. 

Examples woodworking millwrigtt, finishing 
technician, etc. 

(2) Labour usage and product costs ----------- ( 9 hrs.) 

work done by one man in one hour is called a "man-hour" 

productivity = output + labour usage; that is, man
hours used for each unit product (or component) produced 

reporting labour usage : regular labour usage summary 
reports, labour tickets, time cards, etc. 

responsibility of worker regarding labour usage correctly 
charged to the correct product or project 

example of reporting labour usage in woodworking operat~ons 

* EXERCISE No. IW-4.6 

(3) Other concerns of an industrial worker --- ( 9 hrs.) 

usage of materials (type of material and quantity used) 
correctly charged to the corrc~ponding product or project 
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avoidance of excessive ::i.aterial 1o·astage 

r.ethocs of reporting ~.atcrials usage 

caintaining desired q~ality level of proc~ct ~y 
fo!lowir.9 correctly factory procedure~ and observing 
closely characteristic of his operation's output 

keeping his machine (a.~d/or tools) in good operating 
condition by: avoiding abuse of the machine (ar.d/or 
tools); imi:icdiatcly reporting abnon:ial functioning of 
the machine and following factory procedures on machining 
operations 

(4) Calculation of product cost -------------- (15 hrs.) 

(a) Cost elements 

materials cost 

labour cost 

overhead cost 

(b) Cost of materials include 

1'11!\ber 

plywood 

hardwood, woods crews and nails 

all finishing materials (lacquer, woodfiller, 

etc.) 
All these items are directly applied to a.~d/or can be identifed 
in the complete finished product. 

(c) Cost of labour includes 

salaries/wages of workers directly used in the actual 
production of the product 

(d) Overhead cost includes 

salaries of company officials 

taxes and licenses 

labour not directly used in the manufacture of the · 
product such as salaries of mechanics and ele~tricians, 
janitors, office clerks, quality control inspectors 

all other costs which do not fall under materials or 
labour costs· 

(e) Total Product Cost : Cost of Materials + Cost of Labour 
+ Overhead Costs 

(f) Unit Product Cost ~ Total Product Cost + Number or 
Products Manufact~rcd 
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Cg) Other cost infor.natior. rclcvar:.t to the course objective. 

(5) Industrial wor~er's rights under the 
National Labour Code --------------------- (15 hr~.) 

tenure of work 

right to join trade and labour unions 

sick and vacation leaves 

Soci~l Security Syste~ i:iembcrship 

thirteenth r:ionth pay 

other benefits 

(6) The Woodworking Industry of 
the country ---------------------

(a) Main products of the woodworks industry 

wooden and rattan furniture for the domestic market 

wooden and rattan furniture ca.~d co~poner.ts for the 
expoert z:iarket 

joinery (windows, doors, dividers, banisters, stairs, 
etc.) for the domestic market 

(b) Major woodworking centres of the country 

(c) National Manufacturers and exporters' associations. 

promotion of woodwork products for export 

development of designs of woodwork products using 
local materials 

modernization of woodworking plants in the country 

technical and training seminars on the manufacture 
of furniture and joinery products 

(d) Wood species com.only used for woodwork products 

- for furniture (and components) products: 
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for joinery products. 

(e) Major labour problems of the industry 

lack of adequately trained skilled and highly skilled 
workers 

lack of properly trained furniture designers a.,d full
sizers 

(f) Other info:cmation a.bout the industry 

Third Quarter -------------------------------------------------------- 120 hrs. 

The principal objective of this portion of the course is to fully develop 
the student's potentials for possible work in the joinery factories (or shops) 
of the country. 

The class is divided into production teams composed of five or less 
students (as proqrammed in the Second Quarter). Actual production activities 
will be allowed to start only after the teacher is convinced that all 
preparatory work has been cocpleted, as proqr~d in the Second Quarter. 
~roduction operations should be conducted according to the schedule agreed 
upon during the Second Quarter and using the techniques and knowledge acql.!i.red 
by the student since the Third Year of the cour~e, i.e., according to actual 
industrial practice. 

The teacher, consi~rin9 the needs of the school a."ld the availability of 
funds, will decide how many units of each joinery product will be assigned to 
each tea:n. 

The last week of the Third Quarter should be devoted to calculation of 
actual costs, discussion of the problems encountered during the period alloted 
to production activities and suggest solutions to the problems. The class 
discussions should also include recommendations on how to improve the course -
making it J:10re n;eaningful to the student. 

•• CLASS PRC:UECT A-2 

Fourth Quarter ------------------------------------------------------ 120 hrs. 

The principal objective of this portion of the course is to fully develop 
the student's potentials for possible work in the furniture factories -(or 
shops) of the country. 

The class is divided into production teams composed of five or less 
students (as programmed in·the Second Quarter). Actual production activities 
will be allowed to start only atter the teacher is convinced that all 
preparatory work has been completed, as progranmed in the Second Quarter. 
Production operations should be conducted according to the schedule agreerl 
upon during the Second Quarter and using the techniques and knowledge acquired 
by the student since the Third Year of the course, i.e., according to actual 
industrial practice. 
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The teacher, considering the needs of the school and the availability of 
funds, will cecidc how 11:any units of eac."'I. furnitl:re product will be assigned 
to each tca::i. 

The last week of the Fourth Quarter should be devoted to calculation of 
actual costs, discussion of the problecs encountered eurin9 the period alloted 
to production activities and su9qcst so~utions to the proble~~- 7hc class 
discussions ~hould also include reeot:".mendations on how to improve the course -
makin9 it ciore meaningful to the st;;dcnt. 

** CLASS PROJECT A-3 

Quarter 

First 

Second 

Third 

Fourth 

St~P.Y OF WOOCMCRKING IV 

PROGRAM OF Ac.TIVITIES 

Topic Coverage 

Introduction to Industrial Woodworkinq 
Concepts and C'perations, Its Required 
Machinery, Tools, Systems and ~echniques 
(continuation of previous year's work, 
~w Syllai:>usr 

A. Woodworks Millwright Operations, 
Its ?~quired Machines anc ~ools 
and Basic Techniques 

B. Full-Sizing and Technical Drafting 
Activities for Industrial 
Woodworkinq Operations 

Class Projects and Common Indu~~ry 
Practices 

A. Preparation for Class Projects for 
the School Year 

B. Introduction to General Practices 
and ~rocedures in Industrial 
Plants· 

Class Project, Joinery Product 

A. Shopwork 

B. Performance Evaluation and 
Co~~ing of Project 

Class Project, Furniture Product 

A. Shopwork 

B. Performance F."aluation and 
Costing of Project 

No. of Class Hours 

120 hours 

(75 hours} 

(45 hours) 

t20 hours 

(60 hours) 

(60 hours) 

120 hours 

(105 hours) 

( 15 hours) 

120 hours 

(105 hours} 

( 15 hours} 
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ANNEX VIII-B 

BP.SIC Il\"CU5TRIAL WOOOWORKINC COURSE PRQ.TECT 

MACHINERY/EOUIPHE~"T LIST 

Note: ( 1) Each machine should be provide<! with a set of standard tools, 
electrical switchgear; and a brochure on operating anc 
maintenance procedures. 

(2) All electric motors and switchgcars should be provic!ed for a 
pc:Mer supply of 440/220 volts, 50 or 60 hertz, 3-phase. 

(3) .Each ma.chine supplier should be requested to furnish a li~t 
of recommended spare parts for the machine, good for one 
year's operations. This list will be used as the basis for 
ordering the first batch of spare parts to be delivered 
toqether with the machiner/. 

I. FIRST PHASE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Production Machinery 

(1) One Unit CROSS-CUT Sl!.'I., Manually Operated, 
Pendulum or Sliding Type 

Maxim'UCI Workpiece Capacity 

Circular Sawblade 

Power 

420 mm Wide; 80 m."TI Thick 

355 mm g; 25 111111 Bore; 3600 RPM 

2.2 kw, electric motor 

(2) One Unit - TILTING APBOR SAW, \Tariable Speed, with 
Sliding Table and Extended Arm Attachment 

Maximwn Depth of C:Ut 

Circular Sawblade 

Max. Sliding Tab.le Stroke 

Power 

140 mm 

400 mm ~; 38 mm Bore; 
3200 to 6000 RPM 

2700 mm 

4 kw, electric motor 

( 3) Cne Unit - HAND PLM"ER/J'On!TER 

Maximum Workpiece.capacity 

Work Table Dimen~ions 

Rebating Capacity 

Cuttcrbloclc Speed 

Power 

300 mm Wide 

2000 mm Long; 330 ~.m Width 

19 mm 

5000 to 5500 P.PX 

4 kw, el1;?ctric motor 
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(4) One Unit PLANER/rHICK."\ESSER, Single Cuttcrhead 

Wcrkpiecc Capacity soo ~-:: t\i.ce; :!JS ...... Thicic 

Cutterblock Speed 4500 to 5000 RP~I 

Feed Speed 7 .5 to 15 ;:-.etc rs per ::iir:."U.tc 

Power 4 kw, electric ~otor 

(5) Ci&~ Unit VE?.l'ICttL SFINDI.E MOULDER (SH1'.P.ER) , 
Sing le Spindle 

Cutterhead 

Maximum tiorkpiece Capacity 

Work Table Dimensions 

Power 

Cutting Circle 150 I:lll1 

Bore 25.4 m;n ~ 
Speed 3000 to 8000 P.P:: 

100 m."':l Thick 

:. 650 mitt x 1000 mm 

: 4 kw, electric motor 

(6) One Unit DOVETAILING ~~OIINE (8 Spindles) 

Maximum Workpiece Size 200 mm Wice; 9 to 25 mm Thick 

Dovetail Spindle Pitch 25 rn:n 

Spindles 8 pieces 

Spindle Speed 600C to 6500 R?}~ 

Power 1,5 kw, electr.:.c motor 

(7) One Unit CHISEL MORTIZIHG Mi\.CHit-."E 

Drill Speed 

Traverse 

Depth 

2800 R?}! 

240 ~.m Length; BO mm Front to Rear 

240 ~.m 

Max. Workpiece Cross-Section: 150 rnrn x 240 m."ll 

Head Stock Traverse 

Working Head Stock Traverse 

Power 

250 mm 

100 rn:n 

0.55 kw, electric motor 

(8) One Unit STROKE SANDER, Single.Belt 

Sanding Table Size 

Sanding De lt 

Pulley Speed 

Power 

800 mm x 2500 mm 

6680 mm to 6920 :nm Length 
100 mm to 150 mm Wide 

1500 P.PX 

5 kw, electric.motor 



(9) One Unit 

( 1 0) One U:li t 

( 11 ) One Unit 

C 12) One Unit 

(13) Two Sets 

( i 4) One Unit 
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Bi\.>.;DSAW, i/2" s.:i,,,-blacc 

DRILL PRESS, 3/4" Chuck Capacity 

WCVD LA~HE, lCOO ~= x 75 ::-..~ ~orkpicc~ Capaci~y 

SP.i:\AY BOCTH, Dry Type with Ext.aust Far. ar.c Ai::
Baffles, 3000 mm Width, 2000 1111:1 Depth and 
2440 Height, 0.75 k-w , electric motor 

SPRAY GUN with CUp (1 quart capacity) attach:-..ent, 
and AIR HOSE 

PA!tEL PRESS (Hydraulic Type) , designed and 
fabricated, using wooden member, bolts/nuts a.~d 
hydraulic jacks (tO tons), to accCX1:11:odate 
1220 c:m Wide x 2440 :.I!\ Long x tOvG 111m ::>ia:ncter 
workpiece( s) 

B. Supporting Equipment and Tools 

(1) One Unit COMBINATION BANDSAW and CIRCULAR SAWBLADES 
FILING (OR G?.INDING) MACHINE 

Sawblade Capacity Bandsaw Blade - up to t" Wide, 
Variable circu::iference 

Circular Sawblade - up to 
400 mm Dia?:leter 

Complete w~th electric motor and two (2) sets of steel files 
(and grinding stones, if required) as recommended by the 
machinery supplier. 

(2) One Unit STRAIGHT KNIFE GRINDER 

Knife Size Capacity Up to 75 mm Wide and 550 ~.m long 

Complete with electric motor, adjustable knife holder, and at 
least two (2) sets of grinding stones (for rough grinding, 
fine grinding and honing) as recommended by the machinery 
supplier. 

(3) One Set CENTRALIZED SAWDUST, WOOD SHAVINGS and CHIPS 
COLLECTING SYSTEM (Including Air-Dust Separator 
and Sawdust Incinerator) 

Designed, fabricated and installed on the basis of wood waste 
volume to be generated by the machinery/equipment in Phase I 
plus SO\ capacity for future expansion of the operation. 



(4) One Unit 

(5) One Unit 

(G) Or.e Set 

(7) One Set 

(8) One Unit 

(9) One Unit 

no) One Unit 

(11) One Unit 
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AIR CG .. '!:>RESSOR 

COM!lU:f,T!O~ AI[;_ FILTER and l\.IR PRF.Ssuru: 
IU:GllLl'\TOR, 40 CF!-! Capacity 

HAND TOOLS {Metric System) for l'!aintcnance work 
(screw drivers, portable electric drill, spanners, 
wrenches, etc.) as recom.rnended hy the Workshcp 
Supervisor 

P.AND TQC.\I.S (E.~qlish System) for maintenance work 
(screw rlrivers, portable electric drill, spanners, 

wrenc:.'"ies, etc.) as recor.-.rnended by the Workshop 
Supervisor 

ELEq'P.IC ARC WELDING MACHINE, complete with 
welding cable and electrode holder and other 
stcandard accessories 

O>.'Y-ACETYLENE WEIDING EQUIPMENT, complete with 
pressure gauges, welding mask, etc. 

SAW-TO<YrH S:::TTI?IG TOOL 

BEt.;cH GRI~"DER, 0.55 kw motor with standard size 
grinding stones (coarse and fine) 

II. MACHI~"ERY/EQU!PMEtn' LIST Stit;GESTED FOR FURTURE EiCPlu\!SIOH 

A. One Unit 

Maximon Workpiece 

Circular Sawblade 

Chain Speed 

Power 

B. One Unit 

Maxir..um Workpiece 

Circular Sawblade 

STRAIGHT LINE RIP SAW, with Variable Chain 
Feed Systcr.\ 

Capacity 100 D'Jll Thi ck 

250 mm to 355 r..:n '"'D iarne te r 
38 m.-n '-'Bore, 3600 RPM 

20/30/40 meters per I:\inut:e 

for Saw Spindle 11 kw 
for Feed System 1.5 kw 

RADIAL rum SAt-:, Manually Operated 

Capacity 420 mm Wide; 00 rr.m Thick 

355 111111 Diameter; 38 mm Dore 
3600 RPM 



c. One Unit 

Spindle speed 

Throat 
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Max. Vertical Stroke of Spindle 

Max. Vertical Stroke of Table 

Power 

10,000 tO 20,QQQ Rr·V 

500 r.."":: to 750 ::-.~ 

100 r. .. 'rl 

200 ir.:;i 

2.2/3.3 kw, electric rioto: 

D. One Unit C:Oi~.'OER LOCKING p.".ACHINE 

Maxiniu:n ~o:kpicce Size 

Tenon Depth 

Cutter: Maxi.mum Diameter 

Speed 

Work Table 

Power 

330 C\.'rl Wide; 125 m.~ length 

30 mm 

160 mm 

3600 RPM 

Automatic Vertical Stroke, 
B st:okes pe: minute 

2.2 kw, electric motor 

E. One Unit EDGE S~'DING Ml\CP.INE 

Sanding Belt Dimension 

Sanding Belt Speed 

100 !:'.!': Wide; 3000 ::-.. " Ci:cu."rtference 

12 to 25 rr~ters per second 

Power 

F. One Unit 

Spindle Speed 

HEAVY DUTY ROUTER 

1.4 to 2.3 kw, electric motor 

20,000 RPM 

Maximum :~outer Bit Size 12 mm (1/2") Dia."!leter 

Max. Distance fron Collet to Table 

Max. Distance from Spindle to Frame 

Work Table, Tilting 

210 ll'J:I (8-1/4") 

690 mm (:Z7") 

500 mm x 
31-1/2"); 

800 l:'.m (18-3/t." x 
45° maximu~ tilt 

Power 

G. One Unit 

H. TWO Sets 

I. One Unit 

2P - 1.5 kw (2 hp) 

SPRAY BOOrH, D:y Type with Exhaust Fan and Air 
Baffles, 3000 llUll Width, 2000 mm Depth and 
2440 Height, 0.75 kw, electric motor 

SPRAY CUN with Cup (1 quart capacity) attachment, 
and AIR HOSE 

COMBINATION AIR FILTER and AIR PRESSURE 
REGULATOR, 40 CfM Capacity 
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ANNEX VIII-D 

EXERCISES IN :mnttSTR!i\L W0..."1L)HOR.~I!':;, COURSE 

EXERCISE Ho. rn-3., 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

nmUSTRI ;,r. t·:oor:a·:ORKn:c; I I I 

FAMILIARIZ;.TIC~ WITH THE ME.'!'iUC A?-!D E?\GLISH SYSTEMS 
OF MEASUREMENT 

To familiarize the students with the metric and En~lish 
systems of rneasurc:::ent. and teach them how to convr.:.-t 
metric measurements to English mcasurerne~ts, and 
vice-versa. 

c. Tool/Machinery/Equipment: 

( 1) Steel tape (2 or - 3 meters long) , with both metric and English 
systems of gradation 

(2) Standard Wooden folcing meter (1-1/21'r 2 r::eter::; ::.ong) 

(3) Orcinary 12" (30 a; •. ) ruler 

D. Material One piece of wooden slat for each group in the class, 
12 r:un (1/2") thick x 50 mm (2") wide x 3PO mm (12") long 

E. Procec~urc : 

(1) At any point on the edge of the·wooc!en slat mark point "A". 
Farther along the length of the slat mark pojnt "B" any distance 
frC">m "A". 

(2) Each member of the group is required to take the following 
measurements in the English system, usinq each of· the measuring 
tools available: (a) thickness of the slat; (b) width of the 
slat; (c) length of the slat; and (d) dist<incc between the 
points "A" and "B". 

(3) The sarr.e measurements are again taken, tut this ti~e in the 
metric system. 

(4) The students arc then required to convert the English measurer.icnts 
into metric measurements by multiplying each English system 
dimension by the factor 2.54. The computed results thus obtained 
arc then compared with the dimensions ·taken in Step ( 3) above. 

F. Remarks The teacher should point out to the students the corresponding 
<iccuracies of their own measurements, as compared to the 
calculated conversions from the Engli5h to metric systems 
of measurement. Seat~ork problems in converting metric 
measurements into English measurements should acid to the 
measuring skills of the 5tudents. 



EXERCISE No. IW-3.2 

A. ~itle 

B. Objective 
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THE \'f.R."\Il:J\ CALLIPER 

To familiaric:c the students with the effective use and 
proper care of a wmiH ca 11 ipe r 

c. Tools/Machinery/Equipment 
, 

( 1) V£>rnier ca 11 iper 

(2) Steel tape (2 or 3 meters long) 

(3) Ordinary 12" (30 cm.) ruler 

D. Material 

E. Procedure 

One wooden slat with the same measurements as in Exercise 
No. IW-3.l for each group in the class. 

(1) Each student measures the thickness, width, length, and the 
distance between the points "A" and "n" on the wooden slat, using 
a vernier call~per as demonstrated by the teach~r. 

(2) The English measurements are then converted to metric measure
ments using the factor 2.54 as learned in Exercise No. IW-3.1. 

F. Remarks 

EXERCISE No. IW-3.3 

A. Title 

n. Objective 

The teacher should point out to the stucents the accuracy 
within which a vernier callip~r could be used to take 
either "outside" or "inside" dimensions. Another 
exercise maybe introduced, provided there is still time 
available, making use of the vernier calliper to measure 
the inside dimens io::s. The procedure wi 11 be as in 
paragraph (E) above. 

THE MICROMETER CALL~PER 

To !amiliarizc and teach the stutlents on the proper use 
and care of a micrometer .calliper 

c. Tools/Machinery/Equipment : 

( 1) 

(2) 

A Micrometer calliper with Vernier scale . ' 
•" 

Steel tape (2 or 3 meters long) 

D. Material One-inch flat washer; 1" diameter water pipe, galvanized, 
about 7 to 8" long and the wooden slat used in 
previous exercises. 
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E. Procedure : 

(1) The "outside'' diar:icter of the flat washer is :::easured ,.;ith the 
use of rr.icror:ieter calliper. 

(2} The diameter of the hole at the center of the flat washer is 
measured with the aid of the micro;:.ctcr calliper. This dimer.sion 
is called "inside'' dimension with respect to a call~per. 

(3) The actual thicl~nes::; of the wall of a water pipe is determined 
by taking the "inside" and "outs ice" dimensions of the pipe. 
The actual thickness is the difference between the two d~ensions. 

(4) The thickness of the wooden slat is detcnr.ined ,.;ith the aid of 
a r..icrcmcter calliper. 

F. Remarks Further exercises in determining "inside" and "outside" 
dimensions, using a micrometer calliper might be added 
to this exercise, in case the teacher feels that the 
students need additional exercises. The thickm:ss of the 
wooden slat as measured by the micrometer calliper should 
be cor:ipared to the thickness measurements of the sa.•~ 
slat taken during Exercises No. IW-3.1 and IW-3.2. 

EXERCISE No. IW-3.4 

A. Title TRY-SQU~.RES ANO THEIR USES 

B. Objective To familiarize and teach the students on the proper use 
of try-squares. 

c. Tools/r-:achinery/Equipr..ent : 

(1) 90° (Right Angle) Try-square 

(2) Bevelling (Adjustable) try-square 

(3) Ordinary protractor (180 ecgrees) 

o. Materials : 

( 1) A piece of 2" x 4" lur..ber, 545 

(2) A piece of 3/4" thick plywood panel with at least one edge 

bevelled 

(3) A pie~e of 3/4" plywood panel 

E. Procedure : 

( 1) The·90° try-square is set en 
line is drawn on the· face of 
is then reversed keeping the 
drawn. 1\nothcr line is dr~wn 
of the two lines arc checked. 

with straight square edges 

the edge of the 
the panel. The 
leading edge on 

on the leading 
Any deviation 

plywood panel and a 
try-square position 
the line previou·;ly 
edge and the .Jcsition 
between the two lines 
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indicate that the t;:y-sq~arc is not square (i.e., is n0t 90°). 
!f the second line falls exactly all its le~gth en the fi=st :i~c 
dra~n on the pa~el then the try-square is saic to be true er 9~ 0 

(2) The angle of the bevelled ed<:;c on the pl¥'4"ooc! panel is rneas;,:::-ec 
by setting the bevelling try-square on the bevelled edge, 
adjusting the ~ovable arm to fit the bevelled ed~e of the pa~el 
perfectly. The angle of the bevel is then ~easured with the 
aid of the protractor (i.e., if the bevelling try-square is not 
equipped with a protractor}. 

F. Remarks 

EXERCISE t!o. IW-3.5 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

The studentj should be give~ more exercises ~ith both 
the 90° and the bevelling try-squares should the teacher 
find that the students ~eed thco. 

PROOUCTimi GAUGES 

To familiarize the students with the use of a production 
gauge and ~~kc soce simple gauges. 

C. Tools/Mac.11inery /Equip::icn t ; 

(1) A production gauge used to check either the thickness or width 
of a piece ·of wooden furniture or joinery product corr.ponent. 

(2) Steel tape (2 qr 3 r.ieters long) 

(3) Vernier Call~per 

(4) Micrometer Calliper 

(5) Try-Squares 

D. Materials Pieces of ga~ge 24, plain GI sheet 

r::. Procedure 

(1) The teacher indicates to each group of students the part of the 
production gauge whose dimensions they will measure. The 
dimension is measured with a simple calli.per or a microocter 
callifer or a steel tape. 

(2) Each student is given a dimension for which a production gauge 
is to be ~acc. The dimension is laid on a piece of plain GI 
sheet and the necessary gap to measure the dimension is cut 
with the aid of a tin snip. The accuracy of the dimension is 
then checked with the aid of a micrometer calliper. 

F. Rc:"1arks It is suggcs.tcd that gauges to be used in the production 
of class projects be assigned to the student groups for 
fabrication as a par~ of this exercise. 
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To ir.:part to the stucicnts tl~c tcchniCiUC of :::eading (o:
interprctin9) working d:::a.wings !or machi:':ing opcradons 
ar.d ~~kc them :::calize the i~po:::tancc of the dra~ings in 
industrial p:::ocuction operations. 

c. Tools/Machinery/Equipment : 

(1) Samples of working drawings for machining operations 

(2) Drafting scale 

(3) Steel tape (2 or 3 meters long) 

D. Materials : ~:achined furniture or joinc:::y component ~hich are 
represented by the working arawing s~T.ples. 

E. Procedure : 

(1) The important features of th~ working drawings are studied and 
listed by the students. 

(2) \~crever indicated, the stuccr.t will list ~.achining tolerances, 
machining allowances and other operational instructions as 
depicted in the working dra~ing. (Note: If not indicated on 
drawings, the teacher should give the standard tolerances, and 
~4chining allowances used in industry.) 

(3) The student will check the wooden cocpor.ent against the 
dimension given in ~he working drawing. 

F. Remarks 

EXERCISE No. It-1-3.7 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

The teacher may devise other exercises on this topic. 
The major aim of this exercise, however, should be to 
train the students to read the working drawing. 

THE CROSS-CUT SAW 

To familiarize and teach the students on the operations 
and proper care of the cross-cut saw. 

C. Tools/Xachinery/Equipmcnt 

(1) Cross-cut saw 

(2) Production gauges 

(3) Steel tape (2 or 3 r:ieters long) 

(4) Working drawings of furniture or joinery product component parts 
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o. Materials Pieces of lu=bcr (of ciffcrc~t si:cs) -hich -~:! be c~t 
into co~pc~c~ts !or cl~ss projects to be !abricatc~ --
t..~c fut "Ur~. 

E. I'r.:>cc~urc 

{1) Each group is assigned a nlX.bcr of working dla~ings for co=~o .. c~t 
parts of furniture or joinery products to be r:;an~facturec ir. t~c 
future. 

(2) The members of the group list the na:-.cs of the cca:po~cr.t parts, 
their corresponcing widths, thicknesses, and their calculated 
ro~gh lengths to be cut on the cross-cut saw. 

(3) The group then prepares the piece~ of lucl>cr needec to r.ake the 
cOl:lponen t parts • 

(4) ·The cross-cut saw is set up to cut the desired lenc;t..~s. 

(5) The pieces of ll.:Mlber are cut to the desired rough le~gths a~d 
stored for future \:Se after they have been checked with a 
productioh gauge. 

F. Reinarks 

EXERCISE No. Il\-3.e 

A. Title 

E. Objective 

Other cutting assignments r.iaybe given to the groups should 
it happen that there is still available tir.£ withi>. the 
period assigned to take up studies on the cross-cut saw. 

TILTING ARBOR SAW 

~o fa~iliarizc the stueents w~th, and teach the~ the 
operating prccec:!ures for a tilting arbor saw. 

c. Tools/Machincry/EqGip:nent 

(1) Tilting arbor saw 

(2) Production gauges 

(3) Steel tape (2. or 3 l!'.eters long) 

(4) Working drawings of furniture or joinery product component parts 

o. Materials : Pieces of lrmber (of different sizes) which will be cut 
into components for class projects to be fabricated in 
the future. 

E. Procedure 

(1) Each group is assigned a number of working drawings for component. 
parts of furniture or joinery products to be manufactured in the 
future. 

(2) The members of the group list the names of the component parts, 
their corresponding widths, thicknesses, and their calculated 
rough lengths to be cut on the tilting arbor ~aw. 
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(3} The group then prepares t:•c pieces of h:..~er ncedcc to ::-.akc 
the c~.poncnt parts. 

(~) 7hc tilting arbor saw is set up to cut the desired lengths. 

(5) The pieces of lu."Cbcr arc c.it to the desired rough lenc;ths a:-.d 
stored for future use aftc~ they have ~en checked ai~h a 
proeucticn gauge. 

F • P.c::iarks 

EXERCISE No. IW-3.9 

A. Title 

B. Cbjective 

Other cuttinq.assiqnr.cnts aaay be given to the groups should 
it happ.?n that there is stilt available ti::ie within the 
period assi9neo to take up studies on the tiltinq a~bor 
saw. 

THE HAND PLANER/JOINTER 

To familiarize and teach the students on the proper care 
and operating procedures for the hand planer/jointer. 

C. Tools/Machinery /Equipment 

(1) Hand planer/joint<-:r 

(2) 90° try-square 

D. Material 

E. Procedure : 

Pieces of lumber which have been a:t in the preceding 
exercises to be fabricated into component parts of cha 
furniture or joinery product assigned as class project.: 
These pieces of wood should be segregated into those 
which are reasonably straight and another group composed 
of pieces of lumber which are bent or have significant 
curves along the length, or are o:pped or warped. 

( 1) Two adjacent surfaces of the pieces of lu::ibcr_ which are 
reasonably straiq~t are machined on the hand planer/jointer to 
obtain two face~ which arc smootn and square (90° to each other) • 

(2) The squareness of the two a~jaccnt surfaces which were just 
machined is then checked with the aid of a 90° try square. 

(3) Machining and checkiny operations are repeated until a perfect. 
90° angle is obtained between the two machined surfaces. 

(4) T~e procedure is repeated this time for all of pieces of lurr.bcr 
which were grouped as those which are bent, warped or cupped or 
having significant curves. 

F. Remarks The teacher is reminded to point out to the students the 
result of improper machining on the hand planer/jointer 
operations. The teacher is also cautioned to keep close 
watch on the students using this machine as the cperator 
is directly cxpo~cd to the cutterhead during operations. 
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EXERICSE No. rt-:-3. 10 

A. Ti:lc 

il. Objective 7o fawiliari=e the st~~cnts ~ith anc teach the~ the prc~c~ 
care ~nd opcrutions of the plancr-thick~esscr. 

C. Toolsft{achinery /Equipr:c:-.t 

{1) Planer-thickncsser 

{2} Production gauges for Sfecific dimensions of component parts of the 
furniture or joinery products assigned as class projects. 

(3) go• try-square 

O. Material 

E. Procedure ; 

The pieces of lumber which have been machined under 
Exercise Ne. IW-3. 9 and other pieces of 11.:.."lber whic.; 
are allocated for other purposes whether or not for 
class projects. 

{1) The planer-thicknesser is set to aemit the thickness of the 
pieces of lumber to be planed to . the ' desired thicknesses. '.i'i';e 

machine is also set at the lowest feed speed obtainable from 
the c:achine . 

(2) Two (2) pieces of lur:iber are machined at each speed setting. 
The planed surfaces are checked for smoothness ~d dimensions. 

(3) The feed speed is then adjusted to t.;e next higher level and 
procedures (1) and (2) arc repeated. 

(4) The same procedure is repeated usi~g higher levels of feed speeds 
until the fastest feed speed obtainable from the mac.;ine is 
reached. 

(5) The sr.~othncs5 of the surfaces thus machined at different feed 
speeds are then compared. 

(6) Procedures (1) to (5) arc then repeated fer all the other 
surfaces to be machined. 

F. Remarks The teacher should point out to the students the effects 
of higher feed speed on the smoothness of the surface. 
If time is still available, the teacher should demonstrate 
to the students how to machine tapered square legs for 
tables and other pieces of furniture using the "box 
planinq" technique on the planer-thicknesscr. 

EXERCI sr: No. IW- 3 • 11 

A. Title 

B. C~ijectivc 

THE VERTICl\L SPINDLE MOULDER (SHJ\I>ER) 

To familiarize the stuccnts with,and teach them the 
proper care anc opcration5 of the vertical spindle 
moulder (~hapcr). 
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c. Tools/Machincry/Equip=cnt : 

(1) Vertic.:.l S.t-indle Moulder (Shaper) 

(2) Production gauges for specific di~ensio.~s and ccge profile of 
comFoncnts parts of f~rniture or joine:y product assigned as 
class projects. 

(J) 90° try-square 

O. Material 

£. Procedure : 

The pieces of lur..ber which have been machined under 
Exercises IW-3.9 and 3.10 which need to be machined 
on the shaper. 

(1) The vertical spindle moulder (shaper) is set to machine the 
pieces of lumber to the desired ecge profile, or s~uareness (in 
the case of a straight edged piece), ~sing a shaping jig in one 
case and using the a:tterhead collar (without ~ shaping jig) 
in the other case. 

(2) The accuracy of the edge profile is tten checked with the aid of~ 
production gauge for correctness of shape and dimension of the 
profiled segmer.ts. In the case of straight edged pieces, the 
squareness of the edc;e with the other faces is checked with the 
aid of a try-square. 

F. Remarks 

EXERCISE No. IW-3.12 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

The teacher should emphasize the safety guidelines on 
the use of the machine. As in the hand planing/jointing 
operation, operator's hands arc directly exposed to the 
shaper's cuttcrhcad. 

Likewise, the safety procedures on starting the operation 
of the shaper should be followed very strictly. 

THE DOVETAILING MACHINE 

To familiarize the students with and teach them the proper 
operations and care of the dovctailinq machine. 

c. Tools/Machinery/Equipment 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Dovetailing machine 
, 

Steel tape (2 or 3 meters long) 

Production gauges 

o. Material Wooden blanks for drawer sides, drawer backs and drawer 
fronts, which arc to be dovetailed. (Note~ The thickness 
and width of the drawer components should conform to the 
rcquiremer.ts of furniture items under manufacture.) 
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E. Procedure : 

(1) The cachir.c is set to take in the thickness and width of the 
wooden blanks for drawer sides, bac:~~ cr.d f:rnr.ts. 

(2) 'i'he machine is ru."'l to cut dovetail5 on the dcsircc ends of tr.e 
blanits. 

(3) The dovetailed ends arc checked with the dovetailir.g prockc~ion 
gal."qe. 

(4) One 5et of drawer side front and back arc temporarily assc=.blec 
and the "outside" and "inside" di:ncnsions of tl:e resulting box 
fra."TIC are checked with the steel tape. 

F. Rc:narks 

EXEPCISE No. IW-3.i3 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

The teacher should ernphasize the high level of precision 
required in dovetailir.g operations. The teacher should 
also point out the possible negative results arising fro:n 
faulty feeding of the drawer ca:iponents into the machine, 
so that the devetailed pieces will not match each other 
properly. 

THE CHISEL MORTIZING MACHII~E 

To fa;;;iliarize the students with and teach them t.t.c proper 
care and operations of the chisel mortizir.g machine. 

c. Tools/Machinery/Equipment : 

(1) Chisel cortizing machine 

(2) Stee: tape (2 .or 3 meters long) 

D. Material 

E. Procedure : 

All component parts which were machined in previous 
exercises and which need mortises to be machined f~r 
joining purposes. 

(1) The chisel ~ortizing machine is set to machine mortises at the 
proper location on each piece of surface lumber. 

(2) Mortises are then machined on the pieces of lumber. 

(3) The depth, length and width of the mortises arc checked with the 
use of the corresponding prorluction gauges. 

(4) The distances between the mortises on the same piece of lumber 
are checked with the aid of a steel tape. 

F. P.cmarks The teacher should emphasize the high level of precision 
required in this mac! ining operation. The size of the 
mortise should be checked also with a piece of lumber 
whose end has been tenoned to the dc~i-cd size (to 
match the mortise done on this machin~). 
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EXERCISE Xo. Iw-).14 

A. Title 

n. Cbjcctivc 

THE. STRCKE S~.!~D!:R, :~~i\CHI~'7E SA.'tDING OPERA':'ICN 

'l'o far:liliari::c the students with anc teach thc::i t:-.c 
proper technique of sanding on the stroke sance= and 
the proper care of the ~achine and sanding belt after use. 

C. Tools/~Lachinery /Equipn-.ent : 

( 1) Stroke sander (single belt) 

(2) At least two (2) grits of sanding belt, one coarse (180 Grit), the 
other finer (220 Grit}. 

o. !-'.aterial 

E. Procedure : 

Plywood panels cut to size and pieces of lm:-.bc= which 
were machined and surfaced during previous exercises, 
all int~ndcd to be component parts of furniture or 
joir£ry products which have been assigned as class 
projects. 

(1) T~e coarser sanding belt (1~0 grit) is mounted on the sander's 
pulleys. The pulleys are then adjuste_i to give the desire·j 
tension on the sanding belt. 

(2) The sander table is then adjusted to fit the first material to 
be sanded. 

(3) After all lumber pieces have been sa.~ded, the sanding belt is 
changed to the finer grit (220 grit), observing the proper 
procedures for mounting the sanding 0clt on the sander pulleys. 

(..) The sand<!r table is again adjusted, this tit:'.e to fit the plywood 
panels to be sanded. 

CS) All plywood panels are then sanded according to the procedures 
given by the teacher during the previous demonstratio~ of the 
exe~cise. 

F. Rei:'larks 

EXERCIS~ No. IW-3.15 

A. Title 

D. Objective 

The teacher should pvint out to the students the 
difference in the smoothness of the surfaces sanded by 
the different grits of the sanding belt. He should also 
emphasize the principal objective in sandinq operations, 
i.e., to prepare the wooden surfaCE's for finishinq 
operations by making them not too rough nor too fine 
for the finish coatings. 

THE NAlROW BLADF. BANDSAW 

To familiarize the students with and teach them the 
proper operating procedure and care of the handsaw. 
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C. ':'ools/Xachincry /Equip:r.er.t 

( 1) Narrcw hla.:!e bandsaw 

(2) Produ.ct.io:;. pattern for sr:ccific co::ipc:ac~ts of fi.:rni~urc a:.C 
joinery products. 

(3) Production gauges !o:: specific co~r-onc~ts o! furnit~rc anc 
joinery product~. 

(4) Steel tape (2 or 3 ;:ictcrs long) 

D. Materials : 

(1) Pieces of plywood panels_, previously cut to desired sizes, to 
be bandsawn to the des"ired shape as components of furniture and 
joinery products. ' 

(2) Pieces of lu.ilbcr which arc to be bandsawn into shapes and sizes 
required for specific co~ponents of furniture and joinery 
products. 

E. Procedure : 

(1) The handsaw blade is set properly on the bandsaw pulleys, 
observing proper procedures to obtain the desired tension on the 
handsaw blade. 

(2) The bandsaw blade guide fixture is set up at a desirable distance 
from the bandsaw table for the thickness of the wooden pieces 
which have to be cut. 

(3) The plywood panels are the first pieces cut to the desired shape 
or form. 

(4) The bandsaw blade guide fixture is then reset to match the 
thickness of the next lc..-nber pieces which have to be cut to the 
desired shape. 

{5) The lumber pieces are then bandsawn into the desired shape and 
size. 

F. Remarks The teacher should warn the students of the bad effects of 
a poorly set or faulty handsaw blade tension. The teacher 
should also be very strict on the observance of proper 
safety practices in connection with the operation of the 
handsaw, again because the operator is exposed directly 
to the handsaw blade. 

EXERCISE No. IW-3.16 

A. Title 

D. Objective 

THE DRILL PRESS AND BORING OPERATIONS 

To familiarize the students with the proper operations 
and care of the drill press. 
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c. ~ool~/!1achi~cry/Equip=:ent 

(1) Drill p:::ess 

(2) Production gauges for ckilling holes 

(3) Center punch and ball peen hac:;icr 

(4) Steel tape (2 .or 3 meters long) 

o. }!atcrial 

E. Procedure : 

Components for furniture and joinery procucts which 
were previously machined, and are ready for drilling 
operations. 

(1) The proper size drill bit is installed in the drill chuck. 

(2) Hole centers are located on the lu.7.ber pieces with the use of 
a center punch. 

(3) The desired depth of the holes is set by installing a "drilling 
stopper" on the bit. 

(4) The holes are drilled as per specifications. 

(5) The locations, depth and diameter of the holes thus drilled, 
d~e checKed with the aid of production drilling gauges. 

F. Re:narks The teacher should emphasi~e the strict compliance with 
safety guidelines on drilling operations because, again 
in this case, the operator is exposed directly to the 
drill bit. 

EXERCISE No. IW-3.~7 

A. Title TURNING OPERATIONS ON THE SIMPLE WOOD LATHE 

B. Objective To far.'liliarize the students with the proper operations 
and care of the wood lathe. 

c. Tools/Machinery/Equipment 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Si~plc wood lathe . 
Steel tape (2 or 3 meters long) 

Simple calipher 

Production patterns for the specific profiles of the items 

o. Material Pre-cut lumber pieces which are to be turned into 
component parts of furniture products. 

E. Procedure : 

(l) The end chuck~ of the wood lathe are set to take in the lurrhcr 
pic~e to be turned. 

,._ .. _.,_.•;: .. -----------------
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{~) ?he set of k:-:i .. :es w!-.ich arc :-.:•i1.:i:-cc by ::::::: specific p:-ofi:e 
to !:>c tu:-::cd clrc sc~ o:-. t!~c tur:-.ir-ag ~=a~l i:-. t?:t: proper crC..:!r of 
use. 

(3) The wood piece ;.s r::ari:cd i:::to sc<j::-.e::ts accorei:::g to tbe lc:-.~t::s 
of each pro!ilcd patter::: to !Jc ~ur:::cc. 

(4) T~c r:iachi~c is startcC to pro~~cc ~~c Ccsircd profile o~ ~he 
wood piece. 

{5} The turned ite~ is then checked for correctness of profile 
dirr~nsior.s with the aid of the correspo:::ding production pattern. 

F. Rc:::iarks The teacher shocld e:nphasi=.c to ti':.e students the acva:.tag~ 
of usi:::g sharp tools. 
The students should also he cautio:::ed to observe strictly 
the safety guieelincs for t~rning operations, to prevent 
wood splinters or slivers getting into operator's eyes. 

EXERCISE t•os. IW-3. 18 & IW-3. 19 

A. Title EUI:::..OING UP PANELS ON THE !1YDAAUL:::C PRESS, 
ANr:' OTHER GLUING OPERAnm:s 

B. Objective Tc familiarize the students with and teach them the 
techniques of building up pa:::els with the aid of the 
hydraulic press. 

C. Tools/Hachi:::cry/Equiprnent 

(1) Hydraulic press 

(2) Glue mixing ccntaincr 

(3} Paint brush 

(4) Water container 

(5) Bar cla."ps 

D. Material 

E. Procedure : 

Plywood panels cut to desired sizes; glue material (UF 

and PVh type); S4~ lumber cut to desired widths and 
lengths; thin strips of surface lumber to be glued to 
the edges of built-up pane!s. 

( 1) Built-up Par.c ls 

(a) The components of the built-up pa~cl are checked to match 
one another. 

(b) Gluc is applied on the plywood panels with the aid of a 
paint brush. 
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(c) The panels arc then set on the pressing fixtures, being 
alig~cd tcgcther to for~ straight edges all around the panels. 

(d) The pressing platfG:-r.is arc closed to press the glued pa~cls 
togct~cr until the desired pressing pressure is attained. 

(c) 'l'he par;els arc then clar.lpcd to the pressing fixtures with 
the aid of retaining bars. 

(f) The clamped panels arc then unloaded off the pressing plat
form and moved to the waiting area for overnight drying and 
storage. 

(g) In the r.leantir.ic, all glue squeeze - out on the edges of the built
up panel are wiped clean with thP aid of a wet Piece of rag. 

(h) The retaining bars are loosened and the built-up panels arc 
released after overnight drying. 

(2) Edge Gluing 

(a) Glue is applied to the edging strips and the edges of the 
built-up panels to form a complete solid wood edging 
around the built-up panel. 

(b) The asse:nbled edgings are then cla.~ped to the built-up panels 
with the aid of bar clar:tps and allowed to stand under pressure 
for at least overnight. 

(c) The glue squeeze - out on the edges of the pa::.el are wiped 
off with a wet piece of rag. 

(d) The bar clamps are released after overnight drying. 

F. Remarks The teacher should point out to the students the need for 
organization and cleanliness during the pressing operations. 
The most ir.iportant feature of the operations is the 
attainment of the correct pressing pressure, followed by 
wiping off the glue squeeze-out after the panels or 

EY.ERCISE No. IW-3.20 

A. Title 

D. Objective 

edgings have been clamped together. 

HAND SANDING OPERl\TimIS 

To familiarize the students with, and teach thcrn the 
techniques of hand sanding furniture and joinery 
components in preparatjon for finishir.g operations. 

C. Tools/Machinery/Equipment : 

(1) Sanding blocks for straight edges and profiled edges 

(2) Small sheets of sanding paper cut to fit the sanding blocks, 
(200-240 grit) may be used. 
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r-~achined furniture ar.d joi:lc:.-/ cc::::;or.cr.ts, b-.=i.:: :-.:.? 
par.els with edgings .:l:1c such vt!"ic::: co::-.~o::ier.t:; ::>: the 
f~rniturc ~nd jcir.cry p~o~~c~~ ~ssig~eC ~s c:~ss ~~~jccts. 

'r~e: ~ac!':i:lcC wcoclc.-~ co=.z:to:1c~~s 11:-:d b~ilt-~~ 0a:-.~::; u=-c 
:;a::.dcd \·:ith the propc:- grit il:-.~ tyr.ic of sandpaper for 
plain surfucc :>il.ndir.g or clot:: l:-,uck ab:-asivc, fc: p:-o:ilcC: 
surface sancing. Whc:-.cvcr rcqci:::ed, built-:.:r pa:-.e:s may be 
sanded o~ the :;t:-okc sancc:-. 

?he teacher shoulc 1:oint out to the stuccr.ts u-.,; texture 
of the panel or wooden surface which have beer. ;::-operly 
sanded and is ready for finishi~g operations. ~~e 
tea~~cr should also remind the students of the safely 
guidelines for sanding operations in order to a\·oid 
inhaling sanding dust. 

EXERCISE No. IW-3.21 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

~.PPLICATION OF FINISH COATING SYSTE.i.'-:S 

To familiarize the students with and teach the~ the 
proper tew~nique of applying systems of coating ~aterials 
(paints and varnishes) on wooden surfaces. 

C. Tools/Hachinery/Equipment : 

(1) Spray gun and air supply syst"~ 

(2) Paint brushes, different sizes 

(3) Spraying stand and spraying fixtures 

(4) Spray booth with air exhaust syste:n · 

D. !·:a tc rial 

E. Procedure : 

Sufficient nurn..l;er of step panels (1/4" x 6" x i2" plywood 
pieces); complete system of ma~erials for lacquer 
coating systcra (wood stain, wood filler, sanding sealer, 
clear lacquer top coat, lacquer thinner); system of 
materials for shellac (shellac flakes, denatured alcohol, 
wood stain) ; 1" wide gur..r.ied taric. 

(1) Preparation of Step Panels for LacqtJer System 

(a) The 6" x 12" plywood panels arc cle.ined and sanded properly. 

(bl A 2" wide strip at one end is taped off. 

(c) The panel is then spray~d with wood stain of the desired 
oolor and tone. 

(d) The stain is allowed to dry. 

(el A 1" wide strip next to the strip covered in the previous 
operations is also covered with tape. 
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(f) Wash coat is then sprayed on the rest of the pa~cl a~d 
allowed to dry. 

(g) '1'!-.e sar..c applic.1tion ar.d dryir.g and taping procedures arc 
repeated for the succcecing coats of the finish syste~ until 
all the ccrr.poncnt materials of tr.c systc~ have,bccn applied 
to the step panel. 

(h) The tapes arc rc~oved after sufficient drying (at least 
overnight) of the finish coatings. 

(2) Step Panel for Shellac System 

(a) The 6" x 12" plywood panels are inspected, cleaned and sanded 
properly. 

(b) A 2" strip at one end of the panel is covered with gum.-:ied 
tape. 

(c) The rest of the panel is then sprayed with the desired wood 
stain and allowed to dry. 

(d) A 1" strip of the panel next to the 2" strip covered in the 
preceding operation is also covered with the tape and the 
rest of the~ar.el is sprayed with shellac solution up to a 
certain thickness. 

(e) The tapes are stripped when the shellac coating is sufficiently 
dried. 

(3) Finish Coating for Funiture anc Joinery Co~ponent Parts 

The procedure imple~ented in part (1) of this exercise is repeated 
on the components (solid wood or bu~lt-up panels) of furniture 
and joinery items which have been assigned as class projects. 
This time, however, the tape is not used to block off any portion 
of the wooden pieces to be finished. 

F. Remarks The teacher should emphasize to the students the 
importance of maintaining a very orderly, neat and clean 
finishing area. The teacher should also point out to 
the students the safety guidelines as far as finishing 
operations is concerned, particularly the fire hazard 
situations coll'.monly encountered in finishing areas and 
operations. 



EXERCISE No. IW-4. 1 

.i\. Title 

B. Objective 
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I~DUSTRIAL WOODt~OR.,rnG IV 

CI~·~Ui.i\R SAW FILING (0R GRit\DING) O?F.Ri\Trm:s 

To familiarize the students with a~<l teach the~ the 
proper techniques of filing (or grinding) circular 
sawblades. 

C. Tools/Machinery/Equipment 

(1) Circular saw filing (or grinding) ~achinc 

(2) Steel file 

(3) Saw-tooth setting tool 

D. Material Dull circular sawblades of different type and sizes. 

E. Procedur'? 

(1) The sawbladc is checked for leveling and tension. Required 
adjustments in leveling and tension arc done before the saw~lade 
is mounted on the sawfiling (or grinding) machine. 

(2) The circular sawblade is properly counted on the sawfiling(or grinding) 
r.~chine and adjustments on the tooth feed and filing speed are · 
set to the desired levels. 

(3) The sawfiling (or grin~ing) machine is started and run for a short 
time (not more than 2 minutes) and some more adjustments are done, 
if required. 

(4) The sawfiling (or grainding) machine is left in operation until all 
the teeth on the circular sawblade are properly filed (or ground). 

(5) The sawfiling (or grinding) machine is stopped and the sawblade is 
taken off from the machine. 

(6) The sawblade is then given the desired set using the 
saw-tooth setting tool. 

F. Remarks 

EXERCISE No. m-4.2 

A. Title 

D. Objective 

The teacher should emphasize the importance of each step 
in the sawfiling operations. The standard safety 
precautions should al~o be observed strictly to prevent 
any accident happ~ning during the sawfiling exercises. 

BANDSAW BLADE FILING .(OR GRINDING) OPERATIONS 

To familiarize the students with and teach them the 
proper technique~ of filing (or grinding} handsaw blades. 
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c. Tool5/~.achincry/Equipment : 

(1) Bandsaw blade filing(or grinding) machine 

(~) Steel file (or grinding wheels) 

(1) Saw-tooth setti~g tool 

D. ~..-iterial Dull handsaw blaees 

E. Procedure 

{1) The handsaw blade is checked for leveling and tension. Required 
adjustments iu leveling and tension arc done before the the 
handsaw blade is mounted on the handsaw blade filing(or Rrindi9g) machine. 

(2) The handsaw blade is properly mou:-.ted on the handsaw filing (or grinding) 
mac.~inc and adjustr::ents on the tooth feed and filing speed are 
set to t.~e desired levels. 

(3) The handsaw blade filing (or grinding) machine is started and run for 
a ~hort time (not more than 2 minutes) and some more adjustments are 
done, if required. 

(4) The handsaw blade filing (or grainding) machine is left in operation 
until all the teeth on the handsaw blade are properly filed (or ground). 

(5) The handsaw blade filing (or grinding) machine is stopped and the 
handsaw blade is taken off from the IDClc~ine. 

(6) The bandsaw blade is then given the desired set using 
the saw-toot~ setting tool. 

F. Remarks 

EXERCISE Mo. IW-4. 3 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

The teacher should emphasize the importance of each step in saw
f i ling (or grinding) operations. Required safety 
precautions should also be .taken to prevent any accident 
happening during the sawfiling operations. 

KNIFE GRH;DIUG OPERA':Iet:s 

To familiarize the students with , and teach them 
proper techniques of knife grinding operations, bo~h 
for plain straight knives and profiled knives. 

c. Tools/Machinery/Equipment : 

(1) Knife grinding machine 

(2) Grinding stones of different grit (or fineness) as re=or.u:icnded 
by the supplier. 

(3) Honing stone 

D. Material Dull planer knives or shaper knives (plain or profiled) 
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?:-ocedure : 

(1) The dull knives arc checked for "a:icks" or "edge cracks ... 
Corresponding grinding ~.arks arc ~«de o~ t~e knives based on 
the extent of defects detccteC: or. the knives. 

(2) A knife is then installcc on the knif~ holder fixture of the 
grinding r:iachine. 

(3) The machine is set to the correct depth of grinding by raising 
or lowering the knife holder as desired. 

(..::) The grinding wheel motor is then started. 

(5) Periodic checks on the grinding operations are done to ensure that 
the k.,ife is not heated excessively t.':us caking it ur.satisfacto.::y 
for long periods of use. 

(6) The grinding wheel is stopped as seen as the desired grinding 
depth and sharpness is achieved and t.~e knife is unloaded fro~ 
the knife holder fixture. 

(7) The knife edge is made smooth is made smooth using a hosing stone. 

F. Remarks 

EXERCISE No. IW-4.4 

A. Title 

B. Objective 

The teacher should emphasize to the stucer.ts the need for 
caution and slowness of bite in order not to heat the 

knife excessively. A separate exercise may be done on 
profiled knives. This, however, has to be done on a free 
hand basis, using the bench grinder and on an improvised 
knife holding device. 

JIGS FCR ?·:ACHINir-:G OPERl.'i'IONS IN WOODWORK PLANTS 

To familiarize the student with and teach them the 
proper techniques of i~provising machining jigs for 
selected basic woodworking machines. 

C. Tools/Machinery/Equipment : 

D. Material 

E. Procedure 

Sheet metal working and woodworking tools and equipQent 
as required by the fabrication activities. 

Pieces of lumber, sheet metal (18 tp 24 gauge), flat iron 
bar, bolts and nuts, nails and wood screws, as required. 

(1) Each group is assigned a basic woodworking machine and a specific 
component part of either a furniture or joinery product which is 
expected to be processed on the machine assigned to the group. 

(2) The group is expected to design and fabricate a machining jig 
which will h~lp speed up the machining of tne assigned component 
part on the assigned machine. 



F. Rc:::arlcs 

EXERCIS~ No. I~-4.5 

A. Title 

B. Objective 
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7he teacher shoulc follo~ closely and encourage iceas 
broug~t up by the stucents in their effo=t to cevise a 
~~chinir.g jig accorc:~g to their specific assig~~cr.ts. 
Tr~ teacher stould also provide guiding suggestio~s so 
tr.at this p=oject can be finished ~ithin the allot~c 
length of ti::ie. 

FULL-SIZING AND TECHNICAJ. DRAFTING FOR 
INDUSTRIAL WOOCWORKS OPERA7IONS 

To familiarize the students with a.,d teach the~ the 
proper techniques in full-sizing anc tec.~nical drafting 
fo= co:nponents of furniture or joinery products which 
are to be :::anufactured on an industrial scale. 

C. Tools/Had1inery/Equipment : 

D. Materials 

E. Procedure 

Drafting tocls and equipment 

Sar.iples of ~oo~crks or joinery products preferrably 
knock-down; drafting (.:;r full-sizing) pape:-

(1) Each group is assigned a piece of furniture or joinery product 
for full-sizing and/or technical drafting activities. 

(2) Eac.~ student me=n:-er of the group is assigned to prepare a 
technical working drawing er full size drawing, whicheve:- is 
required, of one co~por.ent part of the product assigned to 
hi::; group. 

(3) The steps in preparing the drawings, as discussed curing the 
lecture portion of this session, should be followed strictly. 
All drawings mu::;t be approved by the teacher before they arc 
accepted for actual use in the fabrication of the respective 
cc.~ponent parts. 

F. Rcr.ia::ks The teacher should encourage full discussions on the 
merit or demerit of the crawings presented by the 
students. He should poir.t out the mistakes cormr~nly 
commited by the students, and the corresponding methods 
of avoiding them in the future. Any drawing which does 
not technically represent the compon~nt part to be 
~anufactured should be reworked before the student 
assigned to prepare that drawing is allowed to qo ahead 
with his part in the class project. 



EXE~c:::s::: ~:o. :t·:-4. Ci 

:.. 'i"itlc 

a. Objective 
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':o acq\.:air..t the stt.:c!cnts t·:.:.. tn c'lr.C. teach ~!1.c~ t::c p::-opcr 
procec,~rc in calcu!atir.g p=oCcc~ cost. 

C. ':'ools/!-dichir.cry/Equip;:ier.t 

( 1) 

(
..,, .. , 

paper and pencil 

calculator (if available) 

D. Material 

E. Proceeure 

Simulated reports on labour and materials useo i~ the 
fabrication of ce:tain co~poncnts of wooden furr.iturc 
or joinery produces. 

(1) Each group in the class is assigned a piece of furr.iture or 
joinery product for costir.g purposes. 

(2) The group is provided with the necessary data on labour, 
material, machine hours, and other basic cost ele~£nts required 
by the exercise. 

(3) The corresponding cost of the product is obtained by using the 
costing technique discussed in previous sessions of the class. 

F. Re::iarks The teacher should e~phasize the importance of accurate 
costing technique. The students should also be encouraged 
to discuss the I:l.istakes they coi::nited during costing 
exercises. 
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ANNEX VIII-E 

I. I~rriUS~RIAL WOOr;tiORKI:-;G III 

A. CIASS PRCliF.CT A-1 BJl.SIC INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 

( 1) Objective : 

To illustrate the mach~ning precision required of woolen 
co~ponents of furniture or joinery products which ~ill allow 
them to be interchanged froo one unit to another, without 
the necessity of adjustments to fit the other co~ponent parts. 

(2} Suggested Item for Assignment a5 Class Projects : 

(a} Elementary school desk, with seat for two pupils 

(b} Class scat for high school student with writing 
extension arm 

(c) Kitchen or laboratory stool 

(d} Other furniture and joinery items of si11:ple design 

(3) Procedure : 

(a} Only one type of furniture or joinery product, as 
chosen by the teacher, will be produced by all the 
groups co~posing the class. 

(b) Each group will produce two (2} ~nits of the s~~£ 
produc~, observing the steps discussed during the 
previous sessions cf the class. 

(c) ~~ soon as all the groups have completed machining 
operations and the par~s arc ready for asse:n!:lling, 
the teacher will require each group to exchange at 
least one (1} unit of each principal co~ponent part 
with another group. Then and only then will final 
assembling be allowed tu con.11E:nce. 

(d) l'.ore or less, the steps to be followed arc. as follows 

i - a material list should be prepared to include 
all materials, with estimated quantities, required 
to produce the assigned class project. 

ii - working drawings should be prepared for each of 
the component parts cf the class project. All 
the groups in the class will cooperate in preparing 
the workinq drawings, each group preparing the 
drawings for at least one (1) compon~nt part. 
The completed working drawings will then be 
checked by the teacher, and discussed by the 
whole class before actual production operation 
is started. 
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iii - a list of lliachining opcratio~s, to~cthcr wit~ t~c 
correspor.ding ~~chir.ir.g jigs r.eeded to produce 
the co.-.:pcncr. t pa:-t:;, :;hould be prcp.:ireC: bj· cac:: 
group of the class. 

iv - machining operaticns -ill be perfor::'~~ accordi::.g 
to the list of O.LJcr.::itions prcparcc by t!1c stuc!c::.t, 
anc approved hy t!':e teacher. 

v - a clas:; sessio::. -i:l be alloted to discuss the 
problcns, the si;nificant portions cf the exercise, 
and the corresponding solutions i~provised by t~e 
groups in order to solve the problc=s that 
developed during the exercise. 

II. INDUSTRIAL WOOOWORKING IV 

A. CLASS PRw~CT A-2 PRODUCTION OF' A JOil\"ERY PRO:::;UCT 

(1) Objective : 

To fully develop the studcr.ts' potential for possible work 
in joinery factories (or shops) in the count::y by reql.l.iLing 
the~ to produce standard joinery items on an industrial scale. 

(2) Suggested Items for Assigr..~ent as Class Projects : 

(a) Windo- frace with jambs 

(b) Flush door with door ja.;.bs 

(c) Movable room divider 

(d) Railings and bannisters for -stairs 

Ce) Any other joinery product which could be conveniently 
manufactured using the available stock of raw ~aterials. 

(3) Procedure 

(a) F.ach group is assigned a different type of joinery 
product. 

(b) At least two (2) units of the joinery product should be 
produced by each group. The final number of units to 
be produced by each group will be determined by the 
teacher. 

(c) A complete list of :n.::iterials, •,:ith corresponding 
quantities, should prepared by each group, to meet the 
material requirements of the product that the group is 
assigned to produce. 

(d) Each group shall prepare a list of operations which 
are required to ~achine th~ component parts of the 
product according to ~pecificatio~s. 
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(c) l\ctua!. producti.t'\n .1peratio:-.s ...-ill be s'::.:irted o;;!y 
af~c:- the tcac .. cr i1as ap~rovc~ tl"'.c list of ~atcrials 
a;;c the list of operations pre?ared by t~c stuce;;ts. 
7hc~c lists will be ~scO by ~he tcuc~c~ as t~c ~asi~ 
for preparing a sche<luje of r.i.Jchir.c usage so that 
c~ch group will have accc5s to the rcquircC ~ad:i~c 
at the ti~e they r.ced the ~achi;;e. 

(f) In case ~achining jigs will be required, the group 
needing the machining jig will have to dcsig" and 
fcl!:>ricate the jig, if they arc not alrcacy available. 

(g) After all the assignee projects have been co~p!eted, 
the groups will be required to prepare actual cost 
calculations of the joir.cry product they produce~. 

(h) At least one (1) class session (3 hours) should be 
devoted to discussion of problems encountered during 
the exercise, and the solutions devised by the students 
to solve these problems. 

( ·~) Remarks 

The teacher, assisted by the shop technician, should ~akc 
hiffiself available at all times during the course of this 
exercise. He sho~ld also be very strict in observi"g ar.J 
enforci;;g safety regulations as discussed in previous sessio;;s 
of this course. 

D. CL;\SS PROJECT A-3 PRODUCTION OF A FURNITURE PRO~UCT 

(1) Objective 

To fully develop t.~e students' potential for possible work 
in furniture factories (or shops) in the cou.~t::y by rcq~irir.g 
them to produce standard furniture ite~s on an inct:Strial scale. 

(2) Suggested Ite~s for Assignment as Class Projects 

(a) Dining table and chair set for four (/;) 

(b) Teacher's desk with teacher's chair 

(c) Buf fct cabinet 

(d) Living room set consisting of one (1) sofa, two (2) 
end chai=s and one (1) coffee table 

(e) Any other furniture items which could be conveniently 
produced from the available stock of raw materials. 

(3) Procedure 

(a) Each group is assigned to produce a different type of 
furniture product. 
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(b) At least two (2) units of the furniture procuct should 
be produced by each gro~p. The final n~~ber of units 
to be produced by each group will be determined by the 
teacher. 

(c) A complete list of matr.rials, with corresponrling 
quantities, should be prepared by each group, to cover 
the requirement for the product that the qroup is 
assigned to produce. 

{d} ~ach group shall prepare a list of operations which are 
reGUircd to machine the component parts of the ptoduct 
according to specifications. 

(e) Actual production operations will be started only after 
the teacher has approved the list of materials and the 
list of operations prepared by the students. These 
lists will be used by the teacher as the basis for 
preparing a schedule of nachine usage so that each group 
will have access to the required machine at the time 
they need the machine. 

(f) In case machining jigs will be required, the group 
needing the machining jig will have to design and 
fabricate the jig, if they are not already available. 

(q) After all the assigned projects have been completed, 
the groups will be required to prepare actual cost 
calculations of the furniture product they produced. 

(h) At least one (1) class session (3 hours) should be 
devoted to discussion of problems enccuntered during 
the exercise, and the solutions devised by the students 
to solve these problems. 

(4) Remarks 

The teacher, assisted by the shop technician, should make 
himself available at all times during the course of this 
exercise. He should also be very strict in observing and 
enforcing safety regulations as discussed in previous sessions 
of this exercise. 
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